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Abstract

The study of both Exoplanets and DarkMatter provide valuable information on how
we humans came to exist and whether we are alone in the universe. Directly imaging plan-
ets requires long integration times (hours) with a coronagraphic instrument due to the
limited number of photons. The wavefront must be stable over a small field-of-view on
the same time scale, which is often difficult in space due to time-varying wavefront errors
from thermal gradients and other mechanical instabilities. In order to directly observe a
habitable exoplanet, a series of masks are used to redistribute and block the starlight in the
region where the planet might be; these masks are referred to as coronagraphs. Wavefront
errors frommisalignments and manufacturing defects of the optical surfaces must be cor-
rected via deformable mirrors in order to achieve the required level of starlight suppression.
DarkMatter mapping via cluster weak lensing, like exoplanet imaging, requires a very sta-
ble wavefront over hour-long integration times but also requires a large field-of-view. Dark
Matter acts as a gravitational lens and the DarkMatter in a foreground galaxy cluster will
distort the light travelling from the background galaxy cluster. The level of distortion can
be used to infer the mass of DarkMatter present in the foreground galaxy cluster. When
performing weak lensing measurements from a balloon-borne telescope, there are thermal
and structural changes throughout the integration time which can introduce quasi-static
wavefront error drifts that introduce errors in the DarkMatter measurement.

The instruments required to directly image an exoplanet versus to measure DarkMatter
via weak lensing are quite different but both suffer from the effects of quasi-static wave-
front error drifts. I present solutions for exoplanet imaging that utilize active optics and
focal plane wavefront sensing and control techniques. I also provide a study to inform the
design of an active-optics system for a weak-lensing application.

For directly imaging exoplanets, an overview of a Dark ZoneMaintenance algorithm is
provided which combines an Extended Kalman Filter as an estimator and Electric Field
Conjugation as a controller. Also provided are laboratory demonstrations that show the al-
gorithmmaintaining the dark zone presence of various wavefront error drifts. Deformable
Mirrors are used to inject wavefront error drifts both for monochromatic and broadband
(10% bandwidth at 635 nm) experiments. Low-photon cases are provided where the images
obtained from the testbed are processed prior to being passed to the estimator to mimic the
pixel sampling, photon rate, and detector noise expected on the Roman Space Telescope.
I also demonstrate detection of fake planets injected into the testbed data using various
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post-processing techniques. Experiments are performed on the High-contrast imager for
Complex Aperture Telescopes at the Space Telescope Science Institute, and both the In
Air Coronagraph Testbed and Occulting Mask Coronagraph testbed at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.

For weak lensing, I perform a study of the stability of the image quality of the 2023
Super-pressure Balloon-borne Imaging Telescope flight results. These results are then used
to inform the design for a new 1.3 m optical-near-UV balloon-borne telescope (GigaBIT).
GigaBIT has a 0.5◦ field of view over which the wavefront must be stable on timescales
of an hour as the instrument moves in azimuth, elevation, and yaw to remain locked on a
target. The Super-pressure Balloon-borne Imaging Telescope was designed as a pathfinder
experiment and we use the thermal, mechanical, and pointing behaviour to determine a
sufficient active optics design for the next generation instrument.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Are we alone?

“Are we alone in the Universe?” is a question that has intrigued humanity from the begin-

ning. Seeing as we have not yet developed a functional Millennium Falcon, we must in-

vestigate the potential for life on other planets using imaging. The study of exoplanets, or

1



planets that orbit other stars, is a growing field. To determine if an exoplanet could sustain

life, we use the spectra of the light from the exoplanet. The absorption lines in the spectra

of the exoplanet indicate the molecules present in the exoplanet’s atmosphere as shown in

Fig. 1.1. Molecules like water and oxygen are used as biosignatures for potential life.112 To

date, liquid water has not been found on an exoplanet. One of the main reasons for this is

that the planets we can obtain spectra for with the technology available are mainly large,

self-luminous planets (like an exo-Jupiter) with large orbits around their host star. Planets

that would have liquid water, a sufficient condition for a habitable exoplanet, are expected

to be small, rocky planets that orbit relatively close to their host star (like Earth).112 An-

other important consideration is the type of star, as the systemmust be old enough such

that life could have evolved but not so old that the star is in decline and flaring. Schwieter-

man et al. 2018112 considers planets orbiting F, G, K, M stars (109–1012 years old) as poten-

tial targets. Sample spectra for different types of exoplanets are shown in Fig. 1.1.

The bottommiddle panel of Fig. 1.1 highlights another reason why studying small rocky

planets is so interesting. To date, the methods used to detect exoplanets have been biased to

exoplanets with certain characteristics (large mass, low orbital radius). In order to under-

stand how planetary systems form and the roles of different types of planets within a solar

system, we need a more comprehensive dataset of the exoplanets that exist. This will allow

us to determine how unique our solar system is, even if we cannot find an exo-Earth.
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Figure 1.1: Sample planet spectra for targets from the HabEx mission study by Mennesson et al. 2020.69 In the bot‐
tom middle panel, the cyan and green points are planets that would be discovered by HabEX and the grey points are
previously discovered planets.

1.1.2 How did we get here?95

Cosmology is the study of the large scale evolution of the Universe. The Λ Cold DarkMat-

ter (ΛCDM) is the most widely accepted model and assumes the Universe contains radia-

tion, matter, and dark energy. The Friedmann equations83 (Eqn 1.1), describe the temporal

evolution of the Universe and its geometry as a function of the component densities (Ωi):

H2 = H2
0
(
ΩRa−4 +ΩMa−3 +Ωka−2 +ΩΛ

)
(1.1)

where the size of the universe is given by the scale factor a, and the expansion rate by the

Hubble parameterH = ȧ/a and its current valueH0 = 67.36 ± 0.54 km s−1 Mpc−1.86

Since there is currently no theoretical understanding of why these parameters have their
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specific values in our Universe, the model parameters must be determined observation-

ally. ΩM describes the mass of the Universe which includes both baryonic and dark matter.

Baryonic matter is relatively easy to study as we can see it. Dark matter has mass but does

not emit or interact with anything emitting around it. If we develop instruments that can

determine the amount of dark matter in the Universe, we can improve the accuracy of the

ΛCDMmodel. Figure 1.2 is a visual depiction of the ΛCDMmodel combined with infla-

tion theory. It starts with quantum fluctuations which lead to the commonly phrased ‘Big

Bang’ after which the Universe rapidly expands (inflation). As the plasma cools, the pho-

tons decouple giving us the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). There is then a dark

period before the first stars begin to form fromHydrogen and Helium. As the stars begin

to die, they spew the new elements that they cooked in their cores into the Universe. Even-

tually, enough of these new elements exist to create planets and stars, which begin to group

in gravitationally-bound systems we dub ‘galaxies’.

Figure 1.2: Visual depiction of the evolution of the Universe using based on the ΛCDM model and inflation theory. 4
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1.2 Scientific approach

This section is taken from Redmond et al. 202296 and Redmond 2018.95

1.2.1 Direct imaging of exoplanets

Since stars are many orders of magnitude brighter than the planets they host, the lobes of

the star’s Point Spread Function (PSF) will hide a planet even if the optical system would

otherwise be able to resolve the planet. The lobes of the star’s PSF must be suppressed in

a way that maximizes the throughput of planet light; optical systems that accomplish this

are referred to as coronagraphs.51 There are many types of coronagraphs but most con-

tain one mask in the focal plane to block the main stellar PSF and one mask in the pupil

plane to deal with diffraction effects of the focal plane mask, as shown in Fig 1.3. The pupil

plane masks can be located before, after, or on either side of the focal plane mask. These

masks create a ‘dark zone’ (DZ) or ‘dark hole’ (DH) in the focal plane of the coronagraph,

near the star where a planet is observable. Though the coronagraph drastically reduces the

starlight in the DZ, there will always be residual starlight due to manufacturing defects of

the optical components and this residual starlight often has structure. We refer to these

structures as ‘speckles’94,85 and there are many research areas that focus on distinguishing

between speckles and planets.129,117
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Figure 1.3: Basic high‐contrast optical layout.

In order to directly observe a rocky Earth-like planet, the starlight must be suppressed

by a factor of 1010.46 For this level of suppression in a space-based high-contrast system,

deformable mirrors (DMs) are required to correct for the small manufacturing defects and

misalignments in the optical system.124,121,62 The magnitude of suppression is commonly

referred to as the contrast, which we calculate here via:

contrast =
Icoron

max (Idirect)
(1.2)

where Icoron is the intensity of the coronagraph image at the planet location and Idirect is the

intensity of the nominal image of the star without the focal plane mask (FPM) in place.

While there exists more sophisticated and statistically rigorous definitions for contrast

in the context of point source detection,41 here I adopt a simple metric as we are mostly

concerned about relative maintenance around a nominal level of starlight extinction. When

discussing contrast, a ‘high’ contrast (10−10) is considered good and a ‘low’ contrast (10−5)

is considered bad. The characterization of exoplanet atmospheres using direct imaging

spectroscopy also requires high-contrast over a wide wavelength range.
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Even with the coronagraph and DMs, a large number of exposures are required to accu-

mulate enough photons to characterize dim exoplanets and these long observation times

put strict stability requirements on the PSF. Often, one can observe a planet that is dimmer

than the static contrast obtained by the instrument, if the image is stabilized at a level that is

a small fraction of the raw contrast so that one can calibrate that noise a posteriori.145

1.2.2 Weak lensing as a cosmological probe95

Figure 1.4: Here we see cluster strong lensing shown by the orange lines; the foreground cluster acts as a lens and
creates a double image of the background galaxy. Li

Cluster weak gravitational lensing can be used as a method to constrain the matter density

ΩM described in Eqn. 1.1. This type of weak lensing uses galaxy clusters at different red-

shifts; a cluster far, far away as the source and a nearby galaxy cluster as the lens. The mass

of the near galaxy cluster acts as a gravitational lens and bends the light rays as shown by
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the white lines in Fig. 1.4. Strong lensing occurs when the lens cluster is sufficiently mas-

sive that it creates multiple images of select source galaxies as shown by the orange lines in

Fig. 1.4. Weak lensing is based on the same mechanism but produces a milder distortion of

the source galaxies as shown in Fig. 1.5 (illustrative purposes only). The resulting image(s)

depends on the not-necessarily-symmetric geometry of the whole system. Strong lensing

is rarer due to the mass required to produce it as well as the excellent alignment required

between the source (background) and lens (foreground) clusters; note that a perfectly sym-

metric and aligned system will create a single Einstein ring. Weak lensing is thus a more

favourable observational probe due to its abundance.

Figure 1.5: Example of the effect of weak lensing. 59

In reality the distortion induced by weak lensing is on the order of 1%.142 For this reason

any weak lensing instrument must have a wide field of view (FOV) and be capable of deep

imaging to capture as many sources as possible. With this in mind, the SuperBIT telescope

has been developed to have a 22.5 × 15.1 arcminute field of view with a throughput above

80% for the optical and near-ultra-violet (NUV) wavelengths. For comparison, Fig. 1.6

shows an image of the Eagle Nebula taken during a SuperBIT engineering flight in 2016

with the Hubble Space Telescope’s Wide Field Camera 1 FOV overlaid in blue.27
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Figure 1.6: False colour SuperBIT image (2016 test flight) of the Eagle Nebula with the Hubble FOV overlaid in blue.31

It is important to note that the light rays are affected by both dark matter and baryonic

matter, which means that weak lensing does not require any assumptions regarding the

relationship between the two. This is important as there are often scenarios where the loca-

tion of the luminous matter does not coincide with the location of the majority of the mass

of a galaxy. Such an example is the Bullet Cluster shown in Fig. 1.7 where the pink high-

lights luminous matter (mapped using X-rays) and the blue indicates dark matter (mapped

using gravitational lensing). Note this image is in false-colour.

Figure 1.7: Composite image of the Bullet Cluster.78 X‐ray emission is in pink and dark matter is in blue. The Bullet
Cluster was once two clusters as is evident by the two pink and blue clouds. We can see that during the merger, the
luminous matter becomes entangled but the dark matter does not self‐interact and stays as two distinct entities.
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Weak lensing represents a minimally biased method of measuring the total matter as well

as the matter distribution within clusters, regardless of their dynamical state. Large sam-

ples of unbiased cluster mass measurements are necessary for improving the constraint on

cluster mass-observable relationships. These mass-observable relationships are necessary for

leveraging large cluster surveys to constrain other cosmological parameters.86 In addition,

measurements of the dark matter distribution (from weak lensing) in combination with

independent tracers of baryonic matter within a sample of galaxy clusters provides an op-

portunity to constrain interactions within the dark sector and between the dark and light

sectors in a model independent way.

1.3 The field today

1.3.1 Space-based high-contrast instruments

Before examining high-contrast imaging, it is important to acknowledge the exoplanet de-

tection techniques that have been used to advance the field of exoplanet science for the past

three decades. To date, the majority of exoplanets have been detected using techniques such

as Radial Velocity143 (RV) or transits.108,143 Radial velocity uses the slight wobble in the

host-star’s position as it orbits the star-planet centre of mass to detect the planet and infer

its mass and orbital radius. RV is thus biased towards more massive planets with small or-

bital radii. Transits look for periodic dimming of the host-star as the planet passes in front

of it in order to make a detection. Directly imaging exoplanets provides much more in-

formation about planetary systems and targets a different class of exoplanet but benefits

extensively from RV and transit detection results.

The Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (RST) is expected to be the first NASA space
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mission to use DMs in space for creating high-contrast dark zones to directly image exo-

planets. The RST Coronagraphic Instrument (CGI) is a technology demonstration for

future high-contrast space missions. The required contrast for CGI is 10−7 but it is pre-

dicted to perform at a contrast of 10−9.44 CGI has two 48x48 AOAXinetic DMs and three

coronagraph options. Two of the coronagraphs are Shaped Pupil Coronagraphs (SPC) and

the third is a Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph (HLC); these will be further discussed in Ch. 2.

Ongoing thermo-mechanical modelling, as part of the mission development cycle, suggests

that the image quality necessary to detect temperate giant exoplanets can be achieved by

1. pointing at a bright reference star to dig the dark zone, i.e., find the DM command

that corrects the static wavefront error (WFE) induced by the optical surfaces etc.,

2. performing a slew to point at the science target at which point the DM command is

kept constant (Krist et al. 202049)

3. rolling the telescope four times while on the science target

4. slewing back to the reference star to re-dig the dark zone that has degraded due to the

various drifts in the system.

This reference star–target star–reference star cycle would repeat three times for each tar-

get if RST is operating in HLCmode. The telescope rolls are to enable the use of angular

differential imaging111,29,63 (ADI) in post-processing. As explained in Sec. 2.4, the residual

starlight speckles remain in the same position on the focal plane when the telescope is rolled

but the planet moves.

The 2020 decadal survey recommended exoplanet science as a primary objective for the

Large Strategic Mission “A Future IR/Optical/UV Telescope Optimized for Observing
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Habitable Exoplanets and General Astrophysics”;73 this mission is now referred to as the

Habitable Worlds Observatory (HWO).39 HWOwill build on the JWST segmented aper-

ture technology as well as the RST coronagraph technology. The instrument will orbit L2

and be designed to accommodate robotic service missions. The target contrast is 10−10 with

the goal to be able to look for biosignatures in the atmospheres of potentially habitable ex-

oplanets. The mission concept study of the Large UV/Optical/IR Surveyor (LUVOIR)93

will be extensively referenced in the HWO design.

1.3.2 Balloon-borne telescopes

On Earth, optical telescope capabilities and image quality are limited by atmospheric see-

ing. Moving out into the far-UV or far-IR, the atmosphere is mainly opaque reducing the

science goals achievable by ground-based telescopes. For these reasons, space telescopes

were developed to improve data quality and probe wavelengths which are out of reach for

ground-based instruments. Unfortunately, space telescopes are very costly and have very

long lead times.82 Balloon-borne telescopes offer a unique compromise in which data qual-

ity losses and costs are significantly reduced. They fly at altitudes ranging from 30 to 45 km

in the stratosphere which provides a space-like atmospheric environment but maintains

gravity loading as seen by ground-based instruments. Figure 1.8 shows the transmission

gain for balloon instruments between Near-Ultraviolet (NUV) and Near-Infrared (NIR)

wavelengths when compared to ground-based instruments either at sea level or the Hawaii

Mauna Kea site. At the end of the flight, the payload returns to the ground via a parachute.

Often the majority of the instrument can be re-used for the next flight. This enables closed-

loop engineering of the components as well as relatively short turnaround times between
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upgrades.

Figure 1.8: MODTRAN4 transmission calculation altitude comparison for the Near‐Infrared (NIR, 900nm) and Near‐
Ultraviolet (NUV, 300 nm). 79

There a number of launch sites for balloon-borne instruments depending on the science

goals and wavelength range. For longer wavelength instruments such as Spider-II or the

Galactic / Extragalactic ULDB Spectroscopic Terahertz Observatory (GUSTO), the pre-

ferred launch location is the Long Duration Balloon Base near the McMurdo station in

Antarctica. Launching during the austral summer fromMcMurdo provides continuous

solar power and the stratospheric winds generally keep the payload over land which facil-

itates recovery of the payload when the flight terminates. For telescopes targeting shorter

wavelengths, such as the Planetary Imaging Concept Testbed Using a Recoverable Experiment-

Coronagraph (PICTURE-C) or the Super-pressure Balloon-borne Imaging Telescope

(SuperBIT), the preferred launch locations are Fort Sumner, NM orWanaka, NZ. Fort

Sumner only provides one–two night flights due to the flight path and the fact that they
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use zero-pressure balloons. When launching fromWanaka, NZ, a Super Pressure Balloon

(SPB) is used. This is a novel concept that has been in development by NASA over the last

two decades. SPB are completely sealed and maintain a much more consistent volume dur-

ing day-night cycles which minimizes the altitude variations. The current Super Pressure

Balloon (SPB) flight duration record is 54 days26 but that is expected to increase as develop-

ments continue. As with satellites, mass and power consumption have strict limits which

results in unique design challenges for the optical design.

SuperBIT is the current state-of-the-art diffraction-limited near-infrared–near-UV wide-

field balloon-borne observatory. It has completed four one-night test flights and recently

completed a 49 night science flight in the spring of 2023. During the science flight it oper-

ated semi-autonomously and demonstrated 50 milliarcsecod (mas) pointing stability over

30 minute periods. This both demonstrated the benefit of turning SuperBIT into a stan-

dalone observatory as well as complete its goal as a pathfinder instrument for the Gigapixel

Balloon-borne Imaging Telescope (GigaBIT). GigaBIT will be a 1.3 m version of SuperBIT

and aims to launch in the late 2020s. An important note for both SuperBIT and GigaBIT

is that, similar to ground-based telescopes, science targets are only available at certain times

as they rise and set. Target availability also depends on the current longitude of the balloon

as the payload circumvents the southern hemisphere. This means that a target might be

imaged in certain wavelengths on one night and other wavelengths on another night.

Figure 1.9 shows the predicted GigaBIT performance for a 1 hr exposure as a function

of wavelength. There are two other wide-field imaging instruments shown in Fig. 1.9 that

compliment the science goals of SuperBIT and GigaBIT. As shown in Fig. 1.9, none of

the current or upcoming instruments have NUV capabilities. Also, space telescopes are
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well known for being over-subscribed with only 17.7% of HST Cycle 27 proposals being

awarded . The existence of a balloon platform with similar capabilities to space telescope

that can upgrade technology on a yearly basis is very advantageous to the scientific commu-

nity.

Figure 1.9: Comparison of the GigaBIT imaging resolution and sensitivity with current and upcoming space tele‐
scopes. 80 This figure is adapted from Fig. 2‐10 in Spergel et al. 2015.131

1.4 Quasi-static wavefront error drifts

As previously stated in Sec. 1.2.1, long integration times are required for directly observing

exoplanets. Currently, multiple solutions are available to correct high-spatial frequency,

static wavefront errors (WFE)133 as well as low spatial frequency, fast WFE.118,119 Slow or

quasi-static instabilities in the system also degrade the contrast over an observation and can

produce speckles that can be falsely identified as planets.130

HWO, envisioned as a segmented aperture telescope, presents specific stability chal-

lenges beyond what will be demonstrated with RST.70,93,22 Since each segment has its own

mounting structure, thermal effects introduce modes with higher spatial frequencies than
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when compared to traditional monolithic primary mirrors.110,57,54 In addition, each seg-

ment has both controllable and un-controllable degrees of freedom (DOF). The former

can be adjusted using actuators mounted on a hexapod structure akin to the one used for

the James Webb Space Telescope20 (JWST). The actuators must be repeatable and stable

in order to avoid introducingWFE into the optical system. Non-actuated segment edges

also need to remain in place at levels commensurate with picometers of wavefront at the

entrance of the coronagraph.

In order to perform accurate weak lensing measurements, the wavefront for SuperBIT

and GigaBIT must be stable on timescales of an hour and they must be repeatable. As men-

tioned in Sec. 1.3.2, the instrument might observe a target at different times after sunset

and telescope elevations on different days. In order to be able to combine the data from

different observations, the systematics due to thermal variations and gravity sag must be

minimal. Due to the wide FOV, this is a slightly different controls problem than for high-

contrast imaging. For SuperBIT, since it only has a 0.5 m primary mirror and more mass

available to stiffen the telescope, these slow thermal and gravity gradients can be corrected

for by using a temperature controlled baffle and passive structural components. For Giga-

BIT, this will likely not be sufficient and active optics will be required either in the form of

a back-end deformable mirror or a deformable primary mirror.

1.5 Thesis overview

This thesis focuses on developing solutions to correct for quasi-static drifts in high-contrast

and wide-field imaging applications. For high-contrast imaging, two focal plane wavefront

estimation and control algorithms are presented which provide alternate approaches to (1)
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generating the dark zone and (2) maintaining it in the presence of different drifts. Exper-

imental results are provided which use the High Contrast Imager for Complex Aperture

Telescopes (HiCAT) testbed at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI); an overview

of the HiCAT testbed is provided in App. A. Post-processing techniques are investigated

to ensure that the algorithm actually facilitates detection of exoplanets and does not just

maintain the dark zone contrast. For wide-field imaging, the results from the 2023 Super-

BIT flight are used to quantify the effects of the thermal and gravity related wavefront error

on the PSF. These results are then used to inform the active optics design for GigaBIT. The

breakdown for this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2: An overview of the concepts used throughout this thesis including theoretical

foundations and important instrument information.

Chapter 3: Description and hardware demonstration of a DZ generating focal plane wave-

front estimator that uses broadband images to estimate the electric field at select wave-

lengths within the band from Redmond et al. 2021.97

Chapter 4: Derivation and hardware demonstration of a Dark ZoneMaintenance (DZM)

algorithm that corrects for high-order drifts. Hardware results are using the High-contrast

Imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT) testbed and the In-Air Coronagraph

Testbed (IACT). This chapter is taken from Redmond et al. 2022.96

Chapter 5: Adjustment of the DZM algorithm to replicate the low SNR environment

predicted for space-based coronagraphic instruments as well as hardware demonstrations;

taken from Redmond et al. 2022.99

Chapter 6: Direct-imaging post-processing techniques and how they work with the DZM

algorithm.
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Chapter 7: Overview of SuperBIT focal plane wavefront stability using the 2023 flight

results. These results are then used to inform design decisions for GigaBIT.
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2
Background

In this chapter I discuss all of the building blocks required for this research. This includes

the theory of the optical systems, how high-contrast systems work, and the critical hardware

components.
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2.1 Fourier and Fresnel optics

Fourier optics is an elegant approach for modeling the far-field effects of optical compo-

nents on a given electric field. Additional material on this derivation can be found in Hecht

201738 and Goodman 2005.35 The Huygens-Fresnel principle states that the wavefront of

an electrical field at any point is the superposition of secondary spherical emitters along the

primary wave. We can use the Rayleigh-Sommerfield integral to describe the superposition.

I define the propagation planes in Fig. 2.1.

𝑦

𝑥
𝑋

𝑌

𝑧

𝑍

𝜃

Plane 1 Plane 2

𝑟

Figure 2.1: Propagation planes for Fourier optics derivation.

If we take z = 0 to be the location of the emission (Plane 1 in Fig. 2.1) then we can

express the cumulative result at some distance away Z as

E(X,Y,Z) =
1
iλ

∫∫ ∞

−∞
ε(x, y, 0)

eikr

r
cos θdxdy (2.1)

where k = 2π/λ and r =
√

(X− x)2 + (Y− y)2 + Z2. If we then let

ρ2 = (X− x)2 + (Y− y)2 (2.2)
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we get

r = z
√
1+

ρ2

Z2 . (2.3)

We assume Z ≫ ρ (paraxial approximation) and let r ≈ Z for the amplitude 1
r term.

For the r in the phase term (eikr) we need to be more rigourous as k can be quite large and

thus the error in the r approximation must be much smaller for the phase term than for the

amplitude term. For the phase term, we instead Taylor expand r to get

r = Z
(
1+

ρ2

2z2
− 1

8
ρ4

z4

)
. (2.4)

Plugging r into the eikr term from Eqn. 2.1 we get

eikr = eikZe0.5ikρ2/Ze−ikρ4/(8z3). (2.5)

Looking at the last term we can see that we can neglect it if kρ4
z3 ≪ 2π; since we took Z ≫ ρ

we will assume that to be true. Note that an additional reduction from the Z ≫ ρ assump-

tion is that cos θ ≈ Z/ρ ≈ 1.

Plugging the above simplifications into Eqn. 2.1 and rearranging we get

E(X,Y,Z) =
eikZ

iλZ

∫∫ ∞

−∞
ε(x, y, 0)e0.5ikρ2/Zdxdy (2.6)
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From here, we sub Eqn 2.2 back in and expand the integrand to get

e
ikρ2

Z = e
ik(X2+Y2)

2Z e
ik(x2+y2)

2Z e−
ik(xX+yY)

Z . (2.7)

We can plug this in and rearrange to get

E(X,Y,Z) =
eikZe

ik(X2+Y2)
2Z

iλZ

∫∫ ∞

−∞
ε(x, y)e

ik(x2+y2)
2Z e−

ik(xX+yY)
Z dxdy (2.8)

which is the Fresnel Equation. Note that this can be expressed in terms of a Fourier trans-

form

E(X,Y,Z) =
eikZ

iλZ
e
ik(X2+Y2)

2Z F{ε(x, y)e
ik(x2+y2)

2Z }( X
λZ ,

Y
λZ)

. (2.9)

We can take this one step further and look at the Fresnel Equation in the case that Z
λ >

x2+y2

λ2 where x2 + y2 can be thought of as the aperture in the case that Plane 1 in Fig. 2.1 is

partially opaque. Using this assumption, we can drop the red term in Eqn 2.9 as it will be

approximately unity which yields the Fraunhoffer diffraction equation:

E(X,Y,Z) =
eikZ

iλZ
e
ik(X2+Y2)

2Z F{ε(x, y)}( X
λZ ,

Y
λZ)

. (2.10)

From the Fraunhoffer diffraction equation, we can see that the blue term is the equation

of a plane wave and the purple term is an additional quadratic phase factor on top of the

Fourier transform. For space-based astronomy, we assume that the incoming electric field is

a plane wave so we can drop the blue term. As for the purple term, it is just a phase shift so
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for our application it can also be neglected. From here we can see that in the ‘far field’ the

electric field is the Fourier transform of the incoming field,

E(X,Y,Z) ∝ F{ε(x, y)}( X
λZ ,

Y
λZ)

. (2.11)

We will now take the above result and express it in a form that represents an optical sys-

tem. As described in Hect 2017,38 a lens transforms incoming light to the far-field diffrac-

tion pattern expressed by Eqn. 2.11. We also introduce the definition of an aperture func-

tion

A (x, y) = A0(x, y)eiφ(x,y) (2.12)

which defines the apodization of the aperture and assumes a plane wave. Equation 2.11

then becomes

E(X,Y) = F {A (x, y)} (2.13)

showing that the electric field at the focal plane of a telescope is the Fourier transform

(F{}) of the aperture using the aforementioned assumptions. Note that the inverse of

Eqn. 2.13 is also true where the electric field in the pupil plane is the inverse Fourier trans-

form of the electric field in the far-field (focal plane).

Fourier optics is a clean method for propagating the electric field from the aperture of a

telescope to the detector plane that captures diffraction effects. We now apply this to the

setup for a simple coronagraph with a focal plane mask (MFPM) and a pupil plane mask
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(MPPM) as shown in Fig. 2.2. In blue we have lenses that focus and collimate the light in the

appropriate way for each of the coronagraph components. The focal length38 of the lenses

is denoted as f; we can see that the focal plane mask (FPM) is located at the focus of the lens

and the pupil plane mask is located at a conjugate pupil plane to the aperture (a distance f

from the lens). The masks are denoted asMi which is equivalent toA0 in Eqn. 2.12. We

see that the electric field at the science camera (Ef) is defined as

Ef(X,Y) = F
{
MPPMF−1 {MFPMF

{
MAEp

}}}
(2.14)

where Ep is the incoming plane wave andF−1 is the inverse Fourier transform. The masks

in Eqn. 2.14 are further discussed in Sec. 2.2.

𝑀𝐴 𝐸𝑓𝑀𝐹𝑃𝑀 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀

𝑓 𝑓 𝑓 𝑓 𝑓 𝑓 𝑓 

Conjugate 
pupil plane

Focal Plane Conjugate 
pupil plane

Pupil plane

Figure 2.2: Simplified coronagraph optical layout assuming flat DMs. MA is the aperture,MFPM is the focal plane
mask,MPPM is the pupil plane mask, and Ef is the electric field at the focal plane. The focal length of the lenses is
denoted as f and the PPM stop is in a conjugate pupil plane to the aperture.

2.2 Coronagraphs

There are a number of different coronagraphs in development today. I will focus on those

that will be flown on RST101 and that are used on HiCAT74,127 (App. A). The two main
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architectures are a Shaped Pupil Coronagraph (SPC)45 and a Lyot coronagraph.61,128 A

SPC first modifies the shape of the PSF in the focal plane by changing the shape of the

entrance pupil using a pupil plane mask; in the example diagram provided in Fig. 2.2 this

pupil plane mask goes at the first conjugate pupil plane after the aperture (betweenMA and

the first lens). The pupil plane mask generates a high contrast zone and then the main stel-

lar PSF is rejected via a focal plane mask (MFPM in Fig. 2.2) to reduce the required dynamic

range of the detector. The SPC can often generate a higher contrast region45 and is robust

with respect to observatory jitter101 but those used on RST are not azimuthally symmet-

ric. In order to directly image an exoplanet with a SPC on RST, either the planet location

needs to be known a priori or the telescope must performmultiple rolls to locate it. Fig-

ure 2.3 shows the aperture (left panel) and one of the Shaped Pupil pupil plane masks for

RST (middle panel); this figure is taken from Cady et al. 2015.17 The aperture (left panel)

is circular with obscurations due to the secondary mirror and support struts. The dark

zone consists of two wedge-shaped regions separated by 180◦ as shown in the right panel.

Note that the focal plane mask is not provided in this figure to demonstrate the PSF created

by the shaped pupil. RST will fly multiple SPCs that create slightly different dark zones to

target different science cases.

Unlike a SPC, a Lyot coronagraph first rejects the main stellar PSF in the focal plane and

then re-collimates the beam and passes it through a ‘Lyot stop’; a simple optical layout for

a Lyot coronagraph is shown in Fig. 2.2. The Lyot stop reduces the diffraction effects in-

duced by the the FPM and a high contrast region is generated in the focal plane. Note that

a Lyot stop can be paired with many coronagraphs and the SPC on RST will use a Lyot

stop with each of the two SPCmasks. In Fig. 2.4 I show the Lyot coronagraph masks used
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Figure 2.3: RST aperture (left panel) and one of the shaped pupil masks (middle panel). The resulting PSF due to the
combination of these masks is shown in the right panel. A wedge‐shaped dark zone is created on either side of the star.
These figures are taken from Cady et al. 2015. 17
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Figure 2.4: HiCAT Lyot coronagraph masks. In the left panel is the FPM; in reality HiCAT uses a reflective FPM that has
a hole in the middle that allows the main lobe of the stellar PSF to pass through and reflects the rest of the light. In the
right panel is the Lyot stop which is located in the pupil plane (MPPM in Fig. 2.2).

on HiCAT. Note that the FPM dimensions are λ/DLyot where λ is the wavelength used and

DLyot is the diameter of the Lyot stop. For a space telescope,D is generally defined as the

diameter of the aperture of the telescope.

In Fig. 2.5 I show the effect of each component of the HiCAT high-contrast system.

All figures are in log contrast units and have the same colour limits. In the left panel we see

the un-occulted PSF with no masks in place other than a circular aperture; note that the

peak contrast is one which is expected based on Eqn. 1.2. The second panel shows what
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the PSF looks like when the FPM is in place. We get a small dark zone where the main lobe

of the star used to be but there are a lot of bright speckles around it. In the third panel,

both coronagraph components are in place and the target dark zone is shown in black. The

Lyot stop pushes the speckles outside of the region of interest and reduces the contrast in

the dark zone to∼ 10−5. The third panel is a visual representation of Eqn. 2.14. In the

rightmost panel, the DMs are activated and set to a shape to reduce the residual light in the

dark zone; determining the optimal DM shape is discussed in Sec. 2.3.3. The DMs allow

for a dark zone contrast of ∼ 10−8 on HiCAT.
Un-occulted FPM FPM + Lyot stop FPM + Lyot stop + DM Correction

Figure 2.5: Evolution of the HiCAT PSF as components of the coronagraph are added. In the left panel we have the un‐
occulted or ‘direct’ PSF. The peak contrast in the direct image is one by the definition of contrast provided in Eqn. 1.2.
Next we put the FPM in place and we get a small region with a higher contrast. When we install the FPM and the Lyot
stop (third panel) we get a larger high‐contrast region with a mean dark zone contrast on the order of 10−5–10−4; note
a sample dark zone is outlined by the black annulus. In the far right panel, a correction is applied to the DMs to suppress
the residual starlight in the dark zone and we obtain a mean dark zone contrast on the order of 10−8.

Two important parameters of any coronagraph are the inner working angle (IWA) and

outer working angle (OWA). These parameters are the angular separation between the cen-

tre of the stellar PSF and extremes of the largest possible dark zone. We often do not try to

generate a dark zone that hits both extreme limits of the coronagraph as it results in a over-

all degradation of the dark zone. In Fig 2.5 the dark zone has an IWA of 6 λ/DLyot and an

OWA of 11 λ/DLyot; the DZ IWA is much larger than the minimum IWA set by the coron-

agraph. The IWA and OWA set the exoplanet orbital radii for which we can still directly

image the exoplanet. If the angular separation between the star and the planet is not in
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the range of the working angles of the coronagraph, it will be outside the dark zone and

we will not be able to image it. The IWA of a coronagraph is often the topic of discussion

as exo-Earths are predicted to have a small orbital radius around their host stars so future

space-based high-contrast instruments will need a coronagraph with a small IWA to directly

image an exo-Earth.33

2.3 Wavefront sensing and control

2.3.1 Active optics andwavefront sensing

Many ground-based high-contrast imagers use one detector for science and another detec-

tor for determining theWFE they must correct. When using a separate detector to deter-

mine the WFE, the resultingWFEmeasurement contains non-common path aberrations

(NCPA). Since the light hits different optical surfaces en route to the WFE detector vs the

science detector, the aberrations present in the images will be slightly different. At lower

contrasts or for very large WFE, NCPA do not limit the instrument performance as they

are generally very small. Space-based high contrast imagers, however, are very sensitive to

NCPA and must use Focal PlaneWavefront Sensing and Control (FPWSC) to correct for

the quasi-static WFE. Note that this assumes there are DMs in the back-end optics, which

is not the case for the Hubble Space Telescope or the James Webb Space Telescope, each of

which depends on modelling and post-processing to remove drift effects.24,84
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Figure 2.6: Schematic for a typical pupil plane wavefront estimation and control loop. The science instrument is shown
in blue and the wavefront control system is shown in burgundy. A beam splitter or dichroic is used to send a portion of
the light to the wavefront sensor. Due to the different optics between the DMs (active optics) and the science camera
vs the wavefront sensor, NCPA errors are present in the estimate of the electric field at the science camera.

2.3.2 Deformable mirrors

In high-contrast imaging, the choice of which deformable mirror is used has a large impact

on the achievable dark zone size, contrast, and stability. The maximum size of the dark zone

is determined by a combination of the number of deformable mirrors and the number of

actuators per deformable mirror. We can loosely think of the maximum dark zone size in

terms of the concept of controllability frommodern controls theory; the more actuators

available, the more pixels on the detector we can control. From a flight mission perspective,

we also want a high actuator density to minimize the size, and thus mass, of the DMs and

other optical components.

The DMs also have an impact on the achievable contrast level. When operating at high

contrasts, the change in the DM correction iteration-to-iteration is very small. This means

that the better the resolution of the DM actuators, the higher the achievable contrast. In

order to directly image an exoplanet, the dark zone must be stable for hours. Some DMs

have the resolution to generate a high contrast but then degrade over time due to thermal

sensitivities or electro-mechanical instabilities. This characteristic is difficult to measure for

a DM as instabilities at the picometer level can affect the dark zone contrast.

There are currently two main types of deformable mirrors (DMs): (1) continuous facesheet
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and (2) segmented, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Continuous facesheet DMs are used for wavefront

error correction and segmented DMs are used in laboratories as a proxy for a segmented

primary mirror on an on-sky telescope.

Continuous facesheet deformable mirror

Segmented piston-tip-tilt deformable mirror

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.7: Types and examples of deformable mirrors. Panels (a) and (c)25 show section views for a continuous
facesheet DM and segmented DM with piston‐tip‐tilt control respectively. Panel (b) is the BMC continuous facesheet
DM used on HiCAT. Panel (d) is the IrisAO PT111 segmented DM that is used on HiCAT; note the segments are
hexagons like other on‐sky segmented aperture telescopes.

Continuous facesheet DMs have a flexible reflective top surface with piston actuators

that deform the facesheet as shown in Fig. 2.7a.25 There are two main actuator architec-

tures that have been developed for space-based high-contrast imaging which have different

advantages. BostonMicromachines Corporation (BMC) produces high-density DMs that

use Microelectromechanical systems, or MEMS-based, actuators as shown in Fig. 2.7b.

BMCDMs are used on the Princeton, HiCAT, and IACT testbeds. AOAXinetics man-

ufactures DMs that use lead magnesium niobate (PMN) electroceramic actuators; this is

the type of DM that RST CGI will fly. One downside to the AOAXinetic DMs is that
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they have been shown to drift at the 10−10 contrast level when attempting to hold a partic-

ular shape for multiple hours.114 This drift is not expected to negatively affect RST as the

operating contrast for RST is 10−8–10−9 but will be something to consider for the HWO

mission. The PMN strain is also known to change with temperature so the RSTDMs have

active thermal control to 10 mK.87 Relevant properties of the BMCDMs used on HiCAT

and the AOAXientic DMs to fly on RST are provided in Tab. 2.1.

The Iris AO PT111 segmented deformable mirror installed on HiCAT is shown in

Fig. 2.7d. It has 37 flat hexagonal segments (each 1.212 mm flat-to-flat) separated by a

10 μm segment gap that can be controlled in piston, tip, and tilt. The Iris AODM is used

on HiCAT as a proxy for a segmented primary mirror to recreate the effects of the segment

gaps and inter-segment wavefront errors that are seen on segmented telescopes. Relevant

properties of the Iris AO PT111 are provided in Tab. 2.1.

Table 2.1: DM properties for DMs used throughout this thesis. The DM resolution is limited by the controller; a 16‐bit
controller is available for the BMC DMs which would improve the resolution to 22 pm. Note the Iris AO number of
actuators is listed as 3×37 as there are 37 segments and each segment has three actuators to allow for piston, tip, and
tilt control.

Manufacturer Inscribed
diameter
[mm]

Number of
Actuators

Actuator
stroke
[μm]

Controller
resolution
[bits]

DM
resolution
[pm]

BMC 9.9 1, 156 1.5 14 91
AOAXinetic 48.0 2, 304 0.5 16 7.5
Iris AO 7.0 3× 37 5 14 305
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2.3.3 Generating a high-contrast dark zone

Figure 2.8 shows a simplified version of the optical layout for the High Contrast Imager

for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT) at the Space Telescope Science Institute. A de-

tailed overview of HiCAT is provided in App. A. HiCAT consists of a Lyot coronagraph

(discussed in Sec. 2.2) and two DMs between the aperture and the focal plane mask. If

there is only one DM in the optical chain, the dark zone must be ‘one sided’ in order to

still correct for the phase and amplitude errors.14 With two DMs we can correct phase and

amplitude for a symmetric dark zone. As shown in Fig. 2.8, DM1 is located at a conjugate

pupil plane to the aperture which enables it to correct for the amplitude errors. DM2 is

some distance d downstream fromDM1 where there is mixing between the phase and am-

plitude errors; this enables correction of the phase error.116,92 Note that in a high contrast

system, the DMs are located between the aperture and the first mask of the coronagraph.

𝑀𝐴 𝐸𝑓𝑀𝐹𝑃𝑀 𝑀𝐿𝑦𝑜𝑡

𝑓 

Conjugate 
pupil plane

Focal Plane Conjugate 
pupil plane

Pupil plane

𝐷𝑀1 𝐷𝑀2

𝑑 

Figure 2.8: Simple high‐contrast optical layout with DMs. Note that DM1 is located at a conjugate pupil plane to the
aperture (MA) and DM2 is not. Putting DM2 outside a conjugate pupil plane leverages the Talbot effect137 and allows
correction of both the phase and amplitude errors of the electric field.116 Both DMs are located before the coronagraph.

Figure 2.9 shows the flowchart for a typical focal plane wavefront estimation and control

system; note that k denotes the iteration of the control loop. The optical system is outlined
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in blue and the wavefront estimation and control system is outlined in red. The light passes

through the telescope optics which introduce small static aberrations due to surface imper-

fections and misalignments; this produces an aberrated electric field Eab. The intensity (Ik)

of the closed-loop electric field (Ek
f ) is detected at the science camera after interacting with

the deformable mirrors and the set of masks that make up the coronagraph. The measured

closed-loop intensity Ik is used to estimate of the electric field at the camera (focal plane),

Êk. The estimate is used to find the change in the DM command Δukopt that will suppress

the electric field in the dark zone region. Probe commands (δukprobe) are applied to the DMs

when acquiring the images for the estimator but removed for science images. The nature of

the probe commands is dependent on the estimator used.

Science 

Camera

Optical System

Deformable 

Mirrors

CoronagraphTelescope
𝐸𝑎𝑏

𝑒𝑖 σ Δ𝜙𝑗 𝐶 ∙

𝐸𝑓
𝑘

Light

Field

𝐸𝑝

Controller

Images

Estimator

Commands

Wavefront Sensing and Control

Estimated

States

𝐼𝑘
Δ𝑢𝑜𝑝𝑡

𝑘

𝐸𝑘

𝛿𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒
𝑘

Probes

Figure 2.9: Typical focal plane wavefront estimation and control system. The optical system is outlined in blue and the
wavefront sensing and control system is outlined in red. Note that ei

∑
Δφj is the effect of the DMs on the electric field

and C{·} is the coronagraph operator as described in Sun 2019. 133 The light passes through the optical system and the
images are passed to the estimator. The estimator produces an estimate of the electric field at the focal plane which is
passed to the controller. The controller generates a DM command to suppress the electric field at the focal plane which
is then applied to the DMs.

There are multiple focal plane wavefront estimators and controllers in use today that
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generate a high-contrast region. A summary of the commonmethods is provided in Groff

et al. 2015.37 I will summarize the pair-wise probe (PWP) estimator as well as the electric

field conjugation (EFC) and stroke minimization (SM) controllers. All of these techniques

depend on having a model of the optical system including a Jacobian that describes the

effect of each DM actuator on the electric field each pixel in the dark zone. The Jacobian is

calculated as

G =



ℜ
(
∂E0
∂u

)

ℑ
(
∂E0
∂u

)
...

ℜ
(
∂En
∂u

)

ℑ
(
∂En
∂u

)



(2.15)

where Ei is the electric field for pixel i and u is the DM command. Note that the Jacobian is

a 2n×mmatrix where n is the number of pixels in the dark zone andm is the total number

of DM actuators. The factor of two is due to the fact that we split the real and imaginary

components of the Jacobian to deal with a purely real matrix.

The PWP estimator operates under the assumption that we are in the linear regime of

the DMs and the probe command is relatively small. In this case the electric field E at the
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focal plane in the presence of a small DM command can be expressed as

E = E0 + Gu (2.16)

where E0 is the initial electric field (with the real and imaginary components split),G is

the jacobian, and u is the command applied to the DM. As implied by the name, the PWP

estimator uses pairs of images taken with a positive and negative version of the same DM

command (I+, I−). When we take the difference of these images and equate it to Δ|E|2

from Eqn. 2.16 we can set up an observer as

y = Hx (2.17)

where y is the difference of the probe images,H is the observation matrix, and the state x is

the electric field. We can then generate an estimate the electric field via x̂ = H†ywhere † is

the pseudo-inverse. Note that we need a minimum of two sets of probe images to obtain an

estimate of the electric field as described in Sun 2019.133

The stroke minimization92 (SM) controller generates the smallest DM command pos-

sible that still suppresses the electric field sufficiently to meet an indicated contrast con-

straint. SM is formulated as a cost function augmented with a Lagrange multiplier μ; it

performs a line search to find the μ that produces an acceptable contrast in the dark zone

as described in Pueyo et al. 2009.92 Note that if a very high contrast is requested when in

the early stages of generating the dark zone the SM controller can diverge but as long as the

contrast requests are increased at a reasonable rate, the SM controller is very robust espe-

cially when initially generating the dark zone.
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The electric field conjugation (EFC) controller is designed to minimize the electric field

subject to constraints on the DM stroke. If we look at Eqn. 2.16 and set the desired E0 to be

zero, we have E = Guwhich we could solve for u. In reality, we cannot do this and instead

minimize the error betweenGu and the change in the electric field (δE) induced by a DM

command u via a least-squares approach. We implement Tikhonov regularization to ensure

the inversion of the Jacobian is possible, which produces

u =
(
GTG+ αI

)−1 GTδE, (2.18)

where α is the Tikhonov regularization parameter and I is anm×m identity matrix. Note

that αmust be tuned so an excessively large DM command is not requested. If EFC is used

to generate the dark zone, α often has to start out large and gradually be decreased as we

reach higher contrasts so to avoid the control loop diverging.

An extension of EFC for broadband applications is discussed in Give’on et al. 2007.34

Here the Jacobian and the electric field estimate contain the information for lwavelengths

within the band

GL =



G(λ1)

G(λ2)
...

G(λl)


, EL =



E(λ1)

E(λ2)
...

E(λl)


whereG(λj) and E(λj) are the Jacobian and electric field for a single wavelength. The least-

squares solution
((

GT
LGL + αI

)−1 GT
LδEL

)
is then the minimum over all wavelengths and
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thus optimally suppresses the electric field across the band.

2.4 Direct imaging post processing methods

Even with a coronagraph and DMs, direct imaging of exoplanets benefits from data post

processing. The goal when post processing direct imaging data is to find and remove the

residual starlight in the dark zone. This does two things: (1) it removes bright speckles that

could be falsely identified as planets and (2) it allows for imaging of planets below the dark

zone contrast. This is shown by the sample image shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.10. A

planet is located in the white circle but the dark zone is still speckle limited. In this case,

the planet contrast is 4 × 10−8 and the mean dark zone contrast is 7.8 × 10−8; we are able

to extract this planet using post processing as shown by the right panel of Fig. 2.10. Note

that the sample image is in units of log contrast and the post processed image is in units of

contrast.
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Figure 2.10: Sample high‐contrast image (left panel) with a planet located in the white circle. The planet is not visible by
eye but can be extracted using post processing as shown by the right panel. Note that the left image is in units of log
contrast and the right is in units of contrast.
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There are four main techniques to extract an exoplanet from direct imaging data:

1. Angular Differential Imaging (ADI)111,29,63

2. Reference-star Differential Imaging (RDI)52,125

3. Coherent Differential Imaging (CDI)30,15

4. Spectral Differential Imaging (SDI)122

ADI is the main technique planned to be implemented on RST where the telescope is

rolled about the boresight everyN hours while on a target star (it is also used in conjunc-

tion with RDI on JWST19). This moves the planet in the dark zone but, in theory, the

residual starlight speckle pattern should stay the same as that depends on the optics. This

allows identification of the planet as the speckles will get subtracted out since they are sta-

tionary on the focal plane. While this technique greatly facilitates post-processing, it is also

quite costly. There is the time it takes to roll the telescope as well as the time it takes for the

vibration modes to settle. The settling time for a smaller instrument like RST is reasonable

but for a large instrument like JWST or HWO, it is a major consideration. In theory, to roll

JWST 26◦ (the angle used by RST ADI) and wait for the instrument to settle and acquire a

guide star it would cost at least 15 mins.6 In reality, JWST rolls must be less than 14◦ to stay

within the shadow of the sunshield.5

RDI uses a reference library of the speckle pattern in the dark zone from reference star

data which does not contain a planet. It is the main method employed for HST high-

contrast imaging21 and is also used for JWST.19 RDI does not require rolling the tele-

scope and often instruments point at a bright reference star to generate the dark zone be-

fore slewing to the target star and thus have a library of reference images already. One
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downside is the speckle pattern in the dark zone must be consistent over time in order for

this technique to be effective. For instruments targeting lower contrasts such as HST or

ground-based telescopes, the speckle pattern is repeatable. Relying on reference star data

for higher contrasts becomes much more difficult as the optics must be much more stable

(sub-nanometer).

CDI is a hardware implementation and a post-processing technique combined into one.

It leverages the fact that the planet light is incoherent whereas the residual starlight speckles

are coherent. This means the starlight speckles can be modulated by the DMs but only the

wings of the planet PSF are modulated and the core of the planet PSF is largely unaffected.

There are multiple ways to implement CDI, as described in Bottom et al.15 or Galicher et

al. 2010,30 but generally there is a reference beam of light that is combined with the science

beam to create an interference pattern that allows extraction of the planet. This concept

inspired one of the approaches that is discussed later in Ch. 6.

SDI is mainly used in conjunction with an Integral Field Spectrometer which provides

the spectra for Nyquist-sampled points on the focal plane. Planets can be identified from

star-induced speckles based on the wavelength-dependant behaviour of the spectra. As the

wavelength varies, speckles move on the focal plane but the planet PSF just changes size. It

is a common approach for ground-based high-contrast instruments140,47 and will likely be

used by JWST.144 SDI unfortunately does not work well for Earth-like planets as they are

dim, small, and too close to the main lobe of the stellar PSF. Speckles near the main stellar

PSF move sub-pixel distances as the wavelength varies making it very difficult to distinguish

them from planets.
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2.5 Weak lensing measurement error95

Changing gears from high-contrast imaging, I now provide an overview of considerations

when performing weak lensing measurements. Weak gravitational lensing is prone and

sensitive to both statistical and systematic errors. One approach for mitigating statistical

errors is to restrict the scale at which the lensing signal is measured to the scale at which

the signal becomes comparable to the noise .142 This is due to the issues that arise at either

extreme. At large scales there are fewer modes available to measure, and thus an increase

in sample variance uncertainty. On the other hand, at small scales shape noise from the

telescope beam begins to dominate, decreasing the ability to measure the lensing signal.

Another common issue is accurately determining the redshift of the source galaxy. This is

nominally done using photometric redshifts which use crude filters and depend on strong

features such as the Balmer break. This can be problematic as the Lyman-α (Ly-α) feature

can also be redshifted to the point that it appears to be the Balmer break, which is known

as “photo-z degeneracy.”142 A 1% change in the redshift of the source galaxy leads to a 2%

change in the power spectrum hence the source redshift must be known to the sub-percent

level .142 The uncertainty in the source galaxy redshift can be reduced by using narrower

filter bands over a wider range such that both the Balmer and Ly-α features are visible or by

comparing measurements with large redshift surveys.

Instrument imperfections also contribute to errors in the weak lensing measurement.

Misaligning or over-constraining the optical surfaces can drastically affect the point spread

function (PSF). The PSF describes the 2D intensity pattern that results when a point source

is mapped to the image plane by the telescope optics. If the PSF is not isotropic it can ap-
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pear as a weak lensing signal as shown in Fig. 2.11. Imperfections in the optical surfaces as

well as the wavelength-dependent nature of coatings cause the PSF to change across the fo-

cal plane. Due to the finite number of stars in the sky, the PSF cannot be characterized on

every point on the focal plane thus interpolation is required. This interpolation can be un-

constrained so instrument models and heuristic methods are often used in parallel .142 By

dithering the telescope between exposures, SuperBIT moves the image slightly on the focal

plane, which further facilitates characterization of the systematics.

Figure 2.11: Effect of PSF on an object. 113

In addition to changing across the focal plane, the PSF also changes with wavelength .142

Repeating observations in multiple bands using relatively narrow filters can aid in remov-

ing this systematic in the post-processing. The last important PSF parameter is its overall

size. As the PSF size increases with respect to the galaxy size on the focal plane it dilutes the

ellipticity measurement and increases the required observing time .142

When the images are corrected for the estimated systematics it is also possible to perform

null tests to check the correction success. One such test is to compute the correlation func-

tion between the PSF-corrected galaxies and the star ellipticities in the original image142.

Correlation between the two is a good indicator that residual instrument systematics exist
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in the image.

2.6 Summary

We have now gone through the building blocks required for this thesis. Fourier and Fresnel

optics provide elegant ways to propagate the electric field from the entrance of a telescope,

through the high-contrast imaging components, to the focal plane. The main hardware

components of a high-contrast instrument are: (1) the coronagraph and (2) the deformable

mirrors. The coronagraph suppresses the starlight by a factor of∼ 105 and determines the

shape and limits of the dark zone where we can directly image exoplanets. The DMs correct

for the manufacturing and alignment defects in the optics. The number, stroke, and reso-

lution of the actuators determines how large and deep of a dark zone we can generate. Even

with a coronagraph and DMs, post-processing methods are important for distinguishing

between residual starlight speckles and planets. Post-processing methods can also enable

direct imaging of planets below the contrast in the dark zone. When considering weak grav-

itational lensing, the shear measurement is very sensitive to the accuracy of the redshift

measurement as well as the PSF shape and stability. I will use these building blocks in the

following chapters in the development of focal plane wavefront and control algorithms

for high-contrast imaging and the investigation of an active optics system for a wide-field

balloon-borne telescope.
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3
Generating the Dark Zone using Focal

Plane Broadband Estimation

This chapter is taken from Redmond et al. 202197 and builds on simulation results from

Pogorelyuk et al. 2020.90
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3.1 Motivation

One main advantage of directly imaging exoplanets is the ability to do spectroscopy on the

exoplanet141, 23 to determine its atmospheric composition. To do spectroscopy on directly

observed exoplanets, the starlight must be suppressed over a broad band of wavelengths.139

In order to suppress the starlight within a certain band, an estimate of the electric field over

the band must be obtained which can then be used to determine a DM command to re-

duce the light in the dark zone. There are currently two accepted approaches to estimat-

ing the electric field within a broadband dark zone: (1) use an integral field spectrometer

(IFS)135 and (2) use multiple narrowband filters.36 For both the IFS and narrowband filter

approaches, any of the monochromatic electric field estimators developed, such as pairwise-

probing or Kalman filters37, can be used.

In Chapter 4, the narrowband filter approach is exclusively used. Using narrowband

filters (monochromatic images) to estimate the electric field at the filter wavelengths is

the most common approach to obtain an electric field estimate across a broad band. The

quality of the broadband dark zone is dependent on howmany filters are used. Using nar-

rowband filters for broadband estimation is relatively simple and does not introduce strict

alignment requirements other than the planarity of the filters.36 The narrowband filter ap-

proach does require a factor of lmore images than the IFS approach where l is the number

of filters. From a spacecraft design perspective, the use of narrowband filters for a DZM

algorithm would be undesirable due to the number of filter wheel moves that would be

required during the lifespan of the spacecraft. If the exposure time is 39 s (RST exposure

time in Observing Scenario 1150) and it is desired for the spacecraft to have a lifespan of 5
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years, that is up to 5 million filter wheel moves.

In this chapter, I provide preliminary results for a broadband estimation scheme that

does not require narrowband filters. To demonstrate this approach, I focus on using it to

generate the dark zone rather than maintaining it in the presence of a drifting electric field.

I provide preliminary HiCAT results for a novel estimation scheme that uses broadband

images to estimate the electric field at discrete sub-bands. I show that, on HiCAT, at con-

trasts of∼ 7 × 10−6 it performs as well as the narrowband filter approach. At the time of

these experiments, the broadband performance of HiCAT is limited by the laser source and

the accuracy of the Jacobians. Simulations demonstrating the performance of this broad-

band estimator at a contrast of 10−9 with an RSTmodel are provided in Pogorelyuk et

al. 202090 (Fig. 3).

3.2 Broadband estimator algorithm

The Broadband estimator is an extension of the monochromatic Pairwise-probe estima-

tor37 commonly used to generate a dark zone (summarized in Sec. 2.3.3). DM probe com-

mands are developed to modulate the electric field at the focal plane and images are taken

using the positive and negative versions of those DM commands. By taking the difference

of the positive and negative probed images we can estimate the electric field. The main dif-

ference for the Broadband estimator is that the electric field for multiple wavelengths is

estimated simultaneously. To do this, we must assemble a broadband Jacobian containing

information for all lwavelengths of interest. The monochromatic Jacobians are calculated
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as

Gi =
√
texp



ℜ
(
∂E0
∂u

)
ℑ
(
∂E0
∂u

)
...

ℜ
(
∂En
∂u

)
ℑ
(
∂En
∂u

)


(3.1)

by taking the partial derivative of the electric field (E) at each pixel (0–n) in the dark zone

with respect to each DM actuator for wavelength i; note that u is the vector of DM actua-

tors. The estimator operates in units of counts so the Jacobian must be multiplied by the

square root of the exposure time (texp) every iteration. To have a purely real Jacobian, the

real and imaginary components of the partial derivatives are stacked in a pixel-wise manner.
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The monochromatic Jacobians are merged to produce a broadband Jacobian defined as

Gbb =



G0(0, :)

G0(1, :)

G1(0, :)

G1(1, :)
...

Gl−1(0, :)

Gl−1(1, :)
...

Gl−1(n− 2, :)

Gl−1(n− 1, :)



(3.2)

where l is the number of wavelengths. This groups the information for each pixel since

Gi(k, :) andGi(k + 1, :) are the real and imaginary components for the same pixel. In gen-

eral, assuming DM commands are small, the monochromatic intensity at the focal plane

after a DM command is applied can be approximated as

Ii = Bi|Ei + Giu|2 (3.3)

where E is the electric field prior to the command being applied, I is the intensity at the

focal plane after the command is applied, i is the wavelength, and u is the DM command.

In the monochromatic case, Bi is a matrix that sums the squared real and imaginary com-

ponents electric field. Note that the electric field vector is split in a similar manner to the
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Jacobians as shown by

Ei =



ℜ(Ep=0)

ℑ(Ep=0)

...

ℜ(Ep=n)

ℑ(Ep=n)


(3.4)

where p is the pixel. Using the small command assumption, if we subtract the images at

wavelength i obtained from a positive (Ii,j+) and negative (Ii,j−) probe command uj we then

get

Ii,j+ − Ii,j− = Bi|Ei + Giuj|2 − Bi|Ei − Giuj|2 = 4Bidiag(Giuj)Ei (3.5)

Ei = Hi
(
Ii,j+ − Ii,j−

)
(3.6)

which is the monochromatic pairwise-probe estimator whereH =
(
4Bidiag(Guj)

)†. Note

that to makeHwell conditioned, multiple sets of probed images must be obtained. Even

with multiple sets of probes, a regularization parameter is often required to perform the

psuedo-inverse. When this is expanded to create the Broadband estimator, broadband im-

ages are taken and B now sums the wavelength components ofGbbuj for each pixel as well as
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the real and imaginary components. This produces the broadband observation matrix

H =


4B · diag(Gbbu0)

...

4B · diag(Gbbus)


+

(3.7)

where s is the number of probes. The observation matrix is then used to determine the

electric field at the selected wavelengths,



ℜ(E0,0)

ℑ(E0,0)

ℜ(E0,1)

ℑ(E0,1)

...

ℜ(E0,l)

ℑ(E0,l)

ℜ(E1,0)

ℑ(E1,0)

...

ℜ(En,l)

ℑ(En,l)



= H


Ibb,0+ − Ibb,0−

...

Ibb,s+ − Ibb,s−

 (3.8)

where n is the number of pixels, l is the number of wavelengths, and all the images are

broadband images. To check the accuracy of the estimate, the broadband intensity estimate

is calculated and compared to the un-probed broadband image. The estimator operates
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in units of counts but we prefer the error in units of contrast so the broadband intensity

estimate (̂Ibb) is calculated as

Îbb =
l∑

i=1

ℜ(Eλi)
2 + ℑ(Eλi)

2

max Idbb
(3.9)

wheremax Idbb is the peak intensity of the un-masked broadband PSF as described in Eqn. (1.2).

The estimate error is then expressed as

εbb = |Ibb − Îbb| (3.10)

and will be discussed more in Section 3.3.

The DM probe commands are an important aspect of the Broadband estimator. For this

chapter, ‘ordinary’ probes are used which introduce a uniform phase across the dark zone,

determined by θ, and are calculated via

uj = (GT
i Gi + αprobeI)−1GT

i


cos θj

sin θj
...

 (3.11)

where αprobe is the regularization parameter and cos/sin alternate for all n pixels in the dark

zone. For a given set of s probes, θ sweeps from 0 − π in equal steps. A sample broadband

probe for θ0 = 0 is shown in Fig. 3.1 for iteration 18 of a focal plane wavefront control

(FPWC) experiment. The amplitude of the probe is updated each iteration based on the

contrast; a higher contrast requires a smaller probe amplitude. It is important to note that

the probes are wavelength dependent. Currently, the probes are calculated using the Ja-
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cobians for the centre wavelength of the band. Further investigation into improving the

probe effectiveness is in progress.
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Figure 3.1: Example probe for the Broadband estimator (θ = 0). The difference between the positive and negative
probe images cannot be seen by eye but the phase introduced is easily seen in the probe difference image in the right
panel. The probe images use the 6% filter as is evident by the smearing of the satellite spots towards the edge of the
frame.

Once an estimate is obtained for each of the desired wavelengths, Electric Field Conjuga-

tion (EFC)34 is used to determine the optimal DM command. As discussed in Pogorelyuk

et al. 202090, this improves the numerical conditioning of the overall algorithm. The DM

command based on a single wavelength estimate is expressed as

Δui = (GT
i Gi + αI)−1GT

i Êi (3.12)

where α is the Tikhonov regularization parameter that limits the maximum allowable DM

command. For broadband control, the command is taken as the mean of the EFC output

for each wavelength,

Δu =
1
l

i=l∑
i=0

Δui. (3.13)
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For future experiments we plan on implementing the broadband EFC algorithm discussed

in Give’on et al. 200734 and summarized in Sec. 2.3.3.

3.3 Laboratory results

Using a dark zone size of 5.8 − 9.8 λ/Dlyot on HiCAT, there are six very bright lobes near

the IWA. These lobes can be difficult to suppress when they are on the border of the dark

zone. To improve suppression of the bright inner lobes, the dark zone is initially dug to

a contrast of 10−6 using an oversized region with an IWA of 3.8 λ/Dlyot. The DM com-

mand obtained by the oversized dark zone run is referred to as the ‘resume command’ and

is used as a starting point for the ‘real’ experiments. In some cases the resume command is

obtained for only the 640 nm band which can cause issues for the broadband estimator as

the starting contrast will not be uniform across the wavelength band; this will be demon-

strated in Section 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Cube mode

As an intermediate step between monochromatic and true broadband estimation, the ‘cube

mode’ of the Broadband estimator was developed. In cube mode, images are taken us-

ing 10 nm bandpass filters and added together (in intensity units, not contrast) to create

a stand-in broadband image. The estimator only has access to the broadband image but the

monochromatic images can be used to check the estimate quality. Cube mode would never

be used for on-sky operations.

To demonstrate cube mode, Fig. 3.2 and 3.3 show results from an experiment run us-

ing the 640 and 660 nm filters. The 640 and 660 nm filters are chosen as they provide a
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20 nm band that span a 30 nm band (5%) and should provide a good reference point for

when the 6% filter is used. For this experiment, the estimating wavelengths are also 640 and

660 nm. The initial DM command is a 640 nm resume command (as described above). Six

probed images are taken at each wavelength and added together to obtain Ibb,+, Ibb,− (to

be used in Eqn. (3.8)) for each of the s probes. After the monochromatic electric field esti-

mates are obtained using the probed images, the broadband estimate error is calculated via

Eqn. (3.10).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the estimates and images for iteration 0 in the cube mode experiment. The bottom row
contains broadband data which is calculated via Eqn. (3.14). The left column contains the estimates where the top two
rows are calculated by the estimator. The middle column contains the images; the bottom broadband image is the type
of image that is provided to the estimator. The center of the images is masked to highlight the features in the dark zone
near the IWA. Here we can see the effect of using the resume DM command as the 640 nm dark zone starts off with
a much higher contrast. Since all estimated wavelengths are assumed to contribute equally to the broadband intensity,
the electric field is over‐estimated at 640 nm and under‐estimated at 660 nm. The right column contains the estimate
error described by Equation (3.10) where we can see that the 660 nm estimate error is much larger than the 640 nm
estimate error, again, due to the use of the resume command.
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As shown in Fig. 3.2, the Broadband estimator has moderate success at estimating the

electric field at the selected wavelengths. The left column shows the estimates at each wave-

length, the center column shows the images at each wavelength, and the right column

shows the error between the left and center columns. Note that the contrast for the first

two rows is expressed as Imi/max Idi , where i is the wavelength, but the bottom row con-

trast is expressed as

contrastbb =
l∑

i=1

Imi

max Idbb
(3.14)

as the peak intensity of the stand-in direct broadband image (Idbb) is approximately twice

that of the individual wavelengths. The effect of using the 640 nm resume command is

evident in the middle column as the initial 640 nm dark zone is much more pronounced.

The estimator assumes all wavelengths to be equal contributors to the broadband intensity

and thus over-estimates the 640 nm electric field and under-estimates the 660 nm electric

field.

Figure 3.3 shows the contrast plots for the cube experiment. Note that the 3.3a is a worst

case scenario as it is taken along the y = 0 line where the residual spoke pattern seen in

Fig. 3.2 is most prominent. Figure 3.3b shows the broadband and monochromatic mean

dark zone contrast vs. time. Note that the mean dark zone contrast refers to the spatially

averaged contrast within the 5.8 − 9.8 λ/Dlyot annulus. Here we can see that the 640 nm

resume command causes the initial 640 nm contrast (purple dashes) to be a factor of four

better and the steady state contrast to be a factor of two better than the 660 nm contrast

(blue dots). The large contrast discrepancy between the two wavelengths is likely what
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(b)Mean dark zone contrast vs time for cube mode.

Figure 3.3: Contrast plots for cube mode experiment. Figure 3.3a shows the worst case scenario contrast vs. radius with
an IWA broadband contrast of∼ 3.5× 10−6 and an OWA broadband contrast of∼ 2× 10−6. Figure 3.3b shows the
mean dark zone contrast at each wavelength as well as the broadband mean dark zone contrast vs. time. The 640 nm
contrast begins at a factor of four better contrast than the 660 nm due to the resume command used. By iteration 34
(2 hrs), the monochromatic contrasts are within a factor of two. The steady state broadband contrast is 6.9× 10−7.

causes the 640 nm contrast increase after t=0.25 hrs.

3.3.2 Broadband mode

Broadband mode is the approach that would be used on-sky where a single broad filter is

used to acquire the broadband probe images. OnHiCATwe use a 6% filter centered at

640 nm. The broadband probe images are then plugged into Eqn. (3.8) to estimate the

electric field at the chosen wavelengths. For this experiment, increments of 10 nm were cho-

sen from 620 − 670 nm as the estimation wavelengths to match the filters available to the

narrowband filter approach. Also, the transmission of the filter is>90% from 616−662 nm

and we wanted to ensure the edges of the band were covered. In future experiments we will

likely not estimate 670 nm when using the 6% filter. For this experiment, 30 probes were

used which is five probes per estimated wavelength. Figure 3.4 shows the product of the
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Broadband estimator for iteration 0. The right broadband panel is computed separately

after. As expected the estimates have similar features but are not identical and differ at the

10−7 level.
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Figure 3.4: Broadband estimator estimate breakdown by wavelength for iteration 0.

Figure 3.5 shows the comparison of the broadband estimate for iteration 20 and the

broadband image. This experiment does not use the resume command and the six bright

lobes inside the IWA are very evident. The estimator captures the hot spots at the IWA but

does not capture the full spokes as they extend into the dark zone.
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Figure 3.5: Broadband estimate comparison to the broadband image for iteration 20.

Figure 3.6 looks at the contrast vs. radius and how that varies with time. The first iter-

ation is shown by the dashed blue lines and the third last iteration is shown by the green

dots. The majority of the correction occurs in the first five iterations at which point the al-

gorithm fails to continue removing the six-fold spoke pattern. As in Section 3.3.1, the slice
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in Fig. 3.6 is along y = 0 which is a worst case scenario since it follows one of the spokes.

It could be that we need to run a short experiment with the Broadband estimator using the

6% filter and a smaller IWA to kill the bright lobes and the spoke pattern but it is our hope

that we can achieve this by improving the estimator instead.
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Figure 3.6: Broadband contrast vs radius for select iterations. Iteration 0 is shown by the dark blue dashes and iteration
18 is shown by the green dots. The dark zone limits are shown by the black vertical lines. This slice is taken through the
center of the dark zone where y = 0 and is a worst case scenario since it contains the residual spoke pattern. The bulk
of the correction occurs in the first five iterations at which point the contrast begins to asymptote.

3.3.3 Mode comparison

When performing these experiments in 2021, HiCAT had not yet been optimized for

broadband performance so it is not quite fair to judge the absolute dark zone digging per-

formance of the Broadband estimator. In Fig. 3.7 we compare different methods of gener-

ating a dark zone on HiCAT. It should be noted that the cube mode (green solid curve)

and monochromatic pairwise approach (purple dashes) utilize the resume command.

The cube mode and monochromatic pairwise method are both only estimating 640 and
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660 nm as they tend to have stability issues when incorporating more wavelengths. The

stability issues can be addressed for the most part by choosing very conservative controller

parameters but that results in very slow dark zone generation. Broadband mode as shown

by the blue dots in Fig. 3.7 is slightly more robust and can have slightly more aggressive con-

troller parameters. Though the monochromatic pairwise method achieves the highest mean

dark zone broadband contrast (6.3× 10−7), the slopes of all of the curves are approximately

equivalent after they pass 2× 10−6. This is a good sign as it indicates the Broadband estima-

tor performance is not significantly worse than its monochromatic partner. It should also

be noted that the monochromatic pairwise experiment used four probes per wavelength

estimated, the cube mode experiment used three probes per wavelength estimated, and the

broadband mode used five probes per wavelength estimated.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of methods to generate a broadband dark zone on HiCAT. The Broadband estimator approaches
are shown by the blue dotted line and green solid line representing broadband mode and cube mode respectively. The
monochromatic pairwise approach is shown by the purple dashes. The monochromatic pairwise method achieves the
highest contrast but all curves have approximately the same slope once they hit 2× 10−6.
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3.4 Conclusions and future work

Generating a dark zone across a wide wavelength band is an important capability for a high

contrast imaging system. In order to minimize hardware requirements, I investigate the

potential of using broadband images to estimate the electric field at discrete wavelengths

within the band. I demonstrate focal plane wavefront estimation and control using broad-

band images where the mean dark zone contrast is increased by an order of magnitude

(from 10−5 to 10−6) across a 6% band centered at 640 nm. Using images taken with the

6% filter we estimate the electric field at 10 nm increments from 620–670 nm.

Though I have demonstrated the potential of the Broadband estimator, there are many

areas of improvement. Pogorelyuk et al. 202090 use an RSTmodel to show that this esti-

mator can operate at a contrast of 10−9 so the HiCAT results are far from any fundamental

limit. A common issue encountered throughout the experiments presented in this chap-

ter is the accuracy of the Jacobians. Extensive model matching has only been done for the

640 nm Jacobian causing the contrast at 640 nm to improve much more quickly than the

other wavelengths. Performing model matching at other wavelengths is expected to im-

prove the performance of both the Broadband estimator and the monochromatic pairwise

estimator. Moving forward a main point of interest is the probes used for the Broadband

estimator. In Pogorelyuk et al. 202090 random probes were used but these were found to

perform worse in the HiCAT simulator and on the HiCAT testbed. The goal is to induce

chromatic effects that probe the entire dark zone. For this reason using two-dimensional

Sinc-shaped probe commands on DM2might be a better option than ordinary probes

(Eqn. 3.11) on DM1. This is because the Fourier transform of a Sinc function (sin(x)/x)
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is a rectangular function and thus using a Sinc-shaped DM command (in a pupil plane)

creates a uniform change in the electric field at the focal plane (see Sec. 2.1 for supporting

background). By putting the command on DM2, which is not at a conjugate pupil plane

on HiCAT, the chromatic effects are exasperated. Lastly, the chromaticity of the testbed

has not been considered. Adding spectral weights to the estimated electric fields may also

improve the Broadband estimator performance.
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4
Quasi-static Drift Correction on a

Coronagraph Testbed

This chapter is taken from Redmond et al. 2022.96
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4.1 Chapter overview

Due to the limited number of photons, directly imaging planets requires long integration

times with a coronagraphic instrument. The wavefront must be stable on the same time

scale, which is often difficult in space due to time-varying wavefront errors from thermal

gradients and other mechanical instabilities. In this chapter, I discuss a laboratory demon-

stration of a photon-efficient dark zone maintenance (DZM) algorithm in the presence of

representative wavefront error drifts. The DZM algorithm allows simultaneous estimation

and control while obtaining science images and removes the necessity of slewing to a ref-

erence star to re-generate the dark zone mid-observation of a target. The experiments are

performed on the High-contrast imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT) at the

Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI). The testbed contains an IrisAO segmented pri-

mary surrogate, a pair of continuous BostonMicromachine (BMC) kilo deformable mir-

rors (DMs), and a Lyot coronagraph. Both types of DMs are used to inject synthetic high-

order wavefront aberration drifts into the system, possibly similar to those that would oc-

cur on telescope optics in a space observatory, which are then corrected by the BMCDMs

via the DZM algorithm. In the presence of BMC, IrisAO, and all DMwavefront error

drift, I demonstrate maintenance of the dark zone contrast (5.8–9.8 λ/Dlyot) at monochro-

matic levels of 8.5 × 10−8, 2.5 × 10−8 , and 5.9 × 10−8 respectively. In addition I show

multi-wavelength maintenance at a contrast of 7.0×10−7 over a 3% band centred at 650 nm

(BMC drift). This work demonstrates the potential of adaptive wavefront maintenance

methods for future exoplanet imaging missions and our demonstration significantly ad-

vances their readiness.
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4.2 Introduction

For our HiCAT tests of the DZM algorithm, I manually inject drifts into the optical sys-

tem that loosely represent the quasi-static drifts expected on space telescopes, such as RST

and HWO, using a random walk model. I make these drifts large enough so they are larger

than the HiCAT environmental noise. The drifting DM can be either the two BMCDMs

or the IrisAO segmented aperture (or all three). I study the DZM performance at multiple

wavelengths in order to quantify chromatic effects. A summary of the experiment config-

urations is shown in Tab. 4.1. Our successful tests demonstrate that the monochromatic

DZM algorithm can operate at least at the 10−8 level of contrast (current HiCAT contrast

limit), which can potentially increase science observing time by eliminating the need for a

reference star and relax stability requirements for large aperture segmented telescopes.

Table 4.1: Configurations for the HiCAT experiments included in this chapter and the relevant sections which provide an
in depth description.

Section Wavelength [nm] Drifting DM IrisAO Installed? [Y/N]
4.4.2 640 BMC N
4.4.3 640, 660 BMC Y
4.4.4 640 IrisAO Y
4.4.5 640 BMC& IrisAO Y

Section 4.3 outlines the DZM algorithm and its ability to correct for different drifts at

multiple wavelengths. Next, I cover the dither calibration and experimental results from

relevant experiments on HiCAT in Sec. 4.4. Notes on the HiCAT hardware are provided

in Appendix A and optimal dither selection for the BMC drift is provided in Appendix

B. Lastly, Sec. 4.6 provides an overview of the DZM results so far and outlines the plan for
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future work.

4.3 Dark zone maintenance

4.3.1 Dark zone creation vs dark zone maintenance

The goal of the DZM is to maintain high contrast in the dark zone, implying that we must

first create, or ‘dig’, the dark zone. HiCAT uses a pair-wise probe estimator37 combined

with the stroke-minimization92,37 controller as discussed in Soummer et al. 2019126 and

summarized in Sec. 2.3.3. The dark zone generation algorithm is referred to as the PPSM

(Pairwise Probe Stroke Minimization) algorithm. The PPSM algorithm uses the stroke-

minimization controller as the wavefront changes drastically during the generation of the

dark zone and the dynamic tuning of the regularization parameter is advantageous.37,134

Since the wavefront is relatively stable during DZM, we can use EFC as the controller with

a constant regularization parameter134; EFC will be further discussed in Sec. 4.3.2. Though

the PPSM algorithm is effective for generating the dark zone, it is less advantageous for

maintaining the dark zone. PPSM requires at least two sets of ‘probe’ images (four images

total) to obtain an estimate of the electric field. The number of required images drives the

iteration time and limits the rate of quasi-static drifts PPSM can correct for. Ideally, the

DZM algorithm is provided 10–20 images prior to the controller turning on to allow the

extended Kalman filter (EKF) to converge and then requires a single image per iteration;

note that the DZM experiments are 1000+ iterations. In addition, the PPSM ‘probe’ im-

ages are taken at a lower contrast making them less useful for science analysis. The dithering

technique used in the DZM algorithm to calculate the estimate of the open loop electric

field can also be used in post-processing to locate a planet89 making it an attractive ap-
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proach for maintaining a high-contrast dark zone.

For all results in this chapter, the control region is an annulus from 5.8–9.8 λ/Dlyot

whereDlyot is the diameter of the Lyot stop. The mean contrast is the spatially averaged

contrast (Eqn. (1.2)) in the dark zone,

mean contrast = μ =
1
n
∑
i,j

Icoron(i, j)
max(Idirect)

, (4.1)

where n is the number of pixels in the dark zone and i, j are the indices of the pixels in the

dark zone. I leave demonstrations with larger or smaller dark zones for future investiga-

tions.

The high-level Dark ZoneMaintenance (DZM) algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.1. An aber-

rated electric field, Eab, arrives at the DMs and is partially corrected to create the closed-loop

(CL) electric field at the science camera for iteration k, Ek
f . The camera measures the inten-

sity, zk = Ik = |Ek
f |2, which is used to estimate the open-loop (OL) electric field, xk = Ek

OL,

using an EKF. Once the estimate is obtained, the Electric Field Conjugation (EFC) algo-

rithm is used to determine the next DM command. A small random dither command is

added to the EFC command to increase the phase diversity at the focal plane which im-

proves the estimate. When using continuous DMs to introduce wavefront instabilities, a

small drift command is added to the DM command when the image is taken; these drift

commands are unknown by the estimator.

Figure 4.2 shows how the PPSM and DZM algorithms work together. In the left panel

of Fig. 4.2, the mean contrast as a function of time using the PPSM algorithm (in a high-

flux regime with no drifts added other than the natural drifts of the testbed) is indicated in
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Figure 4.1: The light passes through the telescope optics which introduce small static aberrations due surface imper‐
fections and misalignments. In addition, there are transient aberrations or natural drifts, δEab, which come from thermal
drifts and pointing jitter; these transient aberrations are approximated by δukdrift in our experiments using the available

DMs. The intensity of the closed‐loop electric field Ek
f is detected at the science camera after interacting with the de‐

formable mirrors and the set of masks that make up the coronagraph. The measured closed‐loop intensity, zk = Ik, is
used to estimate the open‐loop electric field at the camera (focal plane), x̂k = Êk

OL. The estimate is used to find the
change in the DM command Δukopt that will correct the open‐loop field in the dark zone region. Before being applied, a

random dither (δukdither) and drift (δukdrift) are added to the DM command. 88

black diamonds. Once the mean contrast stops improving (after∼ 0.8 hrs for Figure 4.2),

the digging process is terminated and the state of the correction (x̂0, u0) is used as the initial

condition for the Dark ZoneMaintenance (DZM) algorithm. Results from such a DZM

experiment are shown in Fig. 4.2 in magenta crosses, mitigating a simulated OL contrast

drift where each BMCDM actuator is performing a random walk as described by Eqn. 4.4,

with σ2drift = 100 pm2/iter. The open-loop contrast associated with this WFE drift is

shown in cyan in the left panel of Fig. 4.2. Due to the short timescale used for Fig. 4.2, the

open-loop contrast has not had time to significantly drift which is why the magenta and

cyan curves are still rather similar with respect to the mean DZ contrast. The final open-

loop image (no DZM, BMC drift) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.2 where there are

now a number of low contrast (10−5) speckles. Note that the DZM algorithm is estimat-
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Figure 4.2: In the left panel I show HiCAT lab data comparing a dark zone dig experiment and a dark zone maintenance
experiment. The PPSM algorithm is used to dig the dark zone (black diamonds); no drift is injected during the dark
zone dig. At 0.8 hrs I overlay a sample DZM experiment; all curves have a contrast of∼ 8 × 10−8 at 0.8 hrs. For
the DZM experiment (magenta crosses), an EKF combined with DM dithering is used to estimate the electric field,
and EFC is used to correct for the injected drift. The injected drift (solid cyan) is characterized by the variance of the
random walk of each actuator, σ2drift = 100 pm2/iter, and the dither is characterized by the standard deviation of the
random command added to the EFC control, σdither = 200 pm. The DM command applied to obtain the cyan curve is
described by Eqn. (4.4) and will be further discussed in Sec. 4.3.2. After 1.3 hrs, the open‐loop contrast has degraded to
1.4× 10−7 while the closed loop contrast is 7.6× 10−8. The right panel shows the final image of the dark zone for the
open loop curve (solid cyan) in the left panel. The dark zone has degraded and many low‐contrast speckles are present
that can hide exoplanets.

ing the electric field of the solid cyan curve, represented by the intensity image in the right

panel of Fig. 4.2.

4.3.2 Dark zone maintenance algorithm

In this section I discuss the math behind the DZM algorithm. Standard controls notation

is used to describe the EKF so Table 4.2 is provided to highlight the conversion between tra-

ditional WFSC notation (used in Fig. 4.1) and the EKF notation. Note in both notations, a

ˆ indicates that the variable is an estimate, not the true value or measurement.
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Table 4.2: Conversion table between WFSC notation and EKF notation.

Parameter WFSCNotation EKFNotation
Open loop electric field EOL x
Estimate of open loop electric field ÊOL x̂
Closed loop electric field Ef xCL
Measured closed loop intensity I z

State space model and synthetic drifts

For the dynamical system described in Fig. 4.1, the state is the open-loop drifting electric

field in the dark zone (x), the measurement is the closed-loop intensity at the science camera

in the dark zone (z), and the control is the BMCDM command (u). Note that the IrisAO

has 37 segments, each with piston-tip-tilt (PTT) degrees of freedom, and is only used for

drift injection, not control. There are n = 2, 228 pixels in the dark zone andm = 2× 952

actuators are available for the control due to the two kilo-DMs. The electric field is a com-

plex number so the real and imaginary components are split to facilitate working with real

matrices; as a result, the state contains 2n = 4, 456 entries. The DZM algorithm uses an

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to estimate the open-loop electric field at the desired wave-

lengths and an EFC controller to determine the DM command to correct for the drift. The

EKF operates in a pixel-wise manner so the real and imaginary components for each pixel

are stacked for both the state variables and the Jacobians,
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x =


ℜ (x0)

ℑ (x0)
...

 , (4.3)

where the pixel index in the dark zone ranges from 0 to (n− 1) andG is the BMC Jacobian.

Note thatG is the total BMC Jacobian where the Jacobians for BMCDM1 and BMC

DM2 are stacked horizontally (G = [GDM1 GDM2]). The EKF estimator operates in units

of counts so the Jacobians are in units of [(counts/s)1/2/nm] and must be multiplied by the

square-root of the exposure time (√texp) each iteration.

In our testbed experiments, the drift is injected as a random walk of each DM actuator

and can be expressed as

uk+1
drift = ukdrift +N (0, σ2driftI), (4.4)

where k is the iteration, I is the identity matrix (as we assume there is no cross-talk between
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the actuators), and σdrift is the standard deviation of the normal distribution,N . For the

BMCDMs, σdrift is a single number; for the IrisAO, σdrift is broken up into σP, σT, σt since

each segment has piston (P), tip (T), and tilt (t) capabilities (PTT). When using the IrisAO

to inject drift, each degree of freedom drifts independently and is not constrained to be

from the same distribution.

The nonlinear state space model is described as

xk+1 = f(xk) + wk = xk + wk, (4.5)

xkCL = xk + Guk, (4.6)

zk+1 = h(xk, uk) + nk = xkCLRe ◦ x
k
CLRe + xkCLIm ◦ xkCLIm + nk, (4.7)

where ◦ is the Hadamard operator, uk is the DM command for the current iteration, xkCL

is the closed-loop electric field, and wk, nk are the process and observation noise terms. As

with the BMC Jacobians, the DM command u is a stacked vector containing the command

for both BMCDMs (u = [uDM1 uDM2]
T). Since we are injecting drift using the DMs, the

process noise term at each iteration is

wk = G(uk+1
drift − ukdrift) + GP(uk+1

P − ukP) + GT(uk+1
T − ukT) + Gt(uk+1

t − ukt ), (4.8)

whereGPTt are the IrisAO Jacobians for piston, tip, tilt and uPTt are the IrisAO piston, tip,

tilt drift commands. Note that for this chapter, in all BMC drift cases both BMCDMs are

used for drift injection simultaneously. For a space telescope, a model of the predicted drifts

would be used to determine the process noise.
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Estimator: Extended Kalman Filter

The Extended Kalman Filter is a nonlinear estimator with memory solving a maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) problem.120 The EKF takes into account the previous time

step biases in addition to the current estimate residual.133 The first step in the EKF is to

linearize the nonlinear model around the current state to produce

Fk =
∂f
∂xk

∣∣∣
xk=x̂k−1

, (4.9)

Hk =
∂h
∂xk

∣∣∣
xk=x̂k|k−1

, (4.10)

whereHk is the observation matrix and Fk = I is the state transition matrix. Since our state

is the open-loop electric field there are no dynamics in the system and the time dependent

component is contained in the process noise term.

Next we calculate the estimate (x̂) and variance (P) for the current time step given the

estimate from the previous time step:

x̂k|k−1 = Fkx̂k−1, (4.11)

Pk|k−1 = FkPk−1(Fk)T + Qk, (4.12)

whereQk is the process noise. For the initial time step, we have the electric field estimate

from the PPSM algorithm and initialize P0−1 = 0. The process noise must contain the

total predicted drift in the system. Due to the additive property of randommatrices, the

covariance of the sum is the sum of the covariances.136 In the presence of a random walk
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drift of each BMCDM actuator, the BMC process noise is expressed as

Qk
BMC = GGTσ2drift (4.13)

as discussed in Pogorelyuk et al. (2020).90 Here, σdrift is the standard deviation of the ran-

dom drift command applied to each BMC actuator as shown in Eqn. 4.4. The formulation

is similar for the IrisAO except we must account for all three degrees of freedom,

Qk
iris =

(
GPGT

Pσ2P + GTGT
Tσ2T + GtGT

t σ2t
)
, (4.14)

whereGP,GT, andGt are the piston, tip, and tilt Jacobians for the IrisAO. To get the total

process covariance matrix we add the contributions from each DM to get

Qk = Qk
BMC + Qk

iris. (4.15)

Using the HiCAT simulator,72,81,127 we can predict how accurateQ needs to be in order

for the system to be stable. Short simulations (100 iterations) with σdrift errors of 50% show

no effect on the DZM performance. Longer testbed runs (200 iterations) with σdrift errors

of 5% have corroborated the simulation results for small errors at a variety of drifts (0.1 ≤

σdrift ≤ 0.9 nm/
√
iter). The DZM stability with respect to the IrisAO drift error has not

yet been studied but a similar result is expected. For this chapter, experiments have perfect

knowledge of σdrift, σP,T,t as a detailed look into DZM stability is outside the scope.

Up next we calculate the Kalman gain which is used to determine the electric field esti-
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mate and covariance for the current iteration

Kk = Pk|k−1(Hk)T
(
HkPk|k−1(Hk)T + Rk)−1

, (4.16)

x̂k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk [zk − h(x̂k|k−1, uk)
]
, (4.17)

Pk = Pk|k−1 − KkHkPk|k−1, (4.18)

whereRk is a square matrix that approximates the covariance of measurement noise and

zk is the measurement. It contains the nonlinear measurement estimate of the state (open-

loop intensity) on the diagonal: Rk = diag(ŷk|k−1) = diag(h(x̂k|k−1, uk)). Note that the

EKF does not have access to the entire command applied to the BMCDMs, only the EFC

command and dither:

uk = Δukopt + δukdither (4.19)

δukdither = N (0, σ2ditherI) (4.20)

where Δukopt is the optimal DM command determined by EFC and δukdither is the dither

command. Currently on HiCATwe apply a unique dither command to each BMCDM,

but dithering two DMs is not strictly necessary for the DZM algorithm to work. Riggs

et al. (2016)102 and Pogorelyuk et al. (2019)88 discuss the risk of using an EKF without

any probe images as it can cause the estimate to converge to the wrong value. The dither

command acts as a small probe which increases the phase diversity of the electric field be-

tween iterations to improve the estimate while not significantly degrading the contrast.

Since the dither only minimally degrades the contrast, the DZM algorithm produces more

science images in a given amount of time at the target contrast than the pair-wise probe es-
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timator. The dither is not required to be random and optimal dither probes will be investi-

gated in the future. Also, as discussed in Pogorelyuk et al.90, this DZM algorithm improves

the post-processing results for various techniques including Angular Differential Imaging

(ADI) and Electric Field Order Reduction (EFOR) when compared to the open-loop ap-

proach.

Controller: Electric Field Conjugation

Once the estimate of the open-loop electric field is obtained, EFC34 is used to determine

the optimal DM command to minimize the closed-loop field present via

Δuk+1
opt = −β

(
GTG+ αI

)−1 GTx̂k, (4.21)

where α is the Tikhonov regularization parameter to avoid excessively large DM commands

and β is the control gain. The EKF operates by storing information from the previous esti-

mates and needs to accumulate a certain amount of data before the estimate will converge

(App. B). The control gain (β) is often set to zero for the first 10–20 iterations, depending

on the speed of the drift, to allow the estimator to converge prior to applying an EFC com-

mand (this will be discussed further in Sec. 4.4.2). Another important note is that the total

control command update88 changes slightly when the open-loop electric field is assumed to

drift and is used as the state variable. In a traditional EFC use case,133 where the closed-loop

electric field is the state variable and the open-loop electric field is assumed to be constant,

the DM command is updated via uk+1
control = ukcontrol + Δuk+1

opt . In DZM, once the EFC correc-
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tion is obtained, the DM command applied to the BMCmirrors follows as

uk+1
control = u0 + Δuk+1

opt + δuk+1
dither, (4.22)

uk+1
tot = uk+1

control + uk+1
drift, (4.23)

where u0 is the DM command obtained from the final iteration of PPSM, uk+1
control is the total

closed-loop DM command, and uk+1
tot is the total command sent to the DMs including the

drift. For all experiments discussed in this chapter, both BMCDMs are used for control.

Multi-wavelengthDZM

Performing DZM at multiple wavelengths requires only a minor adjustment to the algo-

rithm. For each iteration, an image is taken at each of the lwavelengths of interest using

the narrowband filters described in App. A. The same DM command is used for all wave-

lengths. The EKF is run on each wavelength, individually producing an estimate of the

electric field at each wavelength (x̂k(λi)). Note that the Jacobians (G), observation matrix

(Hk), and covariance matrices (Qk,Pk,Rk) are now all wavelength dependant. An EFC

command is then calculated for each wavelength using the EKF output and the average

command is used for control as shown by

Δuk+1
opt =

1
l

l∑
i=1

uk+1
opt (λi), (4.24)

where uk+1
opt (λi) is the EFC output for λi. If desired, weights can be applied to prioritize cer-

tain wavelengths. Note that I plan on moving to the standard broadband EFC formulation

described in Give’on et al.34 and Sec. 2.3.3 for future experiments.
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Estimate error

The HiCAT hardware experiments take an open-loop image every kol iterations to track the

open-loop contrast and the error in the estimate of the state variable (x̂). Note that the state

variable error must use the intensity error as a proxy as we cannot measure the electric field.

The error in the state estimate for iteration k is described by

εkOL = |IkOL − ÎkOL|, (4.25)

where IkOL is the open-loop image and ÎkOL is the estimate of the open-loop intensity. The

open-loop intensity estimate and BMCDM command used to acquire the open-loop im-

age are calculated as

ÎkOL = x̂kℜ ◦ x̂kℜ + x̂kℑ ◦ x̂kℑ, (4.26)

ukOL = u0 + ukdrift, (4.27)

where x̂ is calculated in Eqn. (4.17) and u0 is the initial DM command obtained from the

PPSM algorithm as discussed in Sec. 4.3.1. Note that due to the way the state vector is as-

sembled, it follows that x̂kℜ = x̂k[0, 2, . . . , 2n− 2] and x̂kℑ = x̂k[1, 3, . . . , 2n− 1].

Taking periodic open-loop images provides us with a more accurate indication of the

estimator performance as it allows us to directly compare the estimate of the state to a mea-

surement as shown by Fig. 4.3. In an on-sky application, the closed-loop estimate error

would be used as a proxy for the error in the state estimate and open-loop images would not

be acquired. For Fig. 4.2, kol = 1 but for most experiments I use kol = 5–25 to remove
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the initial contrast degradation shown by the spike in the magenta crosses curve in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the open-loop intensity image and estimate for iteration 26 of the DZM

experiment described in Sec. 4.4.4. Here, iteration 26 is where β = 1 and the controller

is turned on. The image in Fig. 4.3 (left panel) is taken prior to the EFC correction. The

mean DZ intensity estimate error is reduced from 3.37 × 10−8 to 1.16 × 10−8 by iteration

26. As shown by the right panel of Fig. 4.3, the main structures in the image have been cap-

tured by the estimate including the hot spots near the inner working angle (IWA) and the

speckle structure.
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Figure 4.3: Log contrast open‐loop image and estimate for iteration 26 of the HiCAT DZM experiment described in
Sec. 4.4.4 where the IrisAO DM segments are drifting in piston, tip, and tilt. The controller is off for the first 25 itera‐
tions to allow for the estimator to converge. By iteration 26, the estimate captures the magnitude and structure of the
open‐loop image. Note that the DM is drifting while the controller is off.
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4.4 HiCAT laboratory results

In this section I discuss the experimental results obtained on the HiCAT testbed at STScI.

I first describe the dither effect on the raw contrast and then walk through four DZM ex-

periments. Supplemental information related to HiCAT-specific hardware and procedures

is provided in Appendix A. A more detailed discussion of dither tuning for BMC random-

walk drifts is included in Appendix B.

4.4.1 Optimizing the dither amplitude

Adding a random dither to a DM command degrades the contrast as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Here the dotted lines are produced using the HiCAT simulator81 and the solid lines are

produced using the HiCAT testbed. The DM command, u0, producing a high-contrast

dark zone (∼ 6 × 10−8) is used at the start and then a random realization of the dither

normal distribution is added to it for each iteration. Note that this random command does

not accumulate and, as a result, the contrast degradation is controlled (via the amplitude

of the dither) and approximately constant for a given dither magnitude. As shown by the

green square, blue diamond, and purple dotted lines in Fig. 4.4 the simulation and lab data

agree very well. For the red triangle line, where the dither amplitude is the smallest, the ini-

tial contrast on the testbed was too low (‘bad’) for a significant change in the contrast to be

induced by the dither.

We can see in Fig. 4.4 that the contrast degrades more for a larger dither magnitude; we

are in the small aberration regime where the contrast scales with the square of the wave-

front error. The dither–contrast relationship can be modelled using a second-order polyno-

mial by averaging the mean DZ contrast values over the 50 iterations. For σdither = 0, there
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Figure 4.4: Comparing simulated and hardware data for the effect of varying DM dither standard deviations
(σdither [pm]) on the mean contrast in the dark zone. Solid lines are hardware data and the dashed lines are simulated
data. For the red triangle hardware curve the initial contrast was not sufficiently high to see the effect of the dither.

is no dither-induced contrast change. To fit the model, the contrast for σdither = 0 is taken

to be the average initial contrast. The data and models for simulated and hardware experi-

ments are shown in Fig. 4.5 where the data points include error bars to show the standard

deviation of the contrast in the dark zone region over the 50 images. As shown in the left

two panels of Fig. 4.5, the models are well matched for both the simulated and lab data sets.

In the right panel of Fig. 4.5 we see that the hardware and the simulation models agree well

at larger dithers but deviate at the smaller dithers. At small dithers, the contrast change is

commensurate with the raw testbed contrast and thus there is no dither induced modula-

tion as shown by the red triangle curves in in Fig. 4.4.

The optimal dither for a DZM run is dependent on the magnitude and speed of the

drift and the starting contrast (final PPSM contrast). For lower (worse) contrasts, a larger

dither is required to induce enough phase diversity for the estimator to converge. Similarly

for larger drifts, a larger dither is required to ensure the majority of the phase diversity is
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Figure 4.5: Second order model of the mean dark‐zone contrast with respect to the dither for the HiCAT simulator
and hardware. The second‐order fit produces different equations for the lab and sim data due to the contrast floor
on the testbed (right panel). Data points for the simulated and hardware experiments include error bars to show the
standard deviation of the contrast in the dark zone region over the 50 images; note that the error bars increase with
dither magnitude which is expected. At smaller dithers, the hardware does not reliably produce high enough contrasts to
capture the behaviour.

coming from the dither and not the drift. In the experiments where I use the BMCDMs,

I inject mid-to-high spatial frequency continuous wavefront drifts (defined in Eqn. 4.4)

and can determine the optimal drift–dither relationship as covered in Appendix B. This

is because the spatial-frequency content of the drift and dither is similar. However, when

synthetic segment level drifts with the IrisAO are added, this relationship becomes harder

to characterize. For those experiments, the dither is tuned using the smallest drift that pro-

duces a noticeable change in the open-loop electric field in the span of 30 mins. An initial

dither is selected as the dither value that produces the final contrast from the PPSM algo-

rithm via the left panel in Fig. 4.5. If the estimator performs poorly, the dither is increased

until it is stable. From there, if the drift changes, the dither is scaled with it. Our numer-

ical model of HiCAT is sufficiently precise, see Appendix B, that the dither can often be

tuned in simulation, only requiring minor adjustments when I transfer to the testbed. This

ad-hoc dither tuning for segment-level drifts has proved effective so far in our experiments,
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however I am further investigating more efficient approaches.

4.4.2 DZMwith BMC randomwalk drift without segmented aperture

I first demonstrate DZM of high-spatial frequency drifts, injected using both of HiCATs

BostonMicromachine DMs. In an observatory, such drifts can occur because of optical

misalignments from thermal effects or electronic drifts in actuated mechanisms. As dis-

cussed in Sec. 4.3, I create these synthetic drifts by applying BMCDM actuator commands

that follow a random walk with σ2drift = 100 pm2/iter. The dither is chosen, using the

method in Appendix B, to be σdither = 200 pm. A single exposure is taken for each image

making the total exposure time for each iteration 0.3 s; due to testbed overhead, iterations

are∼ 5.6 s. By the end of the experiment, the BMCDM drift command for each DM has

an RMS of 0.63 nm and a PV of 2.20 nm.

Figure 4.6 shows the closed-loop mean contrast of the dark-zone region in magenta for

the duration of the experiment (6.25 hrs, 4000 iterations). Note there is a sharp peak in the

closed-loop contrast in the beginning of the experiment. Here, the control gain (β) is one

for all iterations and a very aggressive (small) Tikhonov parameter (α) is used. This combi-

nation of β and α values in Eqn. 4.21 causes the contrast to temporarily degrade while the

estimator is converging. In the following sections, this effect is avoided by setting β = 0

for the first 10–20 iterations and choosing a more conservative α. Once the estimator is

converged, the closed-loop contrast is stable around the initial value. The dotted black line

in Fig. 4.6 is the mean of the magenta curve (closed-loop contrast) and the dashed black

line is the standard deviation of the magenta curve values. To track the drift at the focal

plane, six images were taken throughout the experiment with the open-loop DM command
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Figure 4.6: DZM experiment for BMC random walk drift and no segmented aperture. The spatially averaged contrast
of the dark zone is shown in magenta with its mean and standard deviation shown by the dotted and dashed black
lines, respectively. The blue crosses are the mean contrast in the dark zone for the open‐loop DM command. The open‐
loop mean contrast degrades by a factor of four while the closed‐loop mean contrast remains at the initial value of
8.5× 10−8 within a standard deviation of 2.4× 10−8.

as shown by the cyan crosses in Fig. 4.6. The cyan crosses represent what an observation

period would look like if a constant DM command was used for all science images and a

drift was present in the system. The DM command used for the open-loop images is solely

the initial DM command obtained from PPSM and the accumulated drift command as

described by Eqns. 4.4 and 4.27. Over the course of the experiment, the open-loop mean

contrast degrades by a factor of four while the closed-loop mean contrast remains at the ini-

tial value of 8.5× 10−8 within a standard deviation of 2.4× 10−8. Using this data with the

post-processing method discussed in Pogorelyuk et al.88, we can further reduce the contrast

to the level of the standard deviation.

The Extended Kalman Filter is a nonlinear estimator that linearizes about each time step.
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Since the DM command, and thus the estimate, are continuously accumulating, this can

lead to large linearization errors. A way around this is to shift the DM command and elec-

tric field estimate periodically throughout the experiment so that

Ê0 = Êkr (4.28)

u0 = ukr , (4.29)

where kr is the estimator reset iteration. From Fig. 4.6 it is shown that the linearization

errors are not sufficiently large to cause issues when the open-loop contrast is four times the

closed-loop contrast. When I start pushing the limits of the DZM algorithm to determine

the largest correctable drift or when using DZMwith ADI (to be discussed in Ch. 6), I may

need to consider performing estimator resets.

4.4.3 BMC drift at multiple wavelengths

Building upon previous BMC drift DZM results, I perform a similar DZM experiment

with the BMCDMs performing a random walk drift while using a broadband laser source.

The slight algorithmic changes required for multi-wavelength DZM are described in Sec. 4.3.2.

For this experiment the segmented aperture is installed but is not used for drift injection.

Note that the HiCAT testbed is not optimized for broadband performance, limited to a

contrast of 3 × 10−7 even when monochromatic FPWSC is performed using the broad-

band source and a single narrowband filter. Due to limitations when using the broadband

laser source I have not yet attempted true broadband DZM. For this experiment, I use the

640 nm and 660 nm filters which result in a 3% band spanning 30 nm. At each wavelength,
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two exposures are averaged for each image resulting in a net exposure time of 0.1 s per wave-

length and a total iteration time of 30 s.

Operating at 10−7 for this experiment, I use larger dither and drift values of σdither =300 pm

and σ2drift = 900 pm2/iter respectively. The control gain β is zero for the first 10 iterations

and then set to one. There is no spike in contrast at the beginning of the experiment so 10

iterations is long enough for the estimator to converge, yet short enough so the open-loop

electric field does not significantly drift during that time. The final BMC drift command

for each DM has an RMS of 0.93 nm and a PV of 6.15 nm.
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Figure 4.7: Mean DZ contrast as a function of time for multi‐wavelength DZ maintenance in the presence of BMC ran‐
dom walk drift. The left plot shows the open‐ and closed‐loop broadband contrasts, with the cyan crosses and magenta
curves respectively, for the duration of the experiment. The mean closed‐loop broadband contrast is maintained at
7.0 × 10−7 (black dots) with a standard deviation of 1.8 × 10−8 (black dashes). The open‐loop broadband contrast
degrades by a factor of 1.72 to 1.2 × 10−6. The right plot shows the closed‐loop contrast vs time for the wavelengths
controlled. The 660 nm contrast (mauve dashes) is slightly worse than the 640 nm contrast (teal dots) but they are
within 5% of each other. For reference, the broadband contrast is provided in the right plot in magenta.

Figure 4.7 shows the contrast vs. time plots for multi-wavelength dark zone maintenance

where the BMCDMs are drifting. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.7, a mean broadband

dark zone contrast of 7.0 × 10−7 is maintained for 8.5 hrs with a standard deviation of

1.8 × 10−8. Certainly, operating at 10−7 is part of what makes the small standard deviation
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possible as the other drifts in the system (such as temperature, humidity, and air turbu-

lence) have less of an effect at this level. The open-loop broadband contrast increases by a

factor of 1.72 to 1.19 × 10−6 by the end of the experiment. Figure 4.7 (right panel) shows

the wavelength breakdown for the closed-loop mean dark-zone contrast during the experi-

ment. Here we can see that the 640 nm contrast is slightly better than the 660 nm contrast

but they are within 5% of each other. Overall, these results illustrate what I expect from

previous theoretical and numerical work: multi-wavelength DZM operates at the same level

of performance as monochromatic DZM and the ultimate contrast obtained is commen-

surate with a given instruments/testbeds static chromatic behavior. Hardware upgrades

to improve the broadband contrast on HiCAT are in progress. Due to potential logistical

upgrade delays as well as the range of experiments already performed, it was decided that

waiting for full 10−8 broadband contrast DZM results was unnecessary for this chapter.

I also analyze the spatial contrast distribution in the dark zone. To do so, I average over

all 1000 images from our multi-wavelength experiment to mitigate for the intrinsic noise

in our short exposures. I obtain the temporally averaged broadband image and distribu-

tion shown in Fig. 4.8. There is a clear residual of the six-fold spoke pattern created by the

IrisAO segmented aperture inside the dark zone; this defect is mainly seen when the broad-

band laser source is used and is a limitation for the contrast. In the right panel of Fig. 4.8

I provide the histograms for the temporally averaged images for each wavelength as well as

the combined broadband case; note that a log scale is used for the x-axis. The characteristics

of these histograms are provided in Table 4.3 which shows an equal level of DZM across the

band.
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Figure 4.8: Temporally averaged broadband image and associated histograms. The left panel shows the temporally av‐
eraged broadband image for all 1000 iterations whereDlyot is the diameter of the Lyot stop. There is a distinct residual
of the six‐fold spoke pattern induced by the IrisAO which is the main source of the lower contrast speckles and posi‐
tively skewed distributions. This residual pattern is primarily present on HiCAT when the broadband laser source is used
and I are conducting hardware upgrades to mitigate this phenomenon. The right panel shows the histograms for the
660 nm, 640 nm, and broadband temporally averaged images. Note that this histogram has a log scale on the x‐axis. All
histograms are very similar, showing that all wavelengths are being equally maintained in the broadband DZM algorithm.

Table 4.3: Temporally averaged image statistics for DZM with a drift on the BMC DMs. Note that the DZ contrast oscil‐
lates around the mean but does not have a significant trend (as shown in Fig. 4.7); thus, the initial contrast (pre‐drift) is
on par with the mean (provided in column two). Also, the standard deviations provided in this table are for the spatial
distributions unlike the previous values quoted which were for the temporal distributions.

Wavelength Mean Contrast in DZ Std Dev of Contrast in DZ Skew of Contrast Distribution
660 nm 7.2× 10−7 9.9× 10−7 4.62
640 nm 6.9× 10−7 9.1× 10−7 4.11

broadband 7.1× 10−7 9.1× 10−7 4.13
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4.4.4 DZMwith IrisAO piston tip tilt drift

The IrisAO (Appendix A.2.2) PTT drift is aimed at emulating the drift environment of

future large segmented telescopes in space such as LUVOIR.93 I present a monochro-

matic experiment where the piston, tip, and tilt of each IrisAO segment drift indepen-

dently. For this experiment, the drift in each DOF has approximately the same weight with

σ2P = 25 pm2/iter and σ2Tt = 25 nrad2/iter. Note that the flat-to-flat distance of each IrisAO

segment is 1.212 mm thus a 5 nrad tip or tilt causes a±3 pm displacement of the segment

edge. A pinhole was temporarily placed after the laser launch to try and filter some of the

fiber effects (Appendix A.2.2). This reduced the throughput by a factor of five thus requir-

ing larger exposure times. To achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), each image

consists of 16 exposures with the total exposure time being 0.48 s and the iteration time be-

ing∼ 30 s. Note, a relatively high SNRwas chosen for this experiment. The final IrisAO

drift command has a surface RMS of 0.19 nm and a surface PV of 1.06 nm. Under this

configuration, the contrast after Dark Zone digging is 2.5× 10−8 and the magnitude of the

drifts are commensurate with estimates of primary mirror stability for the Roman Space

Telescope.49 The dither used is σdither = 100 pm and was chosen as outlined in Sec. 4.4.1.

Figure 4.9 shows the mean dark-zone contrast evolution during the experiment. The ex-

periment runs overnight for 9.5 hrs maintaining a closed-loop contrast of 2.5× 10−8 (black

dots) within a standard deviation of 5.5 × 10−9 (black dashes). The open-loop contrast

drifts by a factor of 4.75 to 1.2 × 10−7 (cyan crosses) during the experiment. The control

gain β is set to zero for the first 25 iterations and then set to one for the duration of the ex-

periment. As shown by the first 10 mins of the plot in Fig. 4.9, there is no large overshoot

as the estimator converges and the open-loop electric field does not significantly drift while
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Figure 4.9: DZM with an IrisAO PTT drift. The mean contrast of the dark zone is shown in magenta with its mean and
standard deviation shown by the dashed and dotted black lines respectively. The cyan crosses mark the mean contrast
in the dark zone for the open‐loop DM command. The open‐loop mean contrast degrades by a factor of 4.75 while the
closed‐loop mean contrast remains at the initial value of 2.5× 10−8 within a standard deviation of 5.5× 10−9.

the controller is off. The closed-loop contrast (magenta curve in Fig. 4.9) is extremely stable

for the first 4.5 hours and then begins to deviate slightly as the open-loop contrast becomes

significantly larger.

In this experiment we are operating at starlight suppression levels three times fainter than

in Sec. 4.4.2. We are now observing some environmental effects that the DZM algorithm

can only partially correct as it is only tuned for our synthetic drifts. If I split the experiment

into two blocks (0–4.5 hrs and 4.5–9.5 hrs) we see that the mean contrast increases by 20%

from 2.3 × 10−8 to 2.7 × 10−8 after 4.5 hrs and the standard deviation increases by 54%

from 3.8 × 10−9 to 5.9 × 10−9. This increase in contrast is likely due to a combination of

an overly-cautious Tikhonov parameter (α) when determining the EFC correction and a

humidity drift (Appendix A.2.4). In future experiments I will loosen the EFC Tikhonov

parameter to allow for a more aggressive DM correction. As mentioned in Sec. 4.3.2, errors
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in the drift rate have not been proven to have a negative effect on the performance provided

the model is correct. The reason we see a drift leakage here is predominately because the

humidity changes induce a low-order drift (tip-tilt) that is very different to the DM actu-

ator random-walk drift model provided to the EKF. In the future, low-order drifts will be

corrected using the low-order wavefront control loop to be implemented on HiCAT.

4.4.5 DZM for simultaneous BMC and IrisAO drift

Finally, I study the effect of two different simultaneous drifts with both BMCDMs drifting

(σ2drift = 100 pm2/iter) as well as the IrisAO (σ2P = 0.64 pm2/iter, σ2Tt = 0.64 nrad2/iter).

The dither used is σdither = 150 pm and since the drift is predicted to be relatively fast, the

control gain β is only set to zero for the first five iterations. This is likely too few iterations

as we see a small spike in the closed-loop contrast in Fig. 4.10 when the controller turns

on while the estimator is still converging. Unlike in Sec. 4.4.4, the number of exposures

is capped at three for this experiment. With three exposures per image, the total exposure

time is 0.024 s and the total iteration time is 15 s. It should be noted that the pinhole is

removed for this experiment which aides in reducing the exposure time. The final BMC

drift command for each DM has an RMS of 0.40 nm and a PV of 2.86 nm. For the IrisAO,

the final drift command has an RMS of 0.04 nm and a PV of 0.28 nm. The final command

is near the resolution of the IrisAO and in the future, larger IrisAO drifts should be used so

that the covariance matrices more accurately represent the drift.

As shown by the contrast vs time plot in Fig. 4.10, the open-loop contrast drifts by a fac-

tor of 9.25 reaching 5.5× 10−7 after 1500 iterations or 7 hrs. The spatially averaged closed-

loop contrast has a mean of 5.9× 10−8 and a standard deviation of 1.1 × 10−8 over the
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Figure 4.10: DZM with BMC and IrisAO PTT drifts. The mean contrast of the dark zone is shown in magenta with its
mean and standard deviation shown by the dotted and dashed black lines respectively. The cyan crosses mark the mean
contrast in the dark zone for the open‐loop DM command. The open‐loop mean contrast degrades by a factor of 9.25
while the closed‐loop mean contrast remains at the initial value of 5.9×10−8 within a standard deviation of 1.1×10−8.

entire experiment. This performance is slightly worse than the experiment in Sec. 4.4.4 for

a number of reasons. When applying the final DM command from the PPSM algorithm,

HiCAT reliably resumes at an average of 6× 10−8 but with significant variance around

that operating point. In Sec. 4.4.4, HiCAT resumes from the PPSM at a deep contrast of

2× 10−8 and thus the mean contrast is deeper. Moreover, I suspect the Tikhonov param-

eter is too conservative for this experiment which allows some of the synthetic drift to leak

into the closed loop contrast.

4.5 IACT laboratory results

The In-Air Coronagraph Testbed (IACT)9,109 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory uses a sin-

gle 2k BMCDM in the pupil plane combined with a vector vortex coronagraph to create a

one-sided dark zone. The broadband light source is a NKT SuperK Extreme laser coupled
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to a photonic crystal fiber.109

Here I present the results of testing the DZM algorithm on IACT. This experiment has

a very similar setup to that described in Ch. 4.4.3 it is just executed on a different testbed

at a higher contrast. I use a 10% band centred at 635 nm and sample the band using three

wavelengths. The single DM on IACT performs a random walk drift at a rate of 1.1025 ×

10−10 V2/iteration and a dither of 8× 10−5 V is used. IACT requires much longer exposure

times and each iteration is approximately 225 s.

The left panel of Fig. 4.11 shows the mean dark zone contrast throughout the experi-

ment for the open loop (dashed crosses) and closed-loop cases (solid). Each wavelength is

plotted individually to show that the electric field is suppressed uniformly across the band.

We can see that the initial contrast for the open-loop curves is higher than the closed-loop

curves for all wavelengths; this is the dither slightly degrading the contrast. By the end of

the 21.8 hr experiment, the open-loop contrast has degraded (on average) by a factor of 2.8.

The right panel of Fig. 4.11 shows the final dark zone averaged over the three wavelengths

sampled.
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Figure 4.11: Dark zone maintenance over a 10% band centred at 635 nm on the IACT testbed at JPL. Three sub‐bands
were imaged to uniformly suppress the electric field over the 10% band as shown by the left panel. The open‐loop
contrast is shown by the crosses and degrades by a factor of two during the experiment. The closed loop contrast
remains constant and the light is suppressed uniformly across the different wavelengths. The discrepancy between the
initial open‐loop and closed‐loop contrast is due to the dither added to the deformable mirrors to aid the estimator; this
is a known effect and is small enough that is does not negatively impact the science. This experiment was 350 iterations
and took over 20 hrs. The right panel shows the final closed‐loop image averaged over the three sub‐bands.

The DZM experiment run on IACT shows that the algorithm is robust for different

types of coronagraphs as well as different overall testbed configurations. This is extremely

important as there are multiple coronagraphs on RST and there are many options being

considered for HWO. Having an algorithm that is insensitive to the hardware allows for

more applications and allows for development when the hardware state is not yet finalized

(HWO).

4.6 Conclusions

4.6.1 Discussion

Future space missions will need a reliable method for dealing with quasi-static high-order

WFE drifts. In this chapter I demonstrate the DZM capabilities in a variety of situations

as summarized in Table 4.4. These results are very promising and have the potential to
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greatly facilitate the design and operation of future high-contrast space missions. I start

by maintaining a contrast of 8.5 × 10−8 with a monolithic aperture in the presence of a

BMCDM random walk drift (σ2drift = 100 pm2/iter) as described in Sec. 4.4.2. In order

to do spectroscopy on directly observed exoplanets, the contrast must be consistent over a

wide wavelength range. HiCAT is still developing its broadband capabilities so we are re-

stricted to multi-wavelength control at contrasts lower than 10−7. In Sec. 4.4.3 I use DZM

to correct for BMC random walk drift at a rate of σ2drift = 900 pm2/iter and maintain the

contrast of a 3% band at 7.0 × 10−7 for 8.5 hrs. I also provide the wavelength-dependant

statistics for the temporally averaged dark zone demonstrating that the closed-loop contrast

is uniformly maintained. Large segmented aperture telescopes introduce new challenges

that HiCAT aims to address. Using the IrisAO segmented aperture DM, in Sec. 4.4.4 I

demonstrate the ability to maintain a contrast of 2.5 × 10−8 in the presence of a PTT ran-

dom walk drift with a rate of σ2P = 25 pm2/iter and σ2Tt = 25 nrad2/iter. Space telescopes

will have multiple drift sources with different temporal and spatial frequencies. To repre-

sent this effect, Sec. 4.4.5 shows the results for an experiment where the BMCDMs drift

at a rate of σ2drift = 100 pm2/iter and the IrisAO drifts at a rate of σ2P = 0.64 pm2/iter,

σ2Tt = 0.64 nrad2/iter. The closed-loop contrast is maintained at 5.9 × 10−8. In Table. 4.4

I summarize the experiments performed and translate the results into drift variances and

RMS rates for the proposed LUVOIR-B architecture. The reported RMS rates in Table 4.4

are meant to provide a more intuitive representation of the 1/f drifts to the reader. To do

so, I performed a linear fit to the cumulative RMS of our injected drifts as a function of

time. In the case of our experiments, I found that we are indeed remaining in the linear

regime of the RMS growth and that this linear approximation is overall representative of
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the open-loop behavior on HiCAT.

Since our drifts are implemented as discrete increments occurring at each iteration,

we first need to estimate the projected LUVOIR-B exposure times equivalent to our im-

ages. To do so I compare each experiment’s dark zone speckle statistics with simulated

images generated using the LUVOIR simulator in Juanola-Parramon et. al 2019.42 The

pastis53,55 package is used to simulate the level of contrast commensurate with what we

see in the lab and the exoscene147 package is used to convert contrast into photons. I sim-

ulate using LUVOIR-A but the primary mirror is scaled down to 8 m. I assume a static

wavefront error (RMS ranging from 0.26–1.22 nm) yielding a steady-state contrast com-

mensurate with the one of each HiCAT experiment. AmV = 5 star is used and I adjust

the exposure time until the simulated speckle statistics (mean and variance) match the ex-

perimental ones. A sample set of images to demonstrate the final result of this process is

provided in Fig. 4.12 for the experiment where the IrisAO is drifting (Sec. 4.4.4). The right

two panels of Fig. 4.12 show the HiCAT image and the final simulated LUVOIR image.

The left panel of Fig. 4.12 shows the histograms for the HiCAT experiment (hollow black)

and the simulated LUVOIR image (solid blue); note that the histograms are normalized

such that the sum of the bin areas is one and the histograms only consider the HiCAT dark

zone. In order for the speckles statistics of the simulated LUVOIR image (right panel) to

match the experimental HiCAT image (middle panel) the exposure time for the LUVOIR

image must be 5.5 mins.

Note when converting to LUVOIR, I adjust the HiCAT tip/tilt drifts such that the

segment edge displacement behaviour is the same. The same angle applied to a LUVOIR

segment would produce a much larger WFE compared to the IrisAO. For example, 5 nrad
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Figure 4.12: HiCAT and LUVOIR histograms and contrast images for the segmented aperture drift experi‐
ment(Sec. 4.4.4). The static WFE applied to the LUVOIR primary is scaled such that the mean dark zone contrast of
the middle and right panel is the same. The exposure time for the LUVOIR image (right panel) is then adjusted until the
histograms in the left panel have approximately the same mean and standard deviation; the solid blue histogram is for
the LUVOIR image and the hollow black histogram is for the HiCAT image. For the segmented aperture drift experiment
shown here, an exposure time of 0.48 s on HiCAT translates to an exposure time of 5.5 mins for LUVOIR.

tip on an IrisAO segment would produce a± 3 pm displacement of the segment edges as

the flat-to-flat distance of a segment is 1.212 mm and the segment rotates about the center.

Considering a LUVOIR segment instead, with a flat-to-flat distance of 0.955 m12, the edge

displacement of the segment would be 2.38 nm; an order of magnitude larger. Since we are

in the small angle regime, the conversion between edge displacement and segment angle is

linear andVar(rX) = r2Var(X) = r2σ2Tt where r is the ratio of the IrisAO and LUVOIR

flat-to-flat distance.

For all monochromatic experiments, contrasts deeper than 10−7, our experiments are

much longer (99 to 600+ hours) than a typical LUVOIR-B sequence. This means that our

experiments are operating in the “photon rich regime”, that is not representative of how

DZM algorithms are envisioned to operate on future exoplanet imaging instruments.88 As

a result, the LUVOIR-B equivalent exposure time is unrealistically large, and the projected

LUVOIR-B surface RMS drift rates are on the order of 0.1 picometer per minute; this still
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places challenging constraints on stabilizing the observatory. Future work focusing on de-

signing DZM experiments with photon statistics and exposures commensurate with actual

operations on future mission will further the present proof of concept to actually estab-

lishing by howmuch continuous wavefront sensing and control can relax observatory level

requirements.

Table 4.4: DZM experiment summary. The HiCAT drift variances are converted into predicted LUVOIR‐B drift variances
for the experiments with the IrisAO segmented aperture installed. These drift variances assume a Magnitude 5 star and
the same contrast as in the corresponding HiCAT experiment. It is assumed that the exposure time is the limiting factor
and there is no other overhead during the LUVOIR WFSC iterations

Monochromatic
BMCDrift

Multi-wavelength
BMCDrift

Monochromatic
IrisAODrift

Monochromatic
All DMs Drift

λ [nm] 638 640, 660 638 638
Initial μDZ 8.3×10−8 7.2× 10−7 2.6× 10−8 5.4× 10−8

Final μDZ 8.9× 10−8 6.9× 10−7 3.0× 10−8 5.9× 10−8

HiCAT

σ2drift [pm2/iter] 100 900 - 100
σ2P [pm2/iter] - - 25 0.64
σ2Tt [nrad2/iter] - - 25 0.64
Time [hrs] 6.24 8.46 9.45 6.72

LUVOIR

σ2drift [pm2/min] 15.4 600.0 - 4.0
σ2P [pm2/min] - - 4.54 2.6× 10−2

r2σ2Tt[nrad2/min] - - 1.3× 10−6 1.6× 10−9

rmsBMC [pm/hr] 1.5 39.3 - 0.6
rmsIris [pm/hr] - - 1.6 6.0× 10−2

Time [hrs] 433.3 25 98.5 660.8

A common theme shown in all the experiments presented in this chapter is that, on Hi-

CAT, we are currently limited by the raw contrast of the testbed. I have shown that if we

can achieve a certain contrast using the PPSM algorithm, we can maintain that contrast in

the presence of a DM random walk drift. This will not always be true on HiCAT as the

dither command I use is approaching the resolution of the 14-bit BMCDM driver. If we

do not have good control over the magnitude of the dither, our estimate will likely suffer.

In space or on a vacuum testbed, we will likely require a DM driver with a finer resolution
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to maintain contrasts better than 10−8. Also, at the deepest contrast (2 × 10−8) we are near

the environmental limit of the testbed, as discussed in Appendix A.2.4, and we see drifts

associated with the humidity change leaking through. To determine the true limits of the

DZM algorithm we need to move to a vacuum testbed such as the HCIT at JPL.

4.6.2 Future work

The robust validation of DZM for future direct imaging space missions is a large task. This

chapter provides a proof of concept using hardware experiments on the HiCAT testbed.

It is important for the community to consider DZM as an option when designing mis-

sions such as HWO. The first step in furthering the study of the DZM algorithm will be

to address the items causing sub-optimal performance discussed in this chapter. This will

include improving the controller tuning and performing a humidity sensitivity study at

a range of contrasts. The HiCAT broadband source has been upgraded since these ex-

periments were run and I aim to re-produce these results at a wider wavelength band. For

the broadband DZM, I also plan on investigating the broadband EFCmethod outlined in

Give’on et al. 200734 to replace the average EFCmethod (Eqn. 4.24) currently used.

In addition to the minor upgrades, now that I have proved that DZM is possible in a

range of drift scenarios, I can push the limits in each case to determine where it breaks

down. This will include determining the maximum error in theQmatrix, the maximum

correctable drift, and the effect of the exposure time. I will also study the dither-drift rela-

tionship for the IrisAODM to determine the optimal dither when using the IrisAODM

to inject drift as was done with the BMCDMs in App. B. It is our goal to perform a subset

of these experiments both on HiCAT and on a vacuum testbed to ensure that the limits we
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find are not due to the air environment. I then aim to take the HiCATDZM limitations

and relate them to stability requirements for future space missions including RST and

HWO. Chapters 5 and 6 continue the discussion of the DZMwork and probe the effect

of the SNR of the images as well as the effectiveness of various post-processing methods.
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5
Low Signal-to-Noise Dark Zone

Maintenance

This chapter is taken from Redmond et al. 2022.99 The experiments presented are from

2022 prior to the HiCAT hardware and software upgrades.
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5.1 Chapter overview

Directly imaging exoplanets requires long integration times when using a space-based coro-

nagraphic instrument due to the small number of photons. Wavefront stability on the same

timescale is of the utmost importance; a difficult feat in the presence of thermal and me-

chanical instabilities. In this chapter, I demonstrate that dark zone maintenance (DZM)

functions in the low signal-to-noise (SNR) regime similar to that expected for the Roman

Space Telescope (RST) and HWO recommended by the 2021 decadal survey. I develop

low-photon experiments with tunable noise properties to provide a representative extrapo-

lation. The experiments are performed on the High-contrast Imager for Complex Aperture

Telescopes (HiCAT) at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI). High-order wave-

front error drifts are injected using a pair of kilo-deformable mirrors (DMs). The drifts

are corrected using the DMs via the DZM algorithm; note that the current limiting factor

for the DZM results is the air environment. I show that DZM can maintain a contrast of

5.3× 10−8 in the presence of DM random walk drift with a low SNR.

5.1.1 Future space telescope observing conditions

For the purpose of this Chapter, I will focus on the Roman Space Telescope (RST) as a

case study for high contrast imaging in space. The current observing plan for RST in-

volves slewing between bright reference stars and dimmer science target stars as described

in Ch. 1.3.1. Starting on a bright reference star decreases the time required to find the DM

command that corrects for the static wavefront error in the system and generates the dark

zone. RST aims to have a mean dark-zone contrast between 10−8–10−9 ( 7) and thus must

use focal plane wavefront sensing and control (FPWSC) when generating the dark zone
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to avoid correcting for non-common path (NCP) aberrations8 introduced by pupil plane

techniques. Once the dark zone is generated, RST slews to the target star and performs a

series of observations at different roll angles for∼8 hrs while keeping the DM shape con-

stant. It is predicted that after 8 hrs, the quasi-static high-order wavefront drifts will have

degraded the dark zone8,124 requiring RST to return to the target star to regenerate the dark

zone. These quasi-static drifts come from thermal gradients, mechanical relaxation of the

structure, and the DMs themselves.

The RST Coronagraph Instrument (CGI) will be operating in the low signal regime

with a photon rate around 10 milli-photons per second.75 The individual coronagraphic

exposures on RST will be relatively short (≤ 60 s50) to avoid cosmic ray effects. Combin-

ing the low signal and short exposure times, we can see that RST CGI images will have a

very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The RST team chose an electron multiplying charge

coupled device (EMCCD) detector due to its unique photon-counting mode which boosts

the SNR by a factor of
√
2.103 A comparison of the RST3 and HiCAT detector proper-

ties including dark current, read noise, and clock induced charge (CIC) is provided in Ta-

ble 5.1. For reference, the detector design requirements for the Large Ultraviolet Optical

Infrared (LUVOIR) Surveyor are also included.138 The values for RST assume the electron

multiplying (EM) gain is being used in photon counting mode.3 Note that HiCAT uses a

complementary metal oxide semiconductor or CMOS detector which suffers from random

telegraph noise (RTN) and not CIC.

To create an RST-like observing scenario on HiCAT, I start by injecting high-order

wavefront error drifts to represent the quasi-static drifts seen during a target observation.

In this chapter, I use the two BMCDMs to inject the drift, allowing each actuator to per-
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Table 5.1: Detector properties for HiCAT, RST, and LUVOIR. Note that the LUVOIR properties are the required capabili‐
ties for a future‐developed detector.

Instrument Detector Dark current [e-/hr] Read noise [e-] CIC [e-/pixel/frame]
HiCAT ZWOASI178MM 0 2.42 n/a
RST T-e2v CCD311 0.76 120 0.01

LUVOIR n/a 0.108 0 0.0013

form a random walk. I also scale the photon rate in the images to put HiCAT in the low

signal regime like RST. Lastly, I apply a simple CCD detector noise model to the images

and pass the adjusted images to the estimator. Manually injecting the noise allows us to take

a short exposure (≤ 0.5 s) using a CMOS detector and make it look like a longer exposure

(∼ 60 s) from a CCD or EMCCD detector. In the future, it will also enable us to deter-

mine the minimum photon rate required in order for DZM to work. This low SNR con-

version process is described in Sec. 5.2.1. The results of the low SNRDZM experiments are

covered in Sec. 5.3 followed by the conclusions and plans for future work in Sec. 5.4.

5.2 Dark zone maintenance algorithm adjustments

Low SNRDZM follows the same procedure described in Ch 4.3.2 with one additional

step as shown by the light blue box in Fig. 5.1. The DM command (u0) that corrects for

the static WFE and generates the dark zone is determined using a pair-wise probe estimator

and a stroke-minimization controller. This DM command is used as the starting point for

DZM.With each DZM iteration, a dither command (δukdither) is applied to the DMs which

acts as a ‘probe’ and increases the phase diversity of the images between iterations to help

the estimator converge. For the dither, a random command is applied to each actuator with
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a standard deviation of σdither. I then take a single image and pass it through the low SNR

conversion process (blue box in Fig. 5.1) which applies a scaling and injects noise to create

a low SNR image with CCD noise properties (discussed in detail below). The resulting

low SNR image is passed to the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which estimates the open-

loop, drifting electric field (x̂k+1). The electric field conjugation (EFC) controller takes the

estimate and determines the DM command (Δuk+1
opt ) required to correct for the open-loop

electric field. Unknown to the control loop, the drift command (Δuk+1
drift) is also applied

to the DMs each iteration. The EKF is provided some statistical information on the drift

(σdrift) but not the exact drift command, as described in Ch. 4.3.2.

Take high SNR 

HiCAT images

Low SNR 

conversion

Extended 

Kalman Filter

Electric Field 

Conjugation

𝐼𝐻𝑖𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝑧𝑘 Δ𝑢𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑘+1 

ො𝑥𝑘+1

𝛿𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟
𝑘  

Update DM 

Shapes

𝑥𝑘

Figure 5.1: Simplified flow chart for low SNR DZM. The process is the same as that described in Redmond et al. 202296

with the addition of the light blue box which manipulates the HiCAT image (IHiCAT) to produce a low SNR measurement
(zk) which gets passed to the EKF. The dither DM command (δukdither) increases the phase diversity of the images be‐
tween iterations to help the EKF converge. The EKF calculates the open‐loop electric field estimate (̂xk+1) and passes
it to the electric field conjugation (EFC) controller. The controller determines the required DM command (Δuk+1

opt ) to
correct for the drifting electric field.

5.2.1 Low signal-to-noise conversion

To emulate RST images using HiCAT, I first adjust the sampling of the focal-plane im-

ages. Without any binning, the sampling on HiCAT is 13.623 pixels per λ/DLyot, where

DLyot is the diameter of the Lyot stop. Binning by a factor of six results in a sampling of
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2.28 metapixels per λ/DLyot, or 1.75 metapixels per λ/DwhereD is the diameter of the Hi-

CAT aperture, at 638 nm. This sampling is on par with the∼ 2.6 pixels per λ/D sampling

expected for RST50 and LUVOIR (whereD is the aperture diameter of RST). The 6 × 6

binning is applied to the raw images prior to any other manipulation.

Next, I must adjust the photon rate in the image. The direct image of the target star in

the RST CGI Observing Scenario (47 UMa, V=5.04, G1V, Dstar=0.9 mas)50 has a total

photon rate of∼ 18.5 × 106 ph/s. Note that this is the sum of the photon rate over the

entire image. To get close to this value, I start by taking a direct image (Idirect) on HiCAT

(without the Lyot stop in place) using the longest exposure time possible without satu-

rating any pixels. This maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the image as a longer

exposure time increases the signal in the image and the exposure time is still much too short

for dark current to accumulate. Note that Idirect is aN × 1 vector whereN is the number

of metapixels in the image. I normalize the image by the exposure time (tdirect) and sum the

count rate to get

dIdirect =
Idirect
tdirect

, (5.1)

FHiCAT =
N∑
i=0

dIdirecti , (5.2)

where dIdirect is a vector of the direct HiCAT image in counts/s,N is the number of metapix-

els in the image, and FHiCAT is the total count rate in the image. I then choose a photon rate

(F) that I want to scale the image to and determine the counts-to-photons conversion factor
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(γ) for any type of image (direct or coronagraph) via

γ =
F

FHiCAT
. (5.3)

Note that γ is calculated once via the direct image and then used to convert the coron-

agraph images to photons/s. For this chapter, I choose F = 15 × 106 ph/s which is in-

tentionally slightly less than RST photon rate quoted above. HiCAT operates at a lower

contrast than RST and will thus have more photons in the dark zone for a given direct im-

age photon rate. Our goal for the low SNRDZM experiments is to use representative RST

coronagraph images with the EKF, so it is more important that the photon rate in the dark

zone matches RST than the direct image.

Once I have γ, I can scale the images and apply the desired noise characteristics. For the

purpose of this chapter, I use a very basic noise model that only includes dark current and

read noise, but the methodology is not restricted to this basic noise model. For each image

(IHiCAT), I first normalize by the exposure time (tHiCAT),

dIHiCAT =
IHiCAT

tHiCAT
, (5.4)

to get dIHiCAT in counts/s and then apply the scaling and noise model to obtain a low SNR

image (Ilsnr) to use in the estimator:

Ipoisson = P
(
(γdIHiCAT + μI)t

)
, (5.5)

Ilsnr = round
(
Ipoisson +N (0, σ2rnI)

)
. (5.6)
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Note that IHiCAT, Ipoisson, and Ilsnr areN × 1 vectors whereN is the number of metapixels in

the full image (not just the dark zone). Here, P() generates random variates selected from

a Poisson distribution, μI is the dark current in e-/s, t is the RST-like exposure time in sec-

onds, Ipoisson is an image (in units of photons) that contains Poisson noise and dark current

only, σrn is the standard deviation of the read noise, and I is the identity matrix with the

same dimension as the image. The result is rounded since it is not physical to have a frac-

tion of an electron. Note that the Jacobian and covariance matrices (for EFC and the EKF)

need to be calculated with or scaled by t and Ilsnr as opposed to tHiCAT and IHiCAT.

In Fig. 5.2, I show the conversion from the initial HiCAT image in the left panel, IHiCAT,

to the measurement passed to the EKF in the right panel, zk = Ilsnr. In the right panel we

can clearly see the change in the sampling as well as the decrease in the SNR and overall sig-

nal. It should be noted that the peak intensity in the low SNR dark zone is on the order of

50 photons which is a factor of 10 higher than that expected for RST; this will be reduced

for future experiments.
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Figure 5.2: Conversion from high SNR HiCAT image (left) to the binned low SNR image for EKF (right). The left panel
shows the log of the initial image (un‐binned) obtained from HiCAT (IHiCAT). There is definite structure to the speckles
and the maximum intensity in the dark zone is on the order of 107 counts. In the right panel I have Ilsnr which is the
result of passing IHiCAT through the low SNR conversion process. There is still some structure to the speckles but it is
drastically reduced. The exposure time used for the right panel is 39 s.

5.3 HiCAT results

In this section, I present the initial results of low SNRDZM onHiCAT; the parameters

used for this experiment are summarized in Table 5.2. Both BMCDMs inject high-spatial-

frequency drifts via a random walk of each actuator with σ2drift = 400 pm2/iter and the

dither is chosen to be σdither = 250 pm. The counts to photons conversion parameter is

found to be γ = 9.2 × 10−7 when I choose F = 15 × 106 ph/s. The exposure time used

to generate Ilsnr is chosen to be the same as the exposure time for 47 UMa used in Observ-

ing Scenario 1150. This is a monochromatic experiment at 638 nm using an annular dark

zone of extent 5.8–9.8 λ/Dlyot. The mean dark-zone contrast is defined as the mean of the

contrast values within the dark zone.
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Table 5.2: Experiment parameters used. Note that tHiCAT is the exposure time used to obtain the initial image and t is
the exposure time used to determine the noise injected into the image as discussed in Sec. 5.2.1. For this experiment, t
is taken to be the exposure time used in Observing Scenario 11 50 for for 47 UMa.

Parameter Value Units
σdither 250 pm
σ2drift 400 pm2/iter
F 15× 106 photons/s
γ 0.92
tHiCAT 0.01 s
t 39 s
μI 0.005 e-/s
σrn 2 e-

Figure 5.3 shows the mean closed-loop contrast of the dark-zone region in magenta for

the duration of the experiment (3500 iterations). The iteration time is set to titer = t = 39 s

for Fig. 5.3 as the exposure time on RST or HWOwill be the lower limit on the iteration

time. I use the high SNRHiCAT images (IHiCAT) described in Sec. 5.2.1 to calculate the

mean dark-zone contrast to ensure it is the true contrast and not artificially high due to

noise. The open-loop contrast (cyan crosses) diverges to 1.1 × 10−6 by the final iteration

at which point the BMCDM drift command for each DM has a root-mean-square of

1.26 nm and a peak-to-valley of 8.39 nm. The dotted and dashed black lines show the mean

and standard deviation of the magenta curve (mean closed-loop dark-zone contrast) respec-

tively for the duration of the experiment. The mean dark-zone contrast is held at 5.3×10−8

within a standard deviation of 6.4× 10−9.

As seen in the magenta curve in Fig. 5.3, the mean and standard deviation vary with

time. From 0–12 hrs, the mean is relatively constant but the standard deviation is rather

large. After 12 hrs, the standard deviation decreases but the mean has a positive slope. This
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Figure 5.3: Mean dark‐zone contrast against time for low SNR DZM experiment on HiCAT. Note that the mean dark‐
zone contrast plotted here is calculated using the high SNR IHiCAT images and is thus the true contrast. The closed‐loop
contrast (solid magenta) is maintained at 5.3 × 10−8 (dotted black line) within a standard deviation of 6.4 × 10−9

(dashed black line) for the duration of the experiment. The open‐loop contrast (cyan crosses) diverges to 1.1× 10−6 by
the final iteration. Note that the time axis for this plot uses assumes an iteration time of t = 39 s.

is due to temperature and humidity instabilities in the lab due to issues with the HVAC sys-

tem, which caused small low-order drifts (mostly tip-tilt). This tip-tilt drift is not modelled

or captured by the EKF and thus slightly degrades the DZM performance. The humidity

instability has been improved since these data were taken and, in addition, HiCAT now has

an improved software architecture that allows faster control loops by one order of magni-

tude and running low order corrections in parallel with DZM as discussed in Soummer et

al. 2022.127 I expect significant gains in contrast as well as the inner working angle (IWA) in

future experiments.
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Figure 5.4: Coadded image for low SNR DZM experiment. I generate the noisy contrast image of the dark zone in each
iteration using the Ilsnr direct and coronagraph images (see Eqn. 1.2). To produce this image I use simple coaddition146

where I sum all dark‐zone contrast images for the experiment and divide by the number of iterations. The SNR has
increased in the coadded image when compared to the right panel of Fig. 5.2.

In Fig. 5.4, I show the coadded dark zone for the entire experiment. I use a basic coaddi-

tion approach146 that simply averages the 3,500 contrast images from the experiment. As

one would expect, the SNR drastically increases when the images are coadded. This was a

good sanity check and Ch. 6 provides a thorough overview of post-processing techniques

to extract a planet signal.

5.4 Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, I experimentally demonstrate that the DZM algorithm can function in

the low SNR regime using the HiCAT testbed. I outline the procedure of converting high

SNRHiCAT images to low SNR images that emulate RST simulations and performDZM

using these low SNR images. With both BMCDMs drifting, the mean DZ contrast is

maintained at 5.3 × 10−8 within a standard deviation of 6.4 × 10−9. The open-loop
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mean DZ contrast degrades over an order of magnitude to 1.1 × 10−6 over the course of

the experiment. Note that our results are currently limited by the HiCAT air environment

and not the DZM algorithm itself. These results further support that DZMwould work

on RST and if implemented, would increase science observing time since slews to a refer-

ence star are no longer needed. There are three main enhancements to implement to the

low SNRDZM approach: (1) a more accurate noise model, (2) more accurate drifts, and

(3) a larger dark zone. I aim to replicate these experiments with more realistic noise mod-

els using the emccd_detect76 and PhotonCount77 packages based on Nemati 2020.75 The

emccd_detect.sim_sub_frame function accepts a flux map which we create via

Iflux_map = P(γdIHiCATt)/t, (5.7)

where the HiCAT image is scaled, Poisson noise is added, and then the result is normal-

ized by the exposure time. The output of emccd_detect.sim_sub_frame is an image with

EMCCD noise in units of e- (including the bias) and scaled by the EMCCD gain. In the

Observing Scenario 11 example script50, if the EMCCD gain is greater than 1000, the pho-

ton counting mode of the EMCCD is used, otherwise the final image is simply normalized

by the EMCCD gain. I will apply the same logic for our experiments. As for the drift in-

jected, I aim to repeat or expand on the drift cases covered in Redmond et al. 202296 which

includes the IrisAODM drifting and all DMs drifting. Lastly, I will reduce the IWA of the

dark zone; in Ch. 6 I provide low SNR results with an IWA of 4 λ/DLyot but ideally this

will be further reduced to 3 λ/DLyot to match that of RST.
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6
Post-processing of Dark ZoneMaintenance

Data

6.1 Chapter overview

In Ch. 4 and 5 I show how the DZM algorithm can hold the mean contrast in the dark

zone constant while the open loop electric field drifts. While the mean dark zone contrast
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is a useful metric, it does not tell us the most important information: does the DZM algo-

rithm facilitate exoplanet detection? In this chapter I delve into post-processing techniques

that extract planets from direct imaging data and why they are applicable (or not) to the

DZM data.

It should be noted that the experiments presented in this chapter were performed after

an upgrade of both the HiCAT testbed and software. The testbed light source and camera

were updated and the software foundation was completely re-written. The software up-

grades resulted in a drastic reduction in the iteration time for the DZM experiments. All

experiments are monochromatic at 640 nm and use a 4–9 λ/DLyot dark zone.

6.2 Planet injection

The HiCAT testbed only has a laser source to mimic the target star around which an ex-

oplanet could be orbiting. In order to test post-processing techniques to determine how

DZM affects our ability to detect a planet, I need to inject a planet signal in software. I do

this while running the experiment to ensure that the effect of the planet signal on the con-

trol loop is captured. To generate a fake planet, I take the direct image and scale it to be the

the desired planet contrast. I then shift the centre of the planet to be in the dark zone and

add the result to the image obtained from the camera. The process of obtaining the science

images and injecting the planet is shown in Fig. 6.1. If I am operating in low SNRmode,

the planet injection happens prior to the low SNR conversion described in Fig. 5.1.

I use a variety of different planet contrasts to probe different limitations of the DZM

algorithm. For example, it is possible that the EKF would struggle with very bright exoplan-

ets as they will keep requesting DM commands to suppress the bright ‘speckle’ but since
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart for injecting a fake planet into the data acquired from the testbed during a DZM run.

the planet light is incoherent, the DMs will have little effect which will cause the loop to

diverge. On the other hand, very dim planets will be difficult to detect under the contrast

floor. Note that for this work, ‘bright’ and ‘dim’ planets are with respect to the contrast

floor or mean dark zone contrast maintained by the DZM algorithm. I test planets slightly

dimmer, slightly brighter, and and order of magnitude brighter than the mean DZ contrast

(4×10−8, 8×10−8, 1×10−6). I set the angular separation between the planet and the target

star to be 6.62 λ/Dlyot and place the planet at an angle of 40◦ from the horizontal as shown

in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Demonstration of planet injection process using a very bright planet with a contrast of 10−6 which is placed
6.62 λ/Dlyot from the centre of the target star.
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6.3 Signal-to-noise ratio calculations

One of the main ways to indicate planet detectability is via the signal to noise ratio (SNR).

There are many rigorous ways to detect and determine the SNR of the planet as described

inMarois et al. 200864, Mawet et al. 201466, and Bonse et al. 2023.13 In this work I adopt a

simple approach to calculate the SNR of the planet. I assume we know the planet location

and take the mean of the values of a ps × ps square around the centre of the planet to de-

termine the planet signal. I create a noise image by masking the planet as well as any known

artifacts and convolving it with a ps × ps square. The noise is then the standard deviation of

the convolved noise image and the SNR follows as

s =
1
p2s

p2s∑
i=1

Iplanet[i] (6.1)

b = 1ps×ps
1
p2s

(6.2)

Inoise = (I ◦M) ∗ b (6.3)

n =

√∑N
i=1

(
Inoise[i]− μnoise

)2
N

(6.4)

SNR =
s
n
. (6.5)

The pixels that are masked to create the noise image are either known bright speckles

due to the optical elements or artifacts introduced by the post processing technique. For

example, when using pyklip in ADI mode (further discussed in Sec. 6.4), there are two

very low noise lobes that are created at and angle of±θroll/2 from the planet in its initial

roll location. This effect a result of taking the autocorrelation of the planet signal and is de-
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scribed in detail in Cantalloube et al. 2015.18 Including these lobes in the noise calculation

would artificially increase the standard deviation of the noise in the image. A sample mask

for planet square size of ps = 3 is shown in Fig. 6.3 where the black pixels will be used for

the noise image and the white pixels are discarded. Though it is not obvious here, the mask

also discards the inner and outer ring of pixels in the dark zone as that is where we are most

likely to get low contrast speckles bleeding into the dark zone.

−10 −5 0 5 10
λ/Dlyot

Noise Mask

Figure 6.3: Mask for creating a noise image from a pyklip result. Black pixels are kept whereas white pixels are dis‐
carded. The square in the upper right quadrant is the planet mask and the other two squares are to mask the low noise
lobes created by pyklip. Note that the mask needs to be rotated by θroll depending on if the initial roll angle is 0 or
θroll as pyklip will always align the images to the first roll angle.

6.4 Post processing using Karhunen-Loève image projection

I start with one of the most commonly used algorithms in direct imaging: Karhunen-Loève

Image Projection129,91 (KLIP). The basis of the KLIP algorithm is to perform a Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) of a reference image library and project the PCA results onto

the set of science images to extract the planet signal. KLIP can be used with most differen-

tial imaging techniques (as described in Sec. 2.4) and is implemented as a python package
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called pyklip. When using pyklipwith ADI the procedure is as follows:

1. Perform PCA of all the images from roll 1, keep first kmodes

2. Project k PCAmodes onto each image from roll 2 and sum the k projections for

each image

3. Subtract each roll 2 image from the sum of the projections and sum the result for

each image

4. Repeat steps 1–3 but switch roles of roll 1 & 2

5. Rotate roll 2 result to align with roll 1 and add

There is also an RDI method available with pyklip. As described in Sec. 2.4, RDI uses a

library of reference images to disentangle residual starlight speckles from planet candidates.

With RDI the procedure is very similar to ADI and is as follows:

1. Perform PCA of all the reference images, keep first kmodes

2. Project k PCAmodes onto each science image and sum the k projections for each

image

3. Subtract each science image from the sum of the projections and sum the result for

each image

Note for this analysis, I generate results for k = [1, 5, 10, 20, 50].
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6.5 Angular differential imagingwith DZM

Angular Differential Imaging (ADI) is a well developed post processing technique as de-

scribed in Sec 2.4 for directly imaging exoplanets and here I pair it with DZM. ADI rotates

the telescope around the bore-sight to move the planet on the detector. The speckles in-

duced by the optics should rotate with the telescope which allows extraction of the planet

signal. OnHiCAT, instead of rotating the optical bench, I move where I inject the planet

as shown in Fig. 6.4 using a roll angle of 90◦. When running ADI experiments I also cy-

cle the dither commands used by the EKF (Eqn. 4.20). I do this so that the speckles intro-

duced by the dither commands are more consistent which aides with any type of differ-

ential imaging post processing algorithm. For these experiments, the roll angle is changed

either halfway through, so δukdither = δuk+niter/2
dither , or every niter/4 iterations.
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Figure 6.4: Demonstration of planet injection process for ADI. At the nominal roll angle for the telescope the planet
is in the upper right quadrant of the dark zone (left panel) but when I roll by 90◦ the planet moves to the lower right
quadrant of the dark zone (right panel).
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6.6 HiCAT experimental results using ADI

6.6.1 Low exposure time

For this experiment I injected a 5 × 10−8 planet into a dark zone with a mean DZ contrast

of 7.85 × 10−8 and used a very short exposure time to reduce the overall signal. The full

list of parameters used for this experiment are shown in Tab. 6.1. The experiment lasted a

total of 1500 iterations and at iteration 750 I changed the roll angle and started repeating

the dither commands.

Table 6.1: Experiment parameters used.

Parameter Value Units
σdither 250 pm
σ2drift 400 pm2/iter
tHiCAT 8× 10−3 s
contrastplanet 5× 10−8 -
θplanet 6.62 λ/DLyot
θroll 90 degrees
niter 1500 -

Figure 6.5 shows the final result from pyklip using the data from this experiment. The

noise mask from Fig. 6.3 was used when calculating the SNR. In the right panel of Fig. 6.5

we have the final image produced by pyklip using all of the data from this experiment. The

two low noise lobes are obvious as well as the planet. The planet contrast is also approxi-

mately correct and the background has been drastically reduced. An image like the right

panel is created for each point in the left panel to determine how the SNR of the planet

evolves as the integration time increases. I start by only handing pyklip four frames and
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then increase by 200 frames until all 1500 are used. This is to ensure that the noise is actu-

ally being reduced by increasing the integration time. If too much drift is leaking into the

dark zone, the SNR vs integration time plot will eventually turn over and trend down. The

SNR curve is plotted for each KLIP mode calculated. This is also a good sanity check as if

too many modes are used, KLIP will start fitting the noise and the end result will be worse.

The SNR is 9.61 when all exposures and 50 KLIP modes are used.
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Figure 6.5: Left Panel: SNR as a function of number of frames provided to KLIP. This can be interpreted as SNR vs inte‐
gration time. The SNR trends up as the number of frames increase and all modes have similar behaviour. For 50 modes,
the planet has an SNR of 9.61 when all 1500 frames are used. Right Panel: Image produced by pyklip for the 50 mode
case when all 1500 frames are used. The planet is clearly visible in the upper right quadrant as well as the low noise
lobes on either side of it.

6.6.2 Low SNRmode

For this experiment I inject a 4 × 10−8 planet into a dark zone with a mean DZ contrast

of 7.76 × 10−8. The BMCDMs perform a random walk drift over 2200 iterations. The

parameters for this experiment are summarized in Tab. 6.2 and the low photon proce-

dure is described in Ch. 5. The exposure time simulated for the Low SNRmode is 39 s

which results in a total simulated integration time of 23.8 hrs. For this experiment, I ‘roll’
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the telescope four times (every 550 iterations) instead of two to match the RSTObserv-

ing Scenario 11 procedure. The experiment summary plot is provided in Fig. 6.6 with the

Table 6.2: Experiment parameters used. Low photon method and parameters are described in Ch. 5.

Parameter Value Units
σdither 250 pm
σ2drift 400 pm2/iter
tHiCAT 0.1 s
t 39 s
F 1.5× 107 photons/s
μI 0.005 e-/s
σrn 2 e-
contrastplanet 4× 10−8 -
θplanet 6.62 λ/DLyot
θroll 90 degrees
nrolls 4 -
niter 2200 -

mean dark zone contrast vs time in the left panel and the closed loop image in the right

panel. The time axis for this plot is HiCAT time. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 6.6,

the planet is not visible, even when using a logscale for the image.

As shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.7, when all 2200 frames are used the planet achieves

a SNR of 9.58. The behaviour of all the modes is similar so I know I am not fitting the

noise. An SNR of 9.58 is well above the detection threshold and one can also clearly see

the two negative lobes created by the pyklip algorithm in the right panel of Fig. 6.7. This

experiment demonstrates howDZM can be used in conjunction with ADI in the case of

dim planets below the contrast floor.
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Figure 6.6: Left panel: Mean DZ contrast vs time for the low SNR case with a 4 × 10−8 planet. The cyan is the open‐
loop contrast, the magenta is the closed‐loop contrast, and the black dots and dashes are the mean and standard devia‐
tion of the magenta curve respectively. Not that the time axis is the actual duration of the experiment and does not use
the simulated 39 s exposure time. Right panel: Sample science image from the final iteration. The planet is not visible by
eye in the dark zone.
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Figure 6.7: Left Panel: SNR as a function of number of frames provided to KLIP. This can be interpreted as SNR vs inte‐
gration time. The SNR trends up as the number of frames increase and all modes have similar behaviour. For 50 modes,
the planet has an SNR of 9.58 when all 2200 frames are used. Right Panel: Image produced by pyklip for the 50 mode
case when all 2200 frames are used. The planet is clearly visible in the lower right quadrant as well as the low noise
lobes on either side of it.
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6.7 DZMwith real-time incoherent light estimation

6.7.1 Motivation

One potential limitation of the DZM implementation described in Ch. 4 is in the case

of bright planets or bright exozodiacal dust emission.104 If the planet is very bright, the

estimator will capture it and the DMs will try to suppress it. Since the planet light is in-

coherent, the DMs will not succeed which can cause the control loop to diverge. This is

demonstrated in Fig. 6.8 which shows the contrast vs time for two simulatedDZM runs

where a bright planet is injected. The initial mean DZ contrast without the planet 5× 10−8

and the planet contrast is either 10−6 (magenta dots) or 10−5 (blue). The dashed black line

shows where the roll angle of the planet changes. For both cases, one can see that the esti-

mator takes longer than normal to converge; note that these peaks at the beginning could

be reduced by turning on the controller later. For the 10−6 planet, we see the mean DZ con-

trast degrade over the 750 iterations. For the 10−5 planet, the system struggles when the

roll angle changes. This is something that could be mitigated by disabling the controller for

a period of time after a roll change but while the controller is off, drifts will leak in. If the

controller has to be disabled every roll change, that can result in contrast degradation.
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Figure 6.8: Simulated HiCAT contrast vs time data. The magenta dots curve has a 10−6 planet injected and the mean
DZ contrast creeps up over the course of the experiment. The blue curve has a 10−5 planet injected and struggles
to obtain a good estimate at the start as well as update the estimate for the new planet location when the roll angle
changes at iteration 375 (black dashes).

The reason for the second peak in the blue curve in Fig. 6.8 can be seen in Fig. 6.9. The

top panel shows the simulated image and the bottom panel shows the closed-loop intensity

estimate. When the roll angle changes at iteration 375, we see the planet move from the top

right quadrant to the bottom right quadrant in the image. In the estimate, it captures the

new planet location quickly but holds on to the old planet location and we can see a bright

speckle in both the top and bottom right quadrants of the dark zone. If we want to avoid

the contrast degradation seen in Fig. 6.8, we would have to leave the controller of until the

EKF had ‘forgotten’ about the initial roll location of the planet.

As described in Sec. 2.4, ADI also results in a loss of observing time due to the time asso-

ciated with rolling the telescope. If a DZM approach can be implemented that removes the

requirement of ADI for dim planets as well, that is very advantageous to future space-based

coronagraphs. I investigate if I can use solely the data acquired from the DZM experiment

to separate the coherent and incoherent light in the image. This allows for different post-

processing techniques that do not require any additional hardware or slew time.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated HiCAT Data. Top row: images for iteration 374–376 of the experiment shown by the blue curve
in Fig. 6.8. The roll angle changes at iteration 375 and the planet moves from the top right quadrant to the bottom right
quadrant. Bottom row: closed‐loop intensity estimate showing how the EKF holds on to the initial roll location of the
planet. A bright speckle can be seen in the top right quadrant of the estimate in iterations 375 and 376 as well as the
new planet location in the bottom right quadrant.
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6.7.2 Augmented Extended Kalman Filter

A way to ensure stability of the control loop in the case of bright planets, incoherent back-

ground, and exozodiacal dust emissions is to augment the EKF to have a third state which

is the incoherent light in the image. This augmented EKF is described in detail for digging

a dark zone in Riggs 2016;100 I adapt it here for maintaining the dark zone. The response

matrix (equivalent to the JacobianG for the nominal EKF) and state vector become

Γ =
√

texp
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, (6.6) x =
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(6.7)

where Iinco is the incoherent intensity in the image and EOL is the open loop electric field

as described in Tab. 4.2. The closed loop version of the state vector (Eqn. 4.6) can be ex-

pressed as

xkCL = xk + Γuk (6.8)
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which then leads to the following for Eqn. 4.7

zk+1 = Ek
CLRe ◦ E

k
CLRe + Ek

CLIm ◦ Ek
CLIm + Iinco + nk (6.9)

where ECLRe and ECLIm are the real and imaginary parts of the closed loop electric field re-

spectively as calculated in Eqn 6.8. Assuming BMC drift, the process noise is then

Qk
BMC = ΓΓTσ2drift (6.10)

but the 0 rows ofQ are set to a small number to allow the EKF to converge and be numeri-

cally stable. The last major change for the EKF is theHmatrix. For each pixel theHmatrix

is augmented to be

Hk
i =


2ℜ(Êk

CLi) 0 0

0 2ℑ(Êk
CLi) 0

0 0 1

 (6.11)

where i indicates the pixel index in the dark zone. Note that for the EFC side of the control

loop, it is still only handed the open loop electric field estimate; not the augmented state

vector.

A very important aspect of any Kalman Filter is how the state vector is initialized. For

the original EKF, the open loop electric field estimate can be initialized either as zero and

it will converge in∼ 30 iterations or as the final estimate of the PWP experiment. For the
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incoherent light there were three options considered:

Î0inco = |z0 − ẑ0| (6.12)

Î0inco = |z0 − ẑ0| (6.13)

Î0inco = |z0 − zref| (6.14)

where z0 is the initial science image on the target, ẑ0 is the initial estimate of the closed-loop

intensity (generated from the reference star), and zref is the final image from generating

the dark zone on the reference star. Each of these options is physical in its own way. For

Eqn. 6.12, it assumes that the primary contribution to the incoherent light is a uniform

background which should be the same order of magnitude as the error in the intensity es-

timate of the coherent light and the image. Equation 6.13 assumes the incoherent light has

structure which matches the estimate error. Also note that since ẑ0 is from the reference

star, it will not contain the planet but z0 will; taking the difference and keeping the struc-

ture potentially aids the EKF in locating the planet. The last option (Eqn. 6.14) is based on

a similar idea in that we can take the difference of the final reference star image and the first

target star image to start the estimator off with a potential planet location.

6.7.3 Post processing options enabled by the AEKF

Another benefit of the AEKF is that it opens the door for more post-processing options.

Rolling a space telescope is costly as it takes time both to execute the roll and allow the vi-

brational modes excited by the roll to settle. In Pogorelyuk et al. 201988,89 the electric field

order reduction (EFOR) method is discussed; this is a robust option that does not require
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ADI but is very computationally expensive. There are three simpler post-processing op-

tions I consider to use with the AEKF data:

1. Simplified Coherent Differential Imaging (CDI)

2. Incoherent Accumulated Imaging (IAI)

3. Reference Differential imaging.

The first two are similar and leverage the estimates produced by the AEKF. I implement a

simplified software-based version of CDI where I take the closed-loop coherent intensity

estimate for each iteration and subtract it from the science image,

Ikpf = zk − |Êk
CL|2 (6.15)

Ipf =
1
nitr

nitr∑
i=1

Ikpf (6.16)

where Ipf is the ‘post processing’ image for the CDI approach (shown in Fig. 6.10). Since

the planet is not in the coherent electric field estimate, this should reveal the planet in the

science image. When all the estimate differences are obtained, they are summed to average

out the noise.

The IAI approach is to take the mean of the incoherent estimates since the incoherent

estimate has captured the planet,

Ipi =
1
nitr

nitr∑
i=1

Îkinco (6.17)

where Ipi is the post-processing image for the incoherent estimate approach.
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Figure 6.10: Visual representation of generating Ikpf for a 10
−6 planet in the low SNR mode.

The third approach goes back to using pyklip but in RDI mode instead of ADI mode.

The RDI procedure is explained in Sec. 6.4; when combining this with the AEKF, the idea

is to use the closed-loop coherent intensity estimates as the ‘reference images’ as they do

not contain the planet and should capture the PSF structure. First I generate a PSF library

which contains the closed-loop coherent intensity estimates and the science images. Us-

ing this PSF library, pyklip generates a correlation matrix for the entire dataset. Then, the

science dataset is assembled which only contains the science images. Both the PSF library

and the science dataset are passed to pyklipwhich performs the PCA procedure described

in Sec. 6.4; note that the images are indexed and pyklip automatically removes any science

images from the PSF library when it assembles the reference PSF dataset.
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6.8 HiCAT experimental results using CDI and IAI

Table 6.3: Experiment parameters used for all experiments in this section. Low photon method and parameters are
described in Ch. 5.

Parameter Value Units

σdither 250 pm

σ2drift 400 pm2/iter

tHiCAT 0.1 s

t 39 s

F 1.5× 107 photons/s

μI 0.005 e-/s

σrn 2 e-

θplanet 6.62 λ/DLyot

niter 1500 -

6.8.1 Bright planet low SNR

For this experiment, I inject a 10−6 planet into a dark zone with a mean contrast of 9.8 ×

10−8. The images passed to the estimator are flux adjusted as per Tab. 6.3. The experiment

runs for 1500 iterations; all of which are used in the post-processing. The results of the

CDI and IAI post-processing techniques are shown in Fig. 6.11. The top row takes the

difference between the coherent estimate and the science image (CDI) and the bottom row

uses the incoherent estimate (IAI). As more frames are used in the stack, the background
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smooths out; this is especially evident between 4–500 frames. It should also be noted that
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Figure 6.11: Here I show the evolution of Ipf (top row) and Ipi (bottom row) for a hardware experiment on HiCAT. Each
column stacks a different number of frames. For this experiment, a 10−6 planet is injected and it is clearly visible even
when only four frames are used. Between 4–500 frames the background is noticeably smoother as the noise averages
out.

the two rows in Fig. 6.11 look very similar. I can quantify this by looking at the SNR of the

planet as a function of howmany frames are used as shown in Fig. 6.12. The CDI method

is shown in orange and the incoherent estimate method is shown in black. Both methods

end with an SNR of∼ 29 when all 1500 frames are used.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of SNR vs number of frames used for CDI (orange) and incoherent estimate (black) post‐
processing methods.

6.8.2 Dim planet low SNR

For this experiment, I inject a 8 × 10−8 planet into a dark zone with a mean contrast of

8.9 × 10−8. The images passed to the estimator are flux adjusted as per Tab. 6.3. The ex-

periment runs for 1500 iterations; all of which are used in the post-processing. The results

of the CDI and IAI post-processing techniques are shown in Fig. 6.13. Using the AEKF

with DZM is still a very novel concept and even showing that the incoherent state in the

AEKF captures the dim planet (bottom row in Fig. 6.13) is a very promising result. As with

Sec. 6.8.1, the more frames that are used in the stack, the more the background smooths

out. Unfortunately for the dim planet case, there are a significant number of residual speck-

les on the same order of magnitude as the planet in the post-processing images. These resid-

ual speckles are erroneously captured by the incoherent intensity estimate instead of the

coherent electric field estimate which is why the two rows look the same. This may be a

fundamental limit of the AEKF as the incoherent estimate will tend to capture any light

that is not being modulated by the DMs. If there are other sources of incoherent light in
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the dark zone, they will be captured by Îinco. If other incoherent light sources form a uni-

form background, it is much less of an issue than if it has structure.
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Figure 6.13: Here I show the evolution of Ipf (top row) and Ipi (bottom row) for a hardware experiment on HiCAT. Each
column stacks a different number of frames. For this experiment, a 8 × 10−8 planet is injected (circled in white) and it
is not visible initially but emerges as more frames are used. The background smooths out but but does not decrease and
there is obvious structure other than the planet remaining.

Figure 6.14 shows the comparison between CDI (orange) and IAI (black) of the SNR

as a function of the number of frames used. As with Sec. 6.8.1, the two behave very sim-

ilarly with an SNR of 4.9 when all 1500 frames are used. This experiment demonstrates

the importance of planet detection methods as, if only the SNR is considered, this could

be viewed as a good result that simply needs more frames. In reality, we can see that deter-

mining which blob in Fig. 6.13 is a planet vs a speckle is much more problematic than the

other ADI or CDI/IAI cases I have considered. One way to determine between a speckle

and a planet for CDI or IAI would be through target revisits. By returning to a target mul-

tiple times, we image the planet at different locations in along it’s orbit. If the optics are

sufficiently stable, the speckle pattern will stay the same and the planet will move.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of SNR vs number of frames used for CDI (orange) and incoherent estimate (black) post‐
processing methods.

6.9 HiCAT experimental results using augmented EKF and RDI

I now take the same experiments from Sec. 6.8 and put them through pyklip but using

the RDI mode instead of ADI. For the 10−6 planet case, the result is good as expected with

an SNR of 23.1 when all 1500 frames and 10 KLIP modes are used. It should be noted

that this is a case where the number of KLIP modes has a significant impact as shown in

Fig. 6.15. If one KLIP mode is used, the planet has an SNR of 32.9 but if 50 modes are

used it has an SNR of 18.7. As the number of modes increases, KLIP begins to fit the

residual structure as shown in the increase in speckles between the left and right panel of

Fig. 6.15. This KLIP effect is not present when using the ADI mode with the DZM data.

Next I consider a 8 × 10−8 planet which is on par with the mean dark zone contrast.

As shown in Fig. 6.16, KLIP RDI barely recovers the planet and it only has an SNR of 4.2

after 1500 frames. For planets near the contrast floor, the SNR still decreases as a function

of the number of KLIP modes but by <5%.
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Figure 6.15: KLIP RDI result using 1500 frames for a 10−6 planet in a low SNR dark zone. The planet is clearly visible
by eye for all KLIP modes. The SNR decreases as the number of KLIP modes increases because KLIP begins to fit the
residual structure in the image which increases the noise.
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Figure 6.16: KLIP RDI result using 1500 frames and 10 KLIP modes for a 8 × 10−8 planet in a low SNR dark zone. The
planet is circled in blue and is barely visible.

The pyklip results in RDI mode are on par with the CDI and IAI results in Sec. 6.8 as

far as the planet SNR is concerned. When looking at the whole picture, pyklip outper-

forms the CDI and IAI approaches as it drastically reduces the speckle pattern; this is fur-

ther discussed in Sec. 6.10.
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6.10 Planet detection

Once a dataset from an experiment has been post-processed to produce a single low-noise

image, the final step is to distinguish between speckles and planets in the image. There are

a number of approaches, the most robust of which involve using a spectrograph to look at

the spectra of each planet candidate in the image or by revisiting the target when the planet

is at a different orbital position. A spectra-based approach is not possible with the data ob-

tained fromHiCAT so instead I use the point_source_detection function within pyklip.

In order to use this function, I first generate a pyklip SNRmap. This SNRmap is gener-

ated in a similar way to the method described in Sec. 6.3 but is more robust and accurate;

note that the SNR numbers quoted in this section are slightly different since I am using the

pyklip function. The SNRmap is passed to the point_source_detection function which

performs an iterative process where it finds the highest SNR candidate, masks it, and then

repeats until the highest SNR candidate is below the SNR threshold (which I choose to be

5). The output is a candidate list with the location and SNR of each candidate above the

threshold.

Figure 6.17 shows sample detection results using each of the four post-processing tech-

niques previously discussed. For all of the techniques, 1500 frames are used to generate the

post-processed image and a 8 × 10−8 planet is injected into the dark zone. For the ADI

experiment, the mean DZ contrast is 7.7 × 10−8 and for the RDI/CDI/IAI experiment

(Sec. 6.8.2) the mean DZ contrast is 8.9 × 10−8. The top two panels of Fig. 6.17 show the

detection results for the KLIP-based post-processing methods and the bottom two show

the simple stacking post-processing methods. The candidate with the highest SNR is cir-
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cled in black and the other candidates above the threshold are circled in red. In all cases,

the planet is the candidate with the highest SNR. For CDI and IAI we see that the planet

has a higher SNR than the RDI but with the large caveat that there are a number of other

candidates above the SNR threshold detected.
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(b) RDI, planet SNR = 5.86
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(c) CDI, planet SNR = 8.71
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(d) IAI, planet SNR = 8.42

Figure 6.17: Planet detection results from KLIP using the four post‐processing methods discussed. For all cases, an
8 × 10−8 planet is injected to a dark zone with a comparable mean DZ contrast and 1500 frames are used. The RDI,
ADI, and IAI cases use data from the same experiment. The candidate with the highest SNR is circled in black and, in all
cases, the planet has the highest SNR. In red are all other candidates returned by pyklip that have an SNR > 5.

The false candidates detected in the CDI and IAI cases have SNR values between 5.7–
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7.5. This is obviously not ideal and future work on CDI and IAI should work to remove

the speckles contributing to these false candidates. In a space mission, the targets are revis-

ited and the planet is in a different orbital position during each revisit. This would help the

CDI and IAI approaches distinguish between speckles and planets. It should also be noted

that an SNR of five is a relatively low threshold for planet detection and a threshold of eight

is more commonly used. Setting the threshold to eight would result in the rejection of all of

the false candidates in this case.

6.11 Conclusions and future work

This chapter demonstrates how we can augment the DZM EKF to estimate the incoherent

light in the image and howDZM data can effectively be used with a number of different

post-processing methods. Post-processing with DZM data is still in the early stages of devel-

opment and there are a number of future research avenues. When using the nominal DZM

algorithm with ADI, it would be worthwhile to investigate the shortest allowable dither-

repeat cycle that is longer than the memory of the EKF. Currently, the dither commands

start to repeat whenever the planet is ‘rolled’ but if the timescale was shorter it is possible

that pyklipwould perform better as the residual starlight speckle pattern would be more

consistent.

Using the AEKF with DZM is a novel concept and there are many exciting paths for-

ward. Repeating the dither commands could also potentially aid with the RDI approach

for a similar reason so experiments should be run with the AEKF and dither-cycling. One

could also run AEKF with planet-PSF-sized blocks instead of single pixels. TheHmatrix

(Eqn. 6.11) would then be 3np × 3np where np is the number of pixels in an expected planet
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PSF. As the incoherent estimate finds the planet, the blocking of the dark zone could be dy-

namically updated to centre the block on the planet. It would also be interesting to look

into the tuning of theQmatrix and have it dynamically update throughout the experi-

ment. Often when using an EKF, theQmatrix is made to be more aggressive at the start

and taper off. It is possible that by implementing a dynamicQmatrix, I could avoid accu-

mulating the coherent estimate error in the incoherent estimate which would improve the

CDI and IAI post-processing results. Since exozodiacal dust is predicted to be a potential

issue for directly imaging exo-Earths104, it would also be beneficial to test the AEKF with

representative exozodiacal dust emission injected in to the images. Lastly, it would be good

to look into using the AEKF with ADI and develop a methodology for re-initializing the

incoherent estimate when a roll is performed. The AEKF is much more robust for dealing

with rolls as it does not require re-initializing the coherent electric field estimate as that will

not change. For this reason, it should be relatively trivial to avoid the peaks seen in Fig. 6.8

when the nominal DZM algorithm is used when a bright planet is present.
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Yeah, this is fun.

James Castrission

7
Development of the GigaBIT Instrument

Specifications

7.1 Chapter overview

Prior to considering the GigaBIT hardware, I first review the technical specifications that

will enable GigaBIT to meet its science goals. I then go through the SuperBIT results
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which provide valuable data on expected behaviour for GigaBIT. Lastly, I outline the Giga-

BIT instrument requirements that emerge from the combination of the technical specifica-

tions and the SuperBIT results.

7.2 GigaBIT technical specifications

GigaBIT aims to be a balloon-based observatory that provides diffraction-limited wide-field

imaging capabilities in the optical to near-ultraviolet (NUV). These qualities are targeted to

fill a gap in the collective observing capabilities of current and future telescopes for impor-

tant science goals (Fig. 1.9 in Sec. 1.3.2). One of the main science goals is to study cluster

weak gravitational lensing as described in Sec. 1.2.2.

In order to ensure the errors on the weak lensing measurement are inherent to the shape-

measurement method, GigaBIT must be able to detect a minimum of 35 galaxies / arcmin2

at a redshift greater than 0.3.40,65,48,80 In order to perform accurate shear measurements,

it is also important to have a high resolving power to maximize the galaxy shape measure-

ments. A resolution of 0.081 arcseconds in the NUV achieves this goal.80 These two re-

quirements combined with a finite amount of observing time feeds into the required col-

lecting area (or primary mirror diameter) of GigaBIT which will be discussed in Sec. 7.5.

In order to take advantage of the stratospheric environment and complement the other

available astronomical observatories, GigaBIT targets a wavelength range from 300–700 nm.

Imaging in the NUV has multiple benefits. The first is that having NUVmeasurements al-

lows for more accurate estimation of the galaxy redshifts as the Balmer break is typically

around 400 nm.60 Having accurate redshift estimation is crucial as discussed in Sec. 1.2.2

and allows separation of the foreground and background galaxies. Secondly, foreground
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objects tend to emit less in the NUV (lower surface brightness) which enables more accu-

rate and aggressive cuts of objects that can contaminate the weak lensing measurement.

Lastly, this decision is also driven by the results presented in Shaaban et al. 2022.115 This

study showed that when operating in the stratospheric environment with a wide-field

diffraction limited telescope, the most efficient band to observe in to acquire the desired

number of sources in the minimal amount of integration time is in the blue. This is dif-

ferent than for ground-based instruments which target the red end of the spectrum. Ad-

ditional work on weak lensing measurements in the blue are provided inMcCleary et

al. 2023.67 A bonus of imaging in the NUV is that no contemporary wide-field instru-

ment has this capability making the GigaBIT measurements very complementary to other

datasets.

The final piece of the puzzle is the size of the patch of sky that GigaBIT must observe

per exposure. In order to accurately determine the mass distribution in a galaxy cluster,

GigaBIT must be able to image the cluster, it’s environs, and it’s connection to the cosmic

web. This is demonstrated by Fig. 7.1 which shows a simulation of a singleGigaBIT de-

tector with the HST ACS detector overlaid in yellow. In this example, HST ACS would

be able to constrain the mass in the core of the cluster (dominated by strong lensing) but

would have to performmultiple exposures to comment on the cluster as a whole. Note that

Fig. 7.1 shows only one of several detectors that will tile the GigaBIT focal plane. A FOV

of 0.25deg2 allows for imaging many galaxy clusters of interest out to a large radii in a single

exposures. The PSF must be stable to sub-resolution (1/4 of the FWHM) on timescales of

300 s and repeatable over days at the pixel level.

These science goals create very strict instrument requirements that will be discussed in
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of a single GigaBIT detector and HST ACS FOV for a simulated galaxy cluster.80 Note that the
centre of the cluster is dominated by strong lensing. This is only one of several detectors that will tile the GigaBIT focal
plane.

Sec. 7.5. As a stepping stone, the Super-pressure Balloon-borne Imaging Telescope (Super-

BIT) was developed to bridge the technology gap and demonstrate the benefit of a balloon-

based wide-field imaging observatory. The results from the SuperBIT 2023 flight directly

feed into design decisions for GigaBIT and SuperBIT has been instrumental in the Giga-

BIT development.

7.3 Overview of the GigaBIT pathfinder: the Super-pressure Balloon-borne

Imaging Telescope (SuperBIT)

7.3.1 Instrument

As previously discussed, SuperBIT was initially designed as a pathfinder mission for Gi-

gaBIT. SuperBIT is comprised of three nested frames that allow for yaw, roll, and pitch

control of the telescope as shown in Fig. 7.2. Yaw control is achieved using a combination

of a reaction wheel located in the bottom of the outer frame as well as a pivot motor at the

top of the outer frame that connects to the flight train (to the balloon). The flight train is
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a ladder structure which acts as a torsional spring. The middle frame performs the±3 deg

roll control using two frameless motors (one at the bow, one at the stern). Roll control is

important to enable tracking as the sky rotates during an observation. The inner frame

moves the telescope in pitch using a stepper motor in line with a frameless motor. There

are two orthogonal star cameras mounted to the telescope baffle used for coarse pointing of

the telescope.

The design and implementation of the SuperBIT pointing system is described in Ro-

mualdez 2017106 and test flight results are provided in Romualdez et al. 2018 and 2020.105,107

In order to point at a desired target, the right ascension and declination of the target are

converted into a coarse yaw and pitch angle. SuperBIT slews to that position and then the

star cameras take over. The two star cameras on the baffle first take full-frame images and

use a pattern matching “lost-in-space” algorithm56 to provide high-fidelity pointing infor-

mation. In between lost-in-space solutions, the cameras select a bright star in their FOV

and move in yaw/roll/pitch to keep the bright star in the same place on the detector. Super-

BIT tracks a target either until it has completed the pre-selected set of images or until the

target is outside the allowable roll/elevation range.

The telescope for SuperBIT (Fig 7.3) is a modified Dall-Kirkham design with a 0.5 m

primary mirror. The primary mirror is made from a CLEARCERAM-Z2 glass that is de-

signed to have a very small coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) at 273 K. The advan-

tage of a low CTE is that as the mirror changes temperature due to the diurnal cycle, the

WFE remains small. The secondary mirror and lenses are made of fused silica. Note that

the lenses drastically reduce the throughput in the NUV. The primary mirror is actuated

in tip/tilt and the secondary is actuated in tip/tilt/piston. In the back-end optics box there
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Figure 7.2: SuperBIT gondola. 106 Three nested frames allow for yaw, roll, and pitch control.

is a high-speed piezo-actuated tip-tilt mirror (fine guidance mirror (FGM)) to correct for

the vibrations in the structure. There are two focal plane star cameras (FSCs) in the optics

box; one on either side of the focal plane. When pointing at a target, a star is placed on one

of the two FSCs. The FSC as well as the rate gyroscopes are used to control the FGM at

∼ 50 Hz, together forming the fine guidance sensor (FGS).

7.4 SuperBIT 2023 flight results

7.4.1 2023 flight procedure and general notes

SuperBIT launched fromWanaka, NZ on April 16, 2023. The full flight path is shown

in the left panel of Figure7.4 and the landing site is shown in the right panel. SuperBIT
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Figure 7.3: Cross section of the SuperBIT telescope.107

had a functioning Starlink satellite dish for the first 15 days of flight; during this time we

were able to download the flight data in real time. When Starlink stopped working, our

downlinking abilities were drastically reduced and required us to physically recover the hard

drives from the instrument where it landed in Argentina. The first three nights were used

for alignment and calibration. This is the only time that the primary mirror was actuated.

The primary mirror actuators were disabled on April 21, 2023 and were not turned on for

the rest of the flight. The secondary mirror was occasionally checked for focus throughout

the flight but otherwise remained static after the initial alignment procedure. There are

three environmental considerations from the flight conditions that are important to men-

tion. The first is that since SuperBIT is moving, a day-night cycle is slightly less than 24 hrs

and varies depending on how fast it is moving. The next is that the stratospheric winds

over the Andes were quite fast and SuperBIT was sometimes travelling up to 140 knots

(260 km/hr). Even with the low air pressures (∼5 torr) at float altitudes, traveling at that

speed can affect pendulations and the coarse pointing ability of the telescope. Lastly, Su-

perBIT occasionally got to witness the Aurora Australis. While this was likely a beautiful
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sight, the Aurora increases the diffuse background light in the images. This not only de-

grades the science images but also increases the required FSC exposure time for a given

guide star. The longer the required FSC exposure time, the slower the FGS loop and this

can impact the fine pointing stability.

Figure 7.4: SuperBIT flight path and landing location during the 2023 flight.32

7.4.2 Coarse pointing residual

As previously mentioned, SuperBIT has two FSCs, one on either side of the focal plane.

During the 2023 flight, we took 12 mins of data where we simultaneously put bright stars

on FSC1 and FSC2 and turned off the FGS to have a direct measurement of the coarse

pointing system performance and the magnitude of the jitter that the FGS corrects for.

Figure 7.5 shows the behaviour of the centroid of the star on each FSC. The top panel con-

tains the X and Y position of the centroid for FSC1 and the bottom panel contains the

same for FSC2. The behaviours of both centroids are very correlated which is a good sanity

check. The centroid is a factor of two more stable in X than Y. Note that X is pitch (eleva-

tion) and Y is cross-pitch (approximately yaw). In cross-pitch, the reaction wheel instabili-
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ties make it harder for the FGS to stabilize.
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Figure 7.5: Stellar centroid vs time for both FSCs for time period when the FGS is off. The top row is FSC1 and the
bottom row is FSC2. The coarse pointing system stabilizes in X a factor of two better than in Y.

In order to comment on the coarse pointing stability, I take the rolling minimum and

maximum of each frame in Fig. 7.5; a sample is shown by the green curve in Fig. 7.6 for the

X centroid position on FSC1. I use a 10 s window when calculating the rolling extrema

which is significantly longer than the centroid sampling rate of 100 Hz. It should also be

noted that even though the data sampling rate is 100 Hz, the frame rate of the FSC varies

between 10–200 Hz depending on the required exposure time for a given guide star.
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Figure 7.6: Demonstration of the rolling extrema calculation for the X centroid position for FSC1 (FGS off). The rolling
extrema is shown in green, the original data is in blue, and a rolling mean is shown in black for reference. A 10 s window
is used when calculating the rolling extrema which is significantly longer than the 100 Hz sampling rate.

Repeating process in Fig. 7.6 for all panels in Fig. 7.5 yields Fig. 7.7. In Fig. 7.7, I take the

difference of the rolling maximum and rolling minimum to get the required throw of the

tip-tilt mirror on the focal plane to correct for jitter at that point in time. I do this for the

X (solid lines) and Y (dashed lines) centroid coordinates separately. FSC1 is shown in the

left panel and FSC2 is shown in the right panel. The maximum required throw is dictated

by the Y centroid position on FSC1 and is∼ 32 pix. The angular throw of the SuperBIT

tip-tilt is 2 mrad and it is located 0.169 m from the focal plane which translates to a 90 pix

throw on the focal plane. The required throw to correct for the jitter (32 pix) is well within

that throw and leaves a comfortable margin for the longer-timescale or static tip-tilt offsets

required. This will be further discussed with respect to GigaBIT in Sec. 7.5.
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Figure 7.7: Rolling peak‐to‐valley jitter of the centroids on FSC1 (left panel) and FSC2 (right panel) during the 12 min
window where the FGS is off. The X jitter is shown by the solid lines and the Y jitter is shown by the dashed lines. The
peak Δmax is 32 pix as shown by the Y curve in the left plot.

7.4.3 Thermal performance

For all of the SuperBIT flights since 2017, I have been the thermal design and control lead.

In this section I look into the performance of the OTA thermal control system. The Baf-

fle of the telescope is actively controlled using the rowcolumn (RC) breakdown shown

in Fig 7.8. The back of the telescope (R1) is where the science instrument is located and

the front of the telescope (R3) is where the secondary mirror is located; note that R0 (not

shown) is the back face of the OTA. The OTA is mounted to the inner-frame at R1C3

and R1C7 and the majority of the inner-frame electronics are located on top of the inner

frame above R1C8, R1C1, and R1C2. The ‘heaters’ are lengths of Nichrome wire woven

back and forth and adhered to the OTA using non-conductive tape. The OTA is covered in

50 mm thick polystyrene foam with an outer layer of aluminized mylar. The gap between

R1C5 and the bottom panel of the inner frame is quite small and does not allow for the

same amount of insulation as on the top.

In Fig. 7.9 I show the performance of the OTA thermal control system for a 48 hr time

period. The diurnal cycle of the OTA is quite consistent so this is a representative dataset.
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Figure 7.8: Heater breakdown naming convention for the OTA. Note that R0 is not shown here but it is the back plate of
the OTA.

The grey panels show the nights (sun elevation <-9◦) and the white panels show the days;

note that 48 hrs corresponds to slightly more than two sunsets due to the speed and direc-

tion (East–West) that SuperBIT orbits the southern hemisphere. From top to bottom in

Fig 7.9 we go from R0 at the back of the telescope to R3 at the front of the telescope. The

rows are controlled to different temperatures in a way that reduces power consumption

while minimizing the thermal-inducedWFE.

We wish to control the primary mirror to 0 ◦C to minimize the coefficient of thermal ex-

pansion of the mirror so R0 (purple) and R1 (pink) are set slightly warmer to 1 ◦C.We can

see that R0 is actually only actively controlled during the day and is warmer than the set-

point during the night due to the thermal mass of the back plate. A similar occurrence can

be seen by top three R1 segments near the inner-frame. The power dissipated by the inner-

frame leaches into the OTA and brings the top three R1 segments above the set point. It

took a couple days for the diurnal trend of the OTA to become established at which point

the telescope had been aligned. There was concern with respect to both power consump-

tion and having to realign the telescope if we increased the R1 set point to have the seg-
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ments actively controlled at all times during the night. The decision to keep the R0 and R1

set-point at 1 ◦Cwas further supported by the primary mirror thermal behaviour which

will be discussed later in this chapter.

For R2 and R3 we can see that all segments are actively controlled for the majority of the

night. Occasionally one or two segments are uncontrolled at the start of the night but it is

a relatively small fraction of the night and those segments do not have as large of an impact

on the thermal stability of the mirrors as R0 and R1. It is also relevant to note that, when

the control system is active, the segments are stabilized to the set-point within a standard

deviation of <0.1 K on average.
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Figure 7.9: Diurnal cycle of OTA control thermistors. Row 0 is the back of the OTA and row 3 is by the secondary mir‐
ror. To conserve power, the row 2 and 3 set points are colder than row 0 and 1. The row 1 segments at the top of the
OTA (near the inner frame electronics) are above the set‐point for the majority of the night and thus are not actively
controlled.

In addition to the thermistors used as feedback to the heaters, SuperBIT also has a num-

ber of passive thermistors. In Fig 7.10 I show the behaviour of the reference thermistors on
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the OTA. There are three at R0 (purple) and one at R3 (yellow). The R0 thermistors oscil-

late by up to 5◦C over the course of a day. The behaviour of the R0 reference thermistors

is expected as it matches the behaviour of the control thermistor shown in Fig. 7.9 which is

rarely actively controlled. The R3 reference thermistor behaves much better as it oscillates

around the−10◦C set-point with a standard deviation of 0.5◦C.
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Figure 7.10: Behaviour of reference thermistors on the OTA over a 48 hr period. Purple indicates R0 and yellow in‐
dicates R3. The R0 thermistors oscillate by up to 5◦C as that row is poorly controlled as shown by Fig. 7.9. The R3
reference thermistor is held at the set‐point within a standard deviation of 0.5◦C.

As mentioned above, one of the main reasons we control the temperature of the OTA is

to stabilize the primary mirror temperature at 0◦C. There are 13 thermistors epoxied to the

back or edge of the primary mirror. The naming scheme is similar to that of the OTA and

uses the same clocking layout with but R indicates the radial distance from the centre of

the mirror. Fig. 7.11 shows the temperature of the primary thermistors over the same 48 hr

time frame as the previous plots. Note that a cyclic colormap is used for this plot so the

lighter colours are the indicate a clocking near the top of the mirror (near the inner frame
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electronics) and the darker colours are at the bottom. We can see the same diurnal cycle

seen by the R0 and R1 rows of the OTA in Fig. 7.9 and there is a gradient of up to 2◦C

across the mirror. A preliminary study in Redmond 201895 indicated it was desired to keep

the temperature gradient across the primary mirror below 1.5◦C but that conclusion was

derived using the original telescope which was much more susceptible to thermal-induced

WFE due to the method in which the primary mirror was constrained. Also, all of these

thermistors are located on the back of the primary mirror so it is possible that the mirror

face is more isothermal.
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Figure 7.11: Temperature of the primary mirror reference thermistors over a 48 hr time period. A cyclic colormap is
used so the lighter colours correspond to clocking locations towards the top of the telescope and the darker colours are
towards the bottom of the telescope. The mirror is colder on the bottom and warmer on the top which is to be expected
based on the behaviour of the OTA.

While Fig. 7.11 provides information on the diurnal nature of the primary mirror tem-

perature, it is difficult to really see the clocking-dependant nature of the thermal behaviour.

In Fig 7.12 I show the mean and peak-to-valley temperature over the course of the two
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nights shown in Fig. 7.11 for each thermistor on the primary based on the clocking index.

If a clocking has more than one dot, that is because there are two thermistors but they are at

different radial segments. The same colormap is used for Fig 7.12 and 7.12. The left panel

in Fig 7.12 shows that the primary mirror is colder on the bottom than the top. This is ex-

pected based on the poorly-controlled OTAR1 segments. In the right panel I show the

peak-to-valley of the temperature for the two nights studied. The peak-to-valley of the tem-

perature does not appear to depend on the clocking so the mirror seems to maintain the

same gradient as it warms and cools.
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Figure 7.12: Clocking‐dependent thermal behaviour of the primary mirror. In the left panel we have the mean tempera‐
ture of each thermistor for the two nights shown in Fig. 7.11; note the same colormap is used for both figures. We see
that the bottom of the mirror (C3–C6) is colder than the top of the mirror. In the right panel we have the peak‐to‐valley
for the same dataset. There does not appear to be a correlation between the peak‐to‐valley temperature seen by a
primary mirror segment based on the clocking.

This study of the thermal behaviour of the SuperBIT OTA provides us with valuable

information which on the systematics to be wary of in the 2023 SuperBIT data, how to

improve for the next SuperBIT flight, and insights for designing GigaBIT. There is still a

wide range of work that can be done with the thermal performance data from the 2023

flight. The first step would be to perform a similar study over the entirety of the flight and

look for longer timescale trends. Another important future study is to generate a thermo-
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mechanical model of the new SuperBIT optics and use this data as an input to more accu-

rately predict the WFE contribution of the diurnal OTA behaviour.

7.4.4 PSF study setup

As previously discussed, both SuperBIT and GigaBIT need to have small, round, and sta-

ble PSFs in order to avoid introducing systematics into the weak-lensing measurement.

To study the PSF quality throughout the SuperBIT 2023 flight, I use the PSF Extractor10

(PSFEx) package to generate a model of the PSF at each location on the focal plane for each

science image.

Figure 7.13: Source extraction examples for target PLCKG287. This is a color image created by aligning and stacking
all of the exposures from the red, green, and blue bands. Note that non‐linear scaling has been applied to the colour
scaling. The bottom panels show examples of objects that should not be used for creating a PSF model. In blue there
is a small spiral galaxy, in yellow there is a saturated star, and in green there is both a small spiral galaxy as well as an
edge‐on galaxy.
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The images are first processed using SExtractor11 which classifies the point sources in

the image and generates an LDAC-format FITS catalog. This is an important step as the

PSF models should only be built from un-saturated stars in the image. As discussed in

Sec. 2.1, a star is a near-perfect point source and thus can be used to gain un-biased infor-

mation regarding the optical system. An image of a galaxy is the convolution of the galaxy

shape and the PSF and should not be used to generate a PSF model. The classification is a

multi-step process which first removes saturated sources, then separates blended sources,

and finally uses a neural net to distinguish between galaxies and stars. A sample of objects

that should not be used when generating a PSF model are shown in Fig. 7.13. Moderately

bright stars can be identified using by looking at the magnitude of the object and its half-

light radius as stars will follow the stellar locus shown in Fig. 7.14.1,43 A classification ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 10 of Bertin et al. 1996.11 There will be some contamination of

the point source selection due to dim galaxies that get included in the sample. This effect

should be isotropic but will introduce some degree of bias.

Once the stars have been identified, PSFEx is handed the SExtractor catalog for that

exposure and it generates a model of the PSF for each source using a linear combination

of a user-selected vector basis; for this thesis the default pixel basis is used. With a sampling

of the PSF across the focal plane, PSFEx then interpolates to provide a model of the PSF

at each location on the focal plane. Note that the quality of the interpolation across the

focal plane depends on the distribution and quantity of point sources in the image. For this

reason, only the ‘science’ targets are considered as they are primarily galaxy clusters with an

abundance of evenly distributed point sources. This is not true for ‘glamour’ targets such as

the M83 Pinwheel Galaxy.
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Figure 7.14: Point source selection box used by PSFEx based on the magnitude and half‐light radius of an object identi‐
fied by SExtractor. 1 The stellar locus described in Kaiser et al. 1995 43 is shown in the red box.

The output from PSFEx (a .psf file) enables the generation of a representative PSF at

each pixel on the SuperBIT focal plane. For the purpose of this analysis, a PSF model for

each of the 6.2×107 pixels is needless since the PSF changes relatively slowly across the focal

plane. Discretizing the focal plane into 288 metapixels captures the location-dependent

nature of the PSF while drastically expediting the analysis. The breakdown of the focal

plane is shown in Fig. 7.15 where each square is a ‘metapixel’ representing a 500×400 pixel

region of the detector.

Figure 7.15: The focal plane is nominally 6422×9600 pixels but is broken up into 288 metapixels (12 rows, 24 columns)
to facilitate and expedite the analysis.
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The PSF models generated by PSFEx are very non-gaussian which makes it difficult to

generate statistics on the PSF quality. The main two parameters I consider for this study

are the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF and the ellipticity. To measure

these parameters across the focal plane, I load the PSFEx for a single exposure and fit a 2D

Gaussian (using astropy) to the PSFEx generated PSF atm = 288 locations across the focal

plane. The fitting function returns the maximum and minimum standard deviation of the

2D Gaussian as well as the angle Θ between the horizontal and the axis of the maximum

standard deviation. Using these outputs the parameters of interest are calculated via

fwhm =
1
2
(σmax + σmin) (7.1)

e =
σmax − σmin

σmax + σmin
(7.2)

where e is the ellipticity. Note that the FWHM is in units of pixels and the ellipticity is di-

mensionless. Any image that has a FWHM<1 pixel anywhere in the image is discarded as it

is assumed to not have a sufficient density of point sources for PSFEx to interpolate the PSF

accurately. A sample PSFEx model and associated 2DGaussian fit are provided in Fig. 7.16;

note that this sample is a strategically chosen worst-case scenario to demonstrate the ac-

curacy of the ellipticity approximation.
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Figure 7.16: PSFEx generated SuperBIT PSF and associated 2D Gaussian fit for a strategically chosen worst‐case sce‐
nario high‐ellipticity PSF. The 2D Gaussian captures the structure sufficiently well to use the ellipticity values produced
as a metric of the PSF quality. For this example, the 2D Gaussian fit reports the FWHM as 4.84 and the ellipticity as
0.26.

To summarize, the high-level procedure for using the PSFEx output to study the PSF

quality is as follows:

1. Load the PSFEx output (.psf file) for a single blue-band 300 s exposure

2. Generate PSFExmodels of the PSF atm locations across the focal plane

3. Fit a 2D Gaussian to each PSFExmodel

4. Calculate FWHM and e from the 2DGaussian fit

5. Discard target if FWHM<1 at any of them locations.

It should be noted that the SuperBIT PSF is not Gaussian, even for perfectly manufac-

tured optics and a perfectly aligned telescope. To sanity check that the 2D Gaussian was

producing an informative result, I looked at the residual between the PSFEx generated PSF

and the 2D Gaussian. In Fig. 7.17, I take the average residual over all metapixels and all
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exposures and compare that to the residual between an Airy disk and the 2D Gaussian fit

of an Airy disk. The residuals are similar with a well in the middle and then a bright ring

followed by another well. This indicates that the main contributor to the 2D Gaussian-

PSFEx residual is from the non-Gaussian nature of the SuperBIT PSF. This residual causes

an overall offset in the FWHMmeasurement but it is consistent across the focal plane and

with respect to time so the 2D Gaussian fit results can still be used to draw conclusions on

the PSF stability.
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Figure 7.17: Residual comparison between a 2D Gaussian fit and an Airy disk vs a 2D Gaussian fit and a PSFEx gener‐
ated SuperBIT PSF. The two have a similar structure showing that the dominant contribution to the residual is intrinsic
to the non‐Gaussian nature of the SuperBIT PSF.

Before moving forward with the analysis, it is also important to verify that the variation

of the FWHM and ellipticity within themmetapixels is small. In order to check this, I

divide each metapixel into a 3× 3 grid. I then look at the statistics for each metapixel based

on the 9 sub-metapixels. Colourmaps for the FWHM and ellipticity results for a single

exposure are shown in Fig. 7.18. The left panels are the means of the sub-metapixels and

the right panels are the standard deviations of the sub-metapixels for each metapixel. For

both the FWHM and ellipticity, the standard deviation is correlated with the mean. This
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is because the large FWHM or ellipticity values are also in areas of larger gradients which

increases the variance.
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Figure 7.18: Validation of the metapixel breakdown using the PSFEx output for a single exposure. The top row is the
FWHM statistics and the bottom row is the ellipticity statistics. The left panel is the mean value of the sub‐metapixels
for each metapixel. The right panel is the standard deviation of the 9 sub‐metapixels for each metapixel. The standard
deviations track the mean as locations with high mean values are also in regions with a larger gradient of values.

Note that Fig 7.18 is only for a single exposure but it is representative of the full dataset.

This is shown by Fig. 7.19 which is the mean of the standard deviations in each metapixel

for the entire flight. For the ellipticity this can be expressed as

σek =
1
N

N∑
j=1


√√√√ 1

9

9∑
i=1

(
ei,j − μek,j

)2

 (7.3)

where k is the metapixel,N is the number of exposures, i is the sub-metapixel, and μek,j is

the mean of the sub-metapixel ellipticity values for exposure k. As shown by Fig. 7.18 and
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Fig. 7.19, the standard deviation within a metapixel for both the FWHM and ellipticity is

<10% of the mean and is much less than the variations we see image-to-image so the chosen

metapixel breakdown is determined to be acceptable for this application. For this reason,

the error bars associated with the metapixel variation are not included in the following sec-

tions.
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Figure 7.19: Mean standard deviation of FWHM (left) and Ellipticity (right) within a metapixel over all exposures as
calculated by Eqn. 7.3.

Based on the flight condition variability discussed in Sec. 7.4.1 and the thermal perfor-

mance discussed in Sec. 7.4.3, I investigate if the PSF qualities are related to the telescope el-

evation (or pitch) angle, the FSC used for the FGS, the sun elevation (or time since sunset),

and the amount of time since the first exposure on a target. I determine if these variables

influence the PSF through correlation matrices; if there is a trend between the correlation

matrices I then investigate further. There are two types of correlation matrices, one for the

PSF quality variables (FWHM and ellipticity), and the other for the observing variables

(elevation, FSC, sun elevation, and time).

First let us calculate the correlation matrices for the PSF FWHM and ellipticity. For each

exposure of a target, I generate a FWHMmap and ellipticity map (like the left panels in

Fig. 7.18) and calculate the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between each image taken for
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that target for the last 35 days of the flight. This generates a correlation matrixRwhere

each entry is calculated via

Ri,j =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑m

k=1

(
Mi

k −Mi
) (

Mj
k −Mj

)
√∑m

k=1

(
Mi

k −Mi
)2√∑m

k=1

(
Mj

k −Mj
)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (7.4)

whereMi is the ellipticity or FWHMmap for exposure i of the target in question andm is

the number of of metapixels. I take the absolute value since, for the purpose of this study,

the sign of the correlation coefficient is not relevant. Note that the diagonal ofR is ones

and if the PSF did not change at all, the FWHM and ellipticity maps would be the same for

every exposure and the entire matrix would be ones.

Next up we calculate the correlation matrices for the observation variables. These matri-

ces are essentially one minus the relative change of the observation variable between expo-

sures (telescope elevation, FSC used, sun elevation, and elapsed time). The relative change

matrices are calculated via

Rc
i,j = 1−

|vi − vj|
Δvmax

(7.5)

where vi is the value of the variable value when exposure iwas taken of the target and Δvmax

is the maximum possible change in that variable. One exception for Δvmax is the elapsed

timeRc matrix where Δtmax is taken to be the time between the first and last exposure for

the target, not for the entire flight. Here we can see thatR andRc should have similar be-

haviour where the diagonal is ones and the more similar the data provided, the higher the

value. Figure 7.20 shows theRmatrices for target Abell 3526 (Centaurus Cluster) and is
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representative of the behaviour seen for all targets. Note that the data is sorted with respect

to time before creating these matrices so it is expected for the elevation and sun elevation

plots to change relatively smoothly. The ellipticityRmatrix is in the left-most panel and

has clear structure that relates to each of theRc matrices provided. The general blocking

lines up with time and the finer structure matches the FSC, elevation, and sun elevation.

This plot supports my hypothesis that, when investigating the contributors to the PSF

quality, the variables plotted in Fig. 7.20 are a good place to start. In the following sections

I delve deeper into how the PSF changes as a function of the telescope elevation, FSC, and

sun elevation.
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Figure 7.20: Correlation matrices for Abell 3526. The left panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient for the ellip‐
ticity maps generated for each exposure of Abell 3526. The right panels show how the telescope elevation, sun eleva‐
tion, FSC, and time differ between each Abell 3526 exposure. The structure in the ellipticity matrix is clearly correlated
with a combination of the variables shown.

7.4.5 PSF as a function of location on the focal plane for FSC1 targets vs

FSC2 targets

The first variable I investigate is the FSC used for feedback to the FGS. This can have impli-

cations on the PSF quality for three reasons:

1. The FSCs are located on opposite sides of the focal plane

2. The FSCs are different cameras and have different pixel sizes and frame rates
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3. The FSCs have different read noise characteristics.

Figure 7.21 shows the average FWHM and ellipticity over the focal plane for FSC1 (top

row) vs FSC2 (bottom row). The exposures that contribute to Fig. 7.21 are restricted to be

when the sun elevation is less than -50◦ (the middle of the night) and when the telescope

elevation is between 37–42◦. This should remove the other PSF systematics and allow us to

see the effect of the FSCs. When these data cuts are applied, we get 18 exposures for FSC1

and 20 exposures for FSC2. As shown in Fig. 7.21, the results are quite similar for the two

FSCs. FSC2 outperforms FSC1 with respect to the ellipticity but the structure and magni-

tude of the FWM and ellipticity across the focal plane is largely the same.
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Figure 7.21: Mean FWHM (left column) and ellipticity (right column) maps for targets that used FSC1 (top row) for
tracking vs FSC2 (bottom row). The dominant structure in these maps is due to the optics; due to SuperBIT’s large FOV,
the PSF degrades towards the edges of the focal plane. The effect of the optics is likely not symmetric due to the beam
being slightly off centre on the focal plane. Outside of the dominant optics effect, we can see that the FSC1 and FSC2
ellipticity and FWHM maps have slightly different structure. FSC2 outperforms FSC1 when it comes to ellipticity but
other than that they are comparable.
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I further quantify the results from Fig 7.21 by looking at the 0th metapixel column in

Fig. 7.22. The y-axis is the metapixel row and the x-axis is the FWHM (left panel) or el-

lipticity (right panel). The markers are the mean values (shown in Fig. 7.21) and the er-

rorbars are the standard deviation of the values of the 42–44 exposures that contribute to

Fig. 7.21. A reminder that the variance of the PSF within a metapixel was determined to be

small (Sec. 7.4.4) and thus the errorbars in Fig. 7.22 are due to true variations of the PSF

exposure-to-exposure. In the right panel we can see that the FSC2 images have a rounder

PSF across all metapixel rows. In the left panel we see that the FWHM is better for FSC2 at

the top of the focal plane and then there is a cross over where FSC1 becomes slightly better

towards the bottom of the focal plane.
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Figure 7.22: PSF statistics by FSC for first column of metapixels. Solid blue dots are FSC1 and red dashes are FSC2. 42
exposures are used for the FSC1 data and 44 exposures are used for the FSC2 data after cuts are made to restrict the
telescope and sun elevations. In the left panel we have the FWHM which shows a slight trend for FSC2 to have a better
PSF at the top of the focal plane and FSC1 to have a better PSF at the bottom of the focal plane. The ellipticity is shown
in the right panel and FSC2 slightly outperforms FSC1 across the focal plane.

Figure 7.21 and 7.22 provide us with additional context with respect to the correlation

plots shown in Fig. 7.20. We can see that the distributions of the FWHM and ellipticity

across the focal plane are slightly different for FSC1 vs FSC2. We can also go the other way

and use Fig. 7.20 to inform us on why the errorbars in Fig. 7.22 largely overlap. Though
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I have shown that the FSC has a small contribution to how correlated the PSF quality is

image-to-image, there are other contributors that I have not controlled for when mak-

ing the data cuts. The main two residual factors are (1) the absolute time (discussed in

Sec. 7.4.4) and (2) the FSC exposure time. The brighter the guide star placed on the FSC,

the shorter the exposure time and the faster the control loop can run. The influence of the

FSC exposure time is an important future research area especially as we make design deci-

sions for GigaBIT.

7.4.6 Investigation of diurnal PSF trends

Since we see that there is a diurnal thermal trend of the primary mirror in Sec. 7.4.3, I want

to investigate if we can see a similar trend in the PSF quality. This effect is studied by look-

ing at the PSF quality as a function of the sun elevation. This study is also motivated by the

similarities seen in Fig. 7.20 between the sun elevation and the PSF parameter correlation

coefficient.

Figure 7.23 shows the FWHM and ellipticity vs sun elevation for a sample set of metapix-

els over the coarse of the flight. Sunset is on the left of the plots and sunrise is on the right.

As with the FSC study, data cuts are made to reduce the overlap of systematics in the expo-

sures used. All points use FSC2 as the guide camera and the telescope elevation is between

37–42◦. After these data cuts, there are a total of 115 exposures to consider. The PSF pa-

rameters are plotted individually for each exposure. The left panel shows the FWHM; as

expected the center of the focal plane (green) has the smallest FWHM followed by the top-

left corner (purple) with the worst-case being the bottom left (blue). This distribution is

consistent across all sun elevations and is dominated by telescope optics as discussed in
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Sec. 7.4.4. The bottom left metapixel is the only location on the focal plane that we see

any plausible trend in the FWHM or ellipticity where it consistently improves over the

coarse of the night. Figure 7.23 shows that the correlation between the FWHM and el-

lipticity Pearson’s coefficients shown in Fig. 7.20 and the sun elevation is likely driven by

the metapixels around the edge of the focal plane that are more sensitive to the thermal-

inducedWFE. This effect is quite small and not the main contributor to the PSF variations

throughout the flight.
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Figure 7.23: PSF metrics as a function of sun elevation. All 115 exposures that contribute to these plots use FSC2 as
the tracking camera and have a telescope elevation between 37–42◦. Sample points are taken from three locations
on the focal plane: the top‐left (purple), bottom‐left (blue), and center (green) which are metapixels 1, 265, and 132
respectively. Sunset is on the left of each plot and sunrise is on the right. The left panel shows the FWHM; there is
a slight trend in the blue points where the FWHM decreases as a function of time‐since‐sunset but it is not a large
effect. The right panel shows the ellipticity and has similar behaviour to the FHWM. The top and centre of the focal
plane are consistent throughout the night and the bottom corners of the focal plane improve slightly as the instrument
thermalizes.

7.4.7 Telescope elevation

I now investigate if the telescope elevation has a measurable effect on the PSF quality. To

isolate the elevation effect I only consider exposures where FSC2 is used for tracking and

the sun elevation is <−50◦. I also use 5◦ telescope elevation bins to acquire statistics on the
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elevation-dependent behaviour. With the data cuts described and the binning applied, I

get between 10–67 exposures to use for each telescope bin. The breakdown is provided in

Tab. 7.1; the upper two elevation bins have the least exposures which should be considered

when looking at the plots that follow.

Bin Centre [deg] # Exposures

25.5 67

30.5 67

35.5 47

40.5 46

45.5 27

50.5 10

55.5 20

Table 7.1: Number of exposures available for each telescope elevation bin when the sun elevation is restricted to be
<‐50◦ and only exposures tracking with FSC2 are used.

Figure 7.24 is a similar plot to the sun elevation plot but here I have binned the telescope

elevation range and provided statistics. Each errorbar uses n exposures as listed in Tab. 7.1.

Note that the 50.5◦ bin only has 10 exposures that contribute, the rest have >20. The same

metapixels are plotted as in Fig. 7.23 and we see the same metapixel-based trend where the

centre metapixel (green dot) behaves the best, followed by the top left (purple triangle), and

finally the bottom left (blue star). For the both the FWHM and the ellipticity, there is no

significant trend with respect to the telescope elevation.
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Figure 7.24: PSF qualities as a function of telescope elevation; for all exposures FSC2 is used for the FGS and the sun
elevation is <‐50◦. The telescope elevation is discretized into 5deg bins which is how the statistics are done. The left
panel is the FWHM and the right panel is ellipticity. Three sample metapixels are provided. The center metapixel (green
dot) has the best PSF quality and the smallest variance. The next best is the top left metapixel (purple triangles) and the
worst is the bottom left metapixel (blue stars). This metapixel‐based trend is due to the static optics error. There does
not appear to be a significant elevation‐based trend.

7.4.8 SuperBIT results summary

In summary, we know based on the correlation plots (Fig 7.20) that the quality of the PSF

is correlated with time, the FSC used for tracking, sun elevation, and telescope elevation.

When we control for all other variables we only see a significant trend in the FWHM and

ellipticity when we compare exposures that use FSC1 for the FGS vs FSC2. A reminder

that the variance of the PSF within a metapixel was determined to be small (Sec. 7.4.4)

and thus the the trends seen in Fig. 7.22 are due to true variations of the PSF exposure-to-

exposure. Even though there is a FSC-based trend, the variance suggests it is only marginally

significant. More investigation is required to find the dominant cause of the PSF variation.
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7.5 GigaBIT instrument specifications

7.5.1 Overview

From Sec. 7.2 we have a number of requirements that drive the instrument design. Assum-

ing a circular aperture, the angular resolution of a telescope is calculated via θ = 1.22λ/D

where λ is the wavelength andD is the diameter of the aperture. Given that the desired res-

olution in the NUV is 0.081 arcseconds, this yields a desired primary mirror diameter of

0.94 m at 300 nm. We choose a larger diameter of 1.34 m for the GigaBIT primary mir-

ror for multiple reasons. As the resolution increases, the FWHM decreases and we become

less susceptible to beam errors. Increasing the resolution also decreases the number of bi-

nary object that get mis-classified as a single asymmetric object which affects the overall

shear measurement; this benefit is essentially monotonic and increasing the resolution will

always improve the shear measurement accuracy. Lastly, as shown in Fig. 4 of Miyazaki

et al. 200771, the peak of the galaxy size typically used in weak lensing environments is

<0.5 arcseconds in environments with little atmospheric seeing.

Targeting the NUV introduces very strict requirements on the surface coatings for the

optics. Many typical coatings have poor throughput in the UV as it is not a commonly used

wavelength range. This also requires all optics to be reflective as transmissive optics, such as

lenses, will also drastically reduce throughput. For a balloon-borne instrument, this is a dif-

ficult design challenge for two reasons: (1) there is very restricted space and mass allowance

in the back-end optics and (2) the budget is much smaller than a space telescope and does

not allow for high-quality off-axis-parabola (OAP) mirrors to adjust the beam convergence.

Due to the telescope elevation restrictions and the diurnal nature of balloon-based as-
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tronomy, it is often true that it takes more than one night to acquire all of the required ex-

posures in the required bands for a target in a single night as described in Sec. 7.4. Balloon-

based telescopes operate similar to space-based telescopes where they have a list of targets

and each target has a priority so the priority combined with the observable targets available

at a given time determines which target is chosen. For each GigaBIT science target, approx-

imately 25 five minute exposures are required to achieve the desired 35 galaxies per arcmin2

(pre-cut) at z > 0.3.80 This sets both the short timescale stability requirements and long

timescale stability requirements for the optics. On short timescales, the jitter must be con-

trolled below the telescope resolution to 20 mas for the duration of a single exposure (five

minutes).80 On longer timescales, the PSF must be repeatable night-to-night to ensure that

the data for each target is cohesive.

Based on the SuperBIT 2023 results provided in Sec. 7.4 we see that there is no ‘smoking

gun’ that drives the PSF quality variations throughout the flight.

7.5.2 Current high-level opto-mechanical design

Figure 7.25 shows the current telescope design for GigaBIT which is a Three Mirror Anas-

tigmatic (TMA) reflector. Only reflective optics are used to increase the throughput in the

NUV and they are made of Silicon Carbide to reduce mass. The primary and secondary

mirrors have an optimized honeycomb backing and a facesheet that is between 2–4 mm

thick. In the current design, the fine guidance mirror is 98 mm in diameter and is located

1.06 m from the science camera; note that it is located at the throat of the beam.
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Figure 7.25: GigaBIT telescope design. The optical layout is by Thuy Vy Luu and the opto‐mechanical design is by
Steven Li. 80

7.5.3 Thermo-mechanical implications

Table 7.2 summarizes the relevant properties for the SuperBIT and GigaBIT primary and

secondary mirrors. For GigaBIT, the mass for the 2 mm and 4 mm facesheet options are in-

cluded. Note that the CTE for SiC is two orders of magnitude larger than for CLEARCERAM-

Z but so is the conductivity. This is a commonly discussed trade-off between low CTE

glasses and SiC. The glass will deform less for a given temperature gradient but the SiC will

have less of a temperature gradient because the conductivity is higher. A metric for this

trade-off is provided in the bottom row for each mirror and that is the CTE divided by the

conductivity. For the primary mirror, it works out to be very similar but for the secondary

mirror there is a order of magnitude improvement when moving from fused silica to SiC.
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Table 7.2: Comparison of the SuperBIT and GigaBIT mirror thermal properties. Note that a 2 mm and 4 mm facesheet
option is provided for GigaBIT.

SuperBIT GigaBIT
2 mm Facesheet 4 mm Facesheet

Primary

mass [kg] 19.1 19.7 26.7
cp [J/(kg K)] 773 700
k [W/(m K)] 1.52 125
cte [m/(m K)] 2× 10−8 2.0× 10−6

cte / k [m/W] 1.3× 10−8 1.6× 10−8

Secondary

mass [kg] 1.3 1.9 2.5
cp [J/(kg K)] 736 700
k [W/(m K)] 1.38 125
cte [m/(m K)] 5× 10−7 2.0× 10−6

cte / k 3.6× 10−7 1.6× 10−8

In Tab. 7.3 I compare the thermal mass of the main mirrors (Cth = mcp) for SuperBIT

and the two GigaBIT options. Moving from SuperBIT to GigaBIT results in an increase in

the thermal mass for all cases except for the 2 mm facesheet option for the primary mirror.

For the secondary mirror, the thermal settling time will increase between 43–88%. This

is not a large concern as the thermal settling time for the SuperBIT secondary mirror was

never a driving factor. On the other hand, 25% increase in the thermal settling time could

be detrimental to the science.

We look to the 2023 SuperBIT flight results to inform design of the GigaBIT instru-

ment. Important results are provided in Sec. 7.4 on the effectiveness of the thermal con-

trol of the optics, mechanical support of the primary mirror, and coarse pointing statistics.

In many ways, the SuperBIT results are a best case scenario for GigaBIT. In addition, the

size of the optics and focal plane is larger for GigaBIT which makes it more difficult to ob-

tain a flat wavefront across the entire focal plane. In Sec. 7.4 we saw that PSF quality in the
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Table 7.3: Comparison of the thermal mass of the main SuperBIT and GigaBIT optics. Note that a negative percent
decrease indicates an increase in the thermal mass when moving from SuperBIT to GigaBIT.

Primary Secondary
Cth [J/K]

SuperBIT 14754.9 927.5

GigaBIT 2 mm Facesheet 13773.3 1323.7
4 mm Facesheet 18720.0 1744.5

Percent Decrease in Cth

GigaBIT vs SuperBIT 2 mm Facesheet 7 −43
4 mm Facesheet −27 −88

GigaBIT vs GigaBIT 2 mm vs 4 mm −36 −32

corners of the SuperBIT focal plane is much more sensitive than in the centre of the focal

plane; this effect will only be exasperated with GigaBIT. The effectiveness of the thermal

control of the SuperBIT optics provides good information on the thermal-inducedWFE

for GigaBIT. The thermal control for the GigaBIT optics will have to perform better than

SuperBIT with the increase in the thermal settling time.

7.5.4 Active optics implications

The active optics system for GigaBIT must serve two purposes: (1) correct for the high-

speed low-order jitter and (2) correct for the slower time scale high order thermal and grav-

ity inducedWFE. This section aims to investigate the requirements for the location and

design of the ‘fine guidance mirror’ shown in the back-end optics just before the science

cameras in Fig. 7.25. Based on the combination of the results from Sec. 7.4.3 and Sec. 7.5.3,

it is highly likely that GigaBIT will require a deformable mirror to correct for higher or-

der WFE. For this reason I investigate deformable mirror options that will allow for higher
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order correction and that can also handle the fine guidance requirements. DMs can run

very fast (kHz) and take care of tip-tilt control as well as higher order modes though they

do introduce a quilting error for lower order modes. It should be noted that the FGM in

Fig. 7.25 is located at the throat of the beam to minimize the required diameter of the FGM

(98 mm). Due to the limited space in the back-end optics, there is no relay to collimate the

beam prior to the DM (as is done in most high-contrast imaging applications).

For this study, I look at the required maximum tip-tilt throw (Θmax) and resolution (δΘ)

based on the distance between the focal plane and the FGM. The coarse pointing statistics

provided in Sec. 7.4.2 inform howmuch residual pointing error must be corrected by the

fine guidance system. The SuperBIT FGM has a factor of three on top of the expected re-

quired correction as margin; I adopt the same requirements for GigaBIT which results in a

required maximum throw of 0.34 mm and resolution of 3.4 nm on the focal plane. I con-

sider the ALPAODMs as they have flight heritage with the PICTURE-C68 mission and

can meet the diameter requirements. The parameters for the two DMs in consideration are

shown in Tab. 7.4. Note that ALPAO offers a large stroke upgrade that increases the stroke

by a factor of 1.5. The settling time is an important characteristic as that determines how

fast we can drive the DM. For both cases the setting time is on the order of a millisecond

and will be a limiting factor for GigaBIT.
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Mirror Diameter

[mm]

# Actuators

across aperture

Stroke

[um]

Resolution

[um]

Settling

Time [ms]

DM3228 93 64 8 0.08 0.5

DMX37 100 7 30 0.23 2

Table 7.4: ALPAO DM parameters assuming a 16‐bit controller. For the large stroke upgrade, the stroke and resolution
are increased by a factor of 1.5.

In Fig. 7.26 I provide the TT requirements based on the TT placement. In the left panel

is the maximum throw and in the right panel is the resolution. The dashed and dotted hor-

izontal lines show the capabilities of the DMs described in Tab. 7.4; any point that lies in a

shaded area indicates a zTT value for which the requirements are met.
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Figure 7.26: Required maximum throw (left panel) and resolution (right panel) for a GigaBIT tip‐tilt mirror to have the
same focal plane coverage as SuperBIT. As the mirror moves away from the focal plane, theΘmax requirement relaxes
while the δΘ requirement becomes tighter. In the left panel, the pink x’s show the requirement and the dotted and
dashed lines show the capabilities of two ALPAO DMs. ALPAO offers a large stroke option for all DMs that increases
the stroke by a factor of 1.5; this is shown by the dotted lines. The two DMs in consideration are the DM3228 and the
DMX37. The DM3228 is the desired option due to the large number of actuators. Unfortunately, even with the large
stroke option the DM3228 does not meet the maximum throw requirements. The nominal DMX37 model could pos‐
sibly work and the large stroke option is well within the requirements. Since I assume 16‐bit electronics for all ALPAO
options, the larger the stroke the lower the resolution. Due to this trade‐off, there is no ztt value in which both the
maximum throw and resolution requirements are met.
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Upon inspection of Fig. 7.26, it does not appear that any zTT as a DM that meets both

the maximum throw and resolution requirements. This is highlighted in the left panel of

Fig. 7.27. The dashed line is the best possible resolution using 16-bit electronics for a given

maximum throw. The purple line and shaded region is the GigaBIT requirement; the zTT

parameter is embedded in this plot where the right size corresponds to zTT = 0.25 m and

the left side corresponds to zTT = 1.45 m. As we can see, for an f11 telescope, the dashed

line is above the shaded region for all cases. If we increase the f-number of the telescope to

f18 (longer focal length), the dashed line is within the required region for all cases.
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Figure 7.27: Achievable and required maximum throw and resolution of a tip‐tilt for GigaBIT for an f11 and f18 tele‐
scope. In purple we have the required resolution vs resolution as a function of the distance between the tip‐tilt and the
focal plane; the right side of both plots corresponds to ztt = 1.45 m and the left side corresponds to ztt = 0.25 m
from Fig. 7.26. Anything below the purple line in the grey shaded region is also acceptable. The dashed line shows the
best‐case resolution for a given maximum throw if 16‐bit electronics are used. We can see that for an f11 telescope (left
panel), it is not possible to meet the requirements with 16‐bit electronics. If we increase the f‐number to be f18, we can
meet the requirement for ztt placement of the tip‐tilt between 0.25–1.45 m.

This study provides us with three important pieces of information:

1. The SuperBIT FGM cannot be used for GigaBIT

2. There is no commercially available standard deformable mirror that can meet both
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the GigaBIT throw and resolution requirements

3. Increasing the f-number of the telescope can help reduce the amount of customiza-

tion required in the development of an acceptable FGM.

7.6 Conclusions and future work

The SuperBIT 2023 flight terminated onMay 25, 2023 and the data was not recovered un-

til early June so the results provided in the section are very new. There are many additional

paths this research can take and many aspects that need to be investigated prior to GigaBIT

construction.

When data-mining the SuperBIT results, I found a number of interesting correlations

but all of them appeared to be secondary effects. The data suggests that a host of differ-

ent effects impact the PSF stability night-to-night, in particular the FSC in charge. The

one parameter from the correlation plots that was not further investigated in this thesis

was the absolute time. The absolute time of an exposure has an effect for two reasons: (1)

the stratospheric conditions present that influence the coarse pointing stability and (2) the

sky background. The coarse pointing stability of SuperBIT varies slightly day-to-day due

to the varying conditions in the stratosphere as discussed in Sec. 7.4.1. The brighter the

sky background, the longer the required FSC exposure time for a given star which slows

down the FGS system. There were select nights during the SuperBIT 2023 flight where

the instrument was in a region with active Aurora Australis which drastically increased

the sky background. It would also be informative to make a correlation plot between the

FWHM/ellipticityRmatrices and the FSC exposure time for a given exposure. This would

indicate FSC requirements for GigaBIT and potentially require us to update our guide star
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magnitude requirements. In addition, it would be good to look at the fine pointing quality

during each exposure. If the fine pointing is uniformly worse for a given exposure, we ex-

pect an increase in the PSF FWHM, if it is worse in one axis we expect to see an increase in

the PSF ellipticity. Lastly, it would be beneficial to create a thermo-mechanical model for

the 2023 SuperBIT optics and feed it the thermal data from flight to estimate the thermal-

inducedWFE.

As far as GigaBIT design work, we now have a sufficiently complete opto-mechanical

design that we can start investigating thermo-mechanical inducedWFE and create a con-

straint on the required thermal stability of the optics. The results of this study will also

inform the requirements for the deformable mirror in the back-end optics. With respect

to the DM, there are multiple open questions. The first step is to close the technology gap

and create a device that has the throw, resolution, and settling time required by GigaBIT.

Next we need to create a control system for the DM. The SuperBIT FGS assumes a linear

relationship between the FSC star centroid X and Y location and tip-tilt of the FGM; this

model is likely too simplistic for GigaBIT. If the DM is also doing high order corrections,

we need a control algorithm that can handle the fact that it is not in a pupil plane and that

there is mixing between the modes; this requires heavily depending on modelling and cal-

ibration. Due to the lack of space in the back-end of the telescope, this will either have to

be a focal plane wavefront control algorithm or there will have to be collimating optics that

can be inserted and removed for taking wavefront measurements. Two additional technolo-

gies to investigate for the GigaBIT FGM are the custom large-format DMs being developed

out of the University of Santa Cruz16 as well as the curved DMs being developed out of

NASAGoddard Space Flight Center.132
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8
Summary and Future Work

Conclusions and suggestions for future work are provided at the end of each chapter but

will be summarized here for convenience.

Generating a dark zone across a wide wavelength band is an important capability for a

high contrast imaging system. In order to minimize hardware requirements, I investigate

the potential of using broadband images to estimate the electric field at discrete wavelengths
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within the band in Ch. 3. I demonstrate focal plane wavefront estimation and control using

broadband images where the mean dark zone contrast is increased by an order of magni-

tude (from 10−5 to 10−6) across a 6% band centered at 640 nm. Using images taken with

the 6% filter we estimate the electric field at 10 nm increments from 620–670 nm. These

experiments were performed prior to the major HiCAT upgrades in 2022 and thus should

be re-executed at higher contrasts now that the broadband laser source has been improved.

It would also be beneficial to investigate alternate DM probes; using Sinc probes on DM2

might be a better option than ordinary probes on DM1 to induce chromatic effects in the

dark zone. Lastly, the chromaticity of the testbed has not been considered in the estimator.

Adding spectral weights to the estimated electric fields may also improve the Broadband

estimator performance.

Maintaining the dark zone in the presence of quasi-static wavefront error drifts is crucial

for directly imaging exoplanets. I provide proof-of-concept of a Dark ZoneMaintenance

(DZM) algorithm based on an extended Kalman filter (EKF) that can maintain the dark

zone contrast in a variety of drift scenarios. In addition to the nominal DZM algorithm, I

show that it works in the low SNR regime by taking high SNR images and degrading them

prior to passing the measurement to the estimator. I also show that the nominal DZM al-

gorithm works when planets are present at or below the mean DZ contrast. In the case of

bright planets, I show that we can augment the EKF to estimate the incoherent planet light

separately from the coherent electric field. I use a publicly available post processing pack-

age, pyklip, to show that planets can be successfully detected in ADI or RDI mode from

DZM data. I also present alternate post processing methods (CDI, IAI) for the augmented

DZM algorithm that use the coherent and incoherent estimates to extract the planet from
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the dark zone.

Future work for the DZM algorithm involve making the experiments as similar to a space

mission as possible. For the most part, monochromatic experiments have been performed.

This is fine for the first stage of development but a push for more broadband experiments

should be made. Next we should investigate alternate drifts to inject. JWST has WFE time

series data available and correcting for that drift in the lab would be an excellent exercise.

It is also import to use EMCCD detector noise models for the low SNR experiments since

RST will use an EMCCD detector. The emccd_detect76 and PhotonCount77 packages

based on Nemati 202075 will be useful tools for this work. With the EKF, investigation into

theQmatrix would be very worthwhile. We will never know the exact drift present in a

system so we need to determine the maximum error in theQmatrix before we see a degra-

dation in performance. For the AEKF, it would be a useful exercise to look into dynamic

updating of theQmatrix for the incoherent term to try to avoid having the incoherent es-

timate capture features of the residual starlight speckles. One could also run AEKF with

planet-PSF-sized blocks instead of single pixels. TheHmatrix (Eqn. 6.11) would then be

3np × 3np where np is the number of pixels in an expected planet PSF. As the incoherent

estimate finds the planet, the blocking of the dark zone could be dynamically updated to

centre the block on the planet.

Post-processing with DZM data is still in the early stages of development and there are a

number of future research avenues. When using the nominal DZM algorithm with ADI, it

would be worthwhile to investigate the shortest allowable dither-repeat cycle that is longer

than the memory of the EKF. Repeating the dither commands could also potentially aid

with the RDI approach for a similar reason so experiments should be run with the AEKF
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and dither-cycling. Since ADI is a commonly used approach, it would be good to look into

using the AEKF with ADI and develop a methodology for re-initializing the incoherent

estimate when a roll is performed. Lastly, the CDI and IAI post processing methods are

still in the early stages. Further investigation past the simple approach implemented in this

thesis could increase the post processing methods available that do not require rolling the

telescope.

The SuperBIT 2023 flight terminated onMay 25, 2023 and the data was not recovered

until early June so the results provided in the section are very new. There are many addi-

tional paths this research can take and many aspects that need to be investigated prior to

GigaBIT construction. It would be informative to make a correlation plot between the

FWHM/ellipticityRmatrices and the FSC exposure time for a given exposure. This would

indicate FSC requirements for GigaBIT and potentially require us to update our guide star

magnitude requirements. In addition, it would be good to look at the fine pointing quality

during each exposure. If the fine pointing is uniformly worse in for a given exposure, we

expect an increase in the PSF FWHM, if it is worse in one axis we expect to see an increase

in the PSF ellipticity. Lastly, it would be beneficial to create a thermo-mechanical model for

the 2023 SuperBIT optics and feed it the thermal data from flight to estimate the thermal-

inducedWFE.

As far as GigaBIT design work, we now have a sufficiently complete opto-mechanical

design that we can start investigating thermo-mechanical inducedWFE and create a con-

straint on the required thermal stability of the optics. The results of this study will also

inform the requirements for the deformable mirror in the back-end optics. We need to

close the DM technology gap and create a device that has the throw, resolution, and set-
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tling time required by GigaBIT. For the high-order DM control system, the algorithm will

need to be designed to handle the fact that the DM is not in a pupil plane. It may be useful

to investigate adding collimating optics that can be inserted and removed for taking pupil-

plane wavefront measurements with the science camera rather than developing a focal plane

wavefront estimation and control algorithm.
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A
HiCATHardware and Ambient

Environment

In this appendix we discuss the HiCAT hardware state and atmospheric environment. The

HiCAT design is described in N’Diaye et al. 201374 and the current layout can be found

in Soummer et al. 2018.123 Due to frequent changes to the hardware configuration, we
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provide a description of why and when certain components are installed/removed. Sim-

ilarly, there are many aspects of the experiments shown in Sec. 3.3 that are unique to the

HiCAT testbed. The iteration time and atmosphere control are determined by external fac-

tors that are not representative of another high contrast testbed, ground telescope, or space

telescope. The effect of these topics are discussed to aid in the interpretation of our results

and what our results mean for future high-contrast missions.

A.1 High Contrast Imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT)

The layout of the High Contrast Imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT) is

shown below in Fig. A.1.

HiCAT currently contains a classical Lyot coronagraph,61 two BostonMicromachine

kilo (BMC) deformable mirrors, and an IrisAO PTT111L segmented primary surrogate.

For the experiments presented here, the IrisAO segmentation pattern is not apodized,128

and instead compensated for using DM based wavefront control. The light source is a

NKT Photonics SuperK EVO4 with a tunable filter; the tunable filter allows for the central

wavelength and bandpass to be set. The simulator used to emulate the testbed (catkit81) is

discussed in Fowler et. al. 202028 andMoriarty et. al. 2018.72

HiCAT can achieve contrast levels in a 5.8–9.8 λ/Dlyot dark zone of 2.5 × 10−8 (6.5 ×

10−8 90% of the time) using the monochromatic laser source and 6.3×10−7 over a 3% band

centred at 650 nm using the broadband laser source.98
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Figure A.1: Testbed layout for HiCAT. 127 The light leaves the laser source, is collimated, and then arrives at the IrisAO segmented deformable mirror. The light
then hits the apodizer (if it is installed or a flat mirror if it is not) followed by each of the BMC DMs, one which is in the pupil plane and one which is out of the
pupil plane. HiCAT uses a reflective focal plane mask (FPM) which, after focusing the light on the FPM, allows the main lobe of the PSF to pass through the
middle and reflects the planet‐searching region. The main lobe of the PSF travels to either the low order wavefront sensor or calibration detectors. The light
reflected off of the FPM is collimated, passed through the Lyot stop in the pupil plane, and then focused onto the science camera.
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A.2 HiCAT hardware state

A.2.1 Ch. 6 testbed state

In the latter half of 2022, HiCATwent through major software and hardware upgrades.

The entire foundation of the software was rewritten to enable the parallelization of dif-

ferent wavefront control loops. An overview of these changes is provided in Soummer

et al. 2022.127 This upgrade drastically reduced the iteration time from∼ 15 s down to

<1 s. In addition to the software upgrades, HiCAT also acquired a new laser source and

science camera. The laser source is a NKT Photonics SuperK EVO4 with a tunable filter.

This means that the same laser source can be used for broadband and monochromatic ex-

periments as both the central wavelength and the bandpass of the tunable filter can be set.

The new science camera is the ZWOASI533MMwhich has lower read noise and a much

higher dynamic range. The pixels are also slightly larger than the old science camera and the

un-binned sampling is 8.699 pixels per λ/DLyot. For Ch. 6, the apodizer was installed (see

Soummer et al. 2022127 for figures). The goal of the apodizer is to reduce the diffraction

effects of the non-circular segmented aperture, as well as the gaps between the segments, on

the dark zone.

A.2.2 Ch. 3–5 testbed state

For Ch. 3–5, the monochromatic laser source was a Thorlabs MCLS1 diode laser at 638 nm

and the broadband source was a Leukos SM-30-400 laser combined with a filter wheel. The

filter wheel had five 10 nm bandpass filters available at 610, 620, 640, 660, and 670 nm as

well as a 6% bandpass filter centered at 640 nm. The science detector for these chapters was
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the ZWOASI178MM and the un-binned sampling was 13.623 pixels per λ/DLyot. The

apodizer was also not installed for any of the experiments shown in Ch. 3–5.

Pinhole

In July 2021, a 3 μm pinhole was temporarily placed after the laser launch to filter some of

the fiber effects seen when using the broadband laser source. This reduced the throughput

by a factor of five, thus requiring longer exposure times. It was removed shortly thereafter

due to the lengthy experiment times. In this thesis, the pinhole was in place for Sec. 4.4.4

results but removed for all other experiments.

IrisAO segmented aperture

In December 2020, the IrisAO segmented aperture PTT111L was installed on HiCAT.

The aperture has 37 hexagonal segments with piston, tip, and tilt degrees of freedom. Each

segment is 1.212 mm from flat to flat of the hexagon. This thesis includes results with and

without the IrisAO installed. The Results for Section 4.4.2 and Appendix B do not in-

clude the segmented aperture while results for Sec. 4.4.3–4.4.5 and Ch. 5– 6 contain the

segmented aperture.

A.2.3 Drift metrics

On the HiCAT testbed, prior to 2022 (Chapters 3–5), the majority of the iteration time

is due to file writing and thus the drift per iteration is a better metric when extrapolating

to other experiments than the drift per minute. Both values will be provided for each ex-

periment as the HiCAT environment is changing in real time. In each iteration there are
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two guaranteed images taken, one image for the estimator and one image after the EFC cor-

rection, as well as two optional images, an open-loop image and a direct image without the

FPM. The image after the EFC correction is not strictly necessary and could be removed

to shorten iteration time. In addition to the drift variance, the final DM surface root mean

square (RMS) and peak-to-valley (PV) are provided for the drifting DM.

A.2.4 HiCAT environmental drift
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Figure A.2: HiCAT instabilities due to climate control issues in the summer 2020. A constant DM command is applied
repeatedly and the thermal/humidity drifts cause a contrast degradation of a factor of two over the course of 14 hrs as
shown by the magenta curve in the right panel. The main driver of this contrast degradation is the humidity drop from
6.85% to 5.55% as shown by the blue dotted curve in the left panel. The temperature is shown by the green curve in the
left panel; it stays relatively constant oscillating by± 0.09◦C about the mean of 22.83◦C.

In the HiCAT lab, the main drivers of quasi-static WFE are temperature and humidity.

This is captured by Fig. A.2 which shows the mean contrast on HiCAT degrading by a fac-

tor of two (magenta curve in the right panel) over the course of 14 hours while repeatedly

applying a constant DM command. This factor of four is attributed to the humidity drop
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from 6.85% to 5.55% shown by the blue dotted curve in the left panel. Note that there is

a small sinusoidal oscillation with an amplitude of 0.1% on top of the dominant humid-

ity drift as shown by the blue dotted curve in the left panel. This sinusoidal humidity drift

correlates with high-order contrast variations seen in the magenta curve in the right panel

which have an amplitude of 8 × 10−8. The temperature is also oscillating by± 0.09◦C

(green curve, left panel), a factor of four worse than usual, and is likely contributing to

the high order contrast oscillations. The mean of the temperature variations is relatively

constant so it is not directly contributing to the bulk contrast change. We acquired these

data during the summer of 2020 when there were issues with the temperature and humid-

ity control in the lab, as shown by the blue humidity curve. As a result, the stability and

performance shown in Fig. A.2 are an order of magnitude worse than what is possible in

nominal HiCAT operations.

We potentially see this effect to a smaller degree in the results from Sec. 4.4.4. As shown

in Fig. A.3 the mean DZ contrast (magenta) seems to track the humidity (blue dots) when

it starts to increase at 4.5 hrs. The humidity drift is not captured by the process noise co-

variance matrix; thus, the EKF will not try to correct for it. The contrast-humidity correla-

tion could be a coincidence, as the humidity change is very small, but the correlation of the

high-order oscillations in Fig. A.2 is an indicator that humidity variations of 0.1% affect the

contrast at the 10−8 level. Further investigation is warranted and will be performed as we

have limited data on the contrast-humidity relationship on HiCAT.
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Figure A.3: Contrast‐humidity correlation. The blue dotted line shows the humidity in the HiCAT enclosure during
the experiment described in Sec. 4.4.4. The mean dark zone contrast shown in magenta starts trending up when the
humidity increases at the 4.5 hr mark.
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B
Choosing an Optimal Dither for BMC

RandomWalk Drift

The dither magnitude has a large effect on the success of the DZM experiment. Since our

initial injected drift (random walk of BMCDM actuators) is relatively simple, I perform an

in-depth study of the correlation between the drift standard deviation and optimal dither
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value. The optimal dither is considered to be the dither that minimizes the estimate conver-

gence time, steady-state estimate error, and steady-state contrast. I build on the simulated

results in Pogorelyuk et al. 201988 by performing HiCAT simulations81 and hardware ex-

periments.

B.0.1 Effect of dither on estimator convergence (simulations)

As described in Sec. 4.3, the dither increases the phase diversity of the electric field at the

focal plane. One can think of the EKF as a pair-wise probe estimator with memory that

acquires one probed image per iteration. The larger the dither magnitude, the larger the

change between images and the better the estimator will perform. Note that we cannot in-

crease the dither indefinitely as eventually the contrast will be limited by the dither and,

even though the estimator will converge quickly, it is not the overall behaviour that is de-

sired. We cannot assume we have access to the open-loop image; thus, the closed-loop es-

timate error must be used as a proxy as it is in the EKF. The closed-loop intensity estimate

error for pixel i is calculated as

εCLi = |zki − ŷik| = |zki − h(x̂k, uk)i| (B.1)

where z is the measured closed-loop intensity, ŷk is the estimate of the closed-loop intensity

as defined in Section 4.3, and k is the current iteration. The mean and standard deviation
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of the closed-loop intensity estimate error for a given iteration are then

μerr =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣zki − ŷki
∣∣ (B.2)

σerr =

√√√√ 1
n− 1

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣zki − ŷki
∣∣− μerr

∣∣2 (B.3)

where i is a given pixel and n is the number of pixels in the dark zone.

Figure B.1 shows the mean intensity estimate error in units of contrast for a simulated

DZM run on HiCATwith a random walk DM drift of 0.01 nm/iter. As shown in Fig. B.1,

the mean estimate error initially gets worse and then turns over as the estimator accumu-

lates enough information to improve the estimate. It improves for a number of iterations

and then asymptotes to a steady state mean estimate error caused by a discrepancies be-

tween the model and the actual system combined with the effectiveness of the dither. Es-

timator convergence is defined as the iteration where the absolute estimate error reaches

the steady state absolute estimate error; for the orange solid curve in Fig. B.1 this would

be iteration 98. Since we are looking at the absolute error and not the relative error, the

estimate error will increase as the contrast degrades. Note that for these simulations and ex-

periments, the control gain (β) is one for the entire experiment. This accentuates the effect

of the poor initial estimate and allows us to identify the fastest converging dither.

The mean estimate error for the smallest dither in Fig. B.1 (red dot curve) takes longer

to peak and longer to reach the same error level as the σdither = 0.1 nm case. The largest

dither case (teal dot dashed curve) ‘converges’ the fastest but the steady state mean esti-

mation error is very high and does not to improve. The EKF is performing well but the

σdither = 0.4 nm case is at the dither limit, meaning the contrast remains constant at
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Figure B.1: Mean absolute error between the estimated closed‐loop intensity and the measured closed‐loop intensity
at each pixel in the dark zone for 200 iterations during an active control sequence for various dither values, σdither [nm].
For all cases, σdrift = 0.01 nm/

√
iter.

the value determined in Section 4.4.1. Since this is a higher, constant contrast, the ab-

solute error will scale appropriately and follow a similar trend. This dither limiting case

is also shown in Fig. B.2 and will be discussed more in Section B.0.2. The two medium

dithers (blue dashed and orange solid curves) have similar profiles but the smaller of the two

asymptotes to a lower error. From this we can see that there is an ‘optimal’ dither if the goal

is to minimize the mean estimate error.

B.0.2 Choosing an optimal dither

Figure B.2 shows the mean contrast evolution for both simulation and hardware data for

different dithers and a σdrift = 0.01 nm/
√
iter (note one iteration is< 10 s). The two plots

are well matched for σdither = 0.2, 0.4 nm. The lab result (right panel) for the solid orange
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curve, σdither = 0.1 nm, initially behaves like the simulation result (left panel) for the red dot

curve, σdither = 0.05 nm. These experiments are currently performed with no real-time tip-

tilt correction so this is likely due to small lab instabilities that hinder the effect of the small

dither making it harder for the estimator to converge. Once the estimate for the lab case

peaks, around iteration 30, the contrast for σdither = 0.1 nm returns to the original contrast

with a slope similar to the simulated σdither = 0.1 nm. In the future, when the real-time tip-

tilt correction is incorporated into the DZM algorithm, the smaller dithers are expected to

better match the simulations. Figure B.2 illustrates the combination of the described effects
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Figure B.2: HiCAT simulation and hardware comparison of the mean dark zone contrast response for σdrift =

0.01 nm/
√
iter and varying dither. The contrast response as a function of dither follows a similar trend to the esti‐

mate error with the smallest and largest dithers performing worse than the dithers in between. The simulations match
the hardware for σdither = 0.2, 0.4 nm but deviate at σdither = 0.1 nm.

in Fig. 4.5 and B.1. The contrast initially degrades as the estimate error is large and thus

the optimal command provided by EFC is not cancelling out the electric field very well. As

the estimate improves, so does the quality of the EFC command and the contrast trends
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back to the original state. The steady state contrast is then determined by a combination

of the dither contrast limit as shown in Fig. 4.5 and the estimate error shown in Fig. B.1.

For larger dithers, the dither contrast limit dominates and for smaller dithers, the estimate

error dominates. It is important to note that the red dot curve in Fig. B.2 does return to

the original contrast after∼ 200 iterations. The teal dot dashed curve (σdither = 0.4 nm)

stays relatively constant in both the simulation and on the hardware. The contrast is at the

‘dither limit’ as shown in Fig. 4.5 and the EFC cannot do much to improve it.

To choose an optimal dither there are three main parameters of interest: number of iter-

ations required for the estimator to converge, steady-state mean estimate error, and steady-

state contrast. The goal is to pick the dither that achieves an optimal point where all three

are small. For a drift of 0.01 nm/iter the effect of varying dither values is shown in Fig. B.3.

Note that the dashed red line representing the asymptotic contrast vs dither agrees with

Fig. 4.5 for the larger dither values. It depends on how each of the parameters in Fig. B.3

are weighted, but the optimal dither lies in the yellow region highlighted where 0.1 nm

≤ σdith ≤ 0.2 nm.

The behaviour of the DZM algorithm varies with a number of factors including starting

contrast, observation noise, and drift. All plots shown in Sections 4.4.1 and B.0.2 vary the

dither while keeping all other parameters constant. Repeating the process in Sections 4.4.1

and B.0.2 for a variety of σdrift values shows that for a BMCDM actuator random walk

drift, the optimal dither is σdither ∼ 15 × σdrift. Note that we plan on repeating this process

for drifts injected via the IrisAODM during a more cohesive DZM parameter study.
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Figure B.3: Summary plot of Fig. B.1 and B.2. Simulated effect of dither on iterations until estimator converges (blue
dot), steady state closed‐loop contrast estimate error (solid red), and steady state contrast (dashed red). The yellow
block shows the region in which the combination of these three parameters is optimal.
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